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-- Professor DeVane, _ 1n his study of Brov-m1ng1 ~ 
--··-·-··---··--
Parleying wi·th Bex-nard ~ 1J!andev1llel, exPresses a belief that 
' •o, the ... poem 1s both a philosophice.l and.. a perso11etl e.,ttack upon 
f:flie poet's "parlous" friend, Tho~s. Carlyle·e The evidence 







'-~ ..... ,., ... ---7===.2A%.of'c .. th9-peem:, suppor'ted by Mrs~ Orr 1 s statem8~t, ·o:r ,ident.1f'1-
, .. -,~~- -· r:.,. • )~ 
•• 
./ 
' 2 ' ' "- ,,. , ' ' ' ,· 
ca.ti.on· in her· Handbo.ok ,- which .v1as read, corrected -e.n.4 
. ~- -- l (]"-) .._ ~ 
,i 
Cf 
endorsed by Bro.vming himsel:r, ·· seems to· establish-. Carlyle as 
·~' 
the "frierid11 of· the author of the Parle1-ing·o The philo-
sophical attack in the poem is thor~ughly discussed by DeVaJle 
in his study, but his theory, · that the poem is also a personal 
\.. 
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' believe, invite a much closer examination~ i 
,..:,,.,....• 
'- -· ~ 
-, ' 
·, ' 
~ne of the Parle;[inp; suggests, to DeVane that Carlyle's 
""1/ 
. 




. might have deairea .. na and that, therefore, the. poem is an 
\ -'ii 
. expression ·ot the poet" s. changed att:1. tude tol-rards his old 
,, 
O' 
friend~ After the death. of Carlyle, F~oude revealed aspects 
. ' ' 
of .the ph1losopher1 s. l?_QrBonai i ty. thaf. were far from flatter-
. ~.... """'. _..,._ --:--+J. _. 
ing a.nd. that so I deeply affected ~~.QJ.~:~.!1g~ ___ {;l._ feelings tolrards 
• -• ~ ~ -._c.. •·"" • • '~ \' ,_ i,•>< ~'" I \ 0 .,,- '-. , .. "'"I'··•• ,,~,.,.,,,.,.,,.,.,...,,..,,.._,.,,....,,.,,<Ti»W••"•""'"~"",.'•"'"°""'"""""- ,J 








-his_ old-frie11d -t-hat he refused·-to---·---gfier-~_:_accoun-e--- or11Is-
rela t1onship with Carlyle_ in the le~tei;'s of 1881 .. to. 1885 to 
Furnivall e.nd Norton: 11 In all probab1li ty the disclosures 
of Froude had perietra ted deeper than Browning would admit, 11 ., 
.. . ' 
, .......... -.... ~,'\ .......... ,._ ...... ··-···. ···-····" ... - ........ ··-···-
•• .. ~-----···~".~,--.... ,.,.._ ........ - :···--··-~ ... ___ .,1. - ... ···:-·-, 
..... ~ ...... ,_ ........ ~----······ ···············-· _ ......... ·_ ... , .............. --·--·-·. ' . ·· .. ·-·- .. ·-·-·-···· _ ..... --- ~--· ·•··· .. "''"" '" ..... , ....... " ...... -~·· .. ,, .. . ·-·-·1 . 
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- DeVane states, and the· 1etter of ·December 29, 1885, shol-TS 
, . 
--·---~---. 
11 Qle~rlytl, that 11.e ~laS 11UI'le,,ble to tell jUSt ,1l1at his Opinion 
. ···~ '. 
. • ~ . .,'JI. . . --,.··-·····-······ --·· - ...•. --·--------------~-+--< 
.-wa-s; th.ere 11ere °'e,oo many things t,hat had to be :ritted into -
his old conception of Oa.rly1e~113 Although Mrs~ Orr, in her 
· biography of the poet, states that his attitude did not 
J. ' 
I 
change, DeVane finds 1n her account a 11hint11 of ·such a -
<'.\ 
change \ihen Brow-ming told her ",11th a touc·h of bitterness" 
' j. 
. cl;; 
- ~ rJ -
that Carl~le~ had not offe:r~d pul;)licly the praise b:f' his 
. :_·_.-=- . -· - . ·-. •- . .. . . :'' . .. . - . . . . -~ . . - - . -- - ·.,_ .. 
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_ An examination of the relationship·, believes 
DeVane, reveals that 11 tl1.ing& were not always agreeable 
between them"··"' He cites the following examples of disagree-
- ments that ·took place during the years of the friendship: 
- :. --4.. 
1. In 1846 Bro,ming, wrote to Eliza.beth Barrett 
of a quarrel v11th Carlyle's condemnation o"f 
1 . . -
2. J1rs-·. Browning, in a letter to Isa Blagden. 
-- in· 1859, spoket of her husband's strong dislike 
... 
for Carlyle's Frederick. 
3. Betore meeting the philosopher, r-Trs. Browning 
-· had expressed a s~rong fear that she would not 
"' 
- .. ~ ·-··- ... ··-. -··.· ,.., ,.- ....... ' ·····"'' :--., .......... -
. ... 
~ . 
like h1m 11 in his personality" • 
_ .. ,-..;~. 
4·. Mrs·. Carlyle, in ·her letters a.nd journal, 
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-~ .. :: .. -~\::-~..:.~ ... -~·-~·.:~~-... __ : . .- ............... -·~~~'.:""'""'•·.·-····· ............... ·-··- -~- .. 
husband• s friend. . -------- ····· ------------···------------------·--------·----------- .......... --- . +-
' -
, 5· •. ?-~s·.~. Orr's·· a-ccount of the trip to-Par1·s in 
-
I. 
• I . 
~ 
~851, on which Carlyle accompanied the 
Brolmings, suggests that the poet was 
. ,. - .... ~- .. ' '. ' ,_ ·-----.--·-. ----· ·_,, ..... _ ....... , .... _.:.• ____ ,. ·-· ............•.•. , 











t - -- - ···-····-·-- -----·~-~ ---·-- ~- • --~ ': - · .• •• 




l . . t 
displeased ,ii th the arr&llgements-.. 
6·, The men· differed ~atly in ~eir views on 
the question of the American Civil War; 
Browning was a strong e.nti- slavery .. man and 
,, 




7. .Carlyle severely c-ri tic ized the poet• s method 
. 
of presentation in Aristophanes' ,Apoloe;y·. 
·- .. , . 
. J 
3. 
:.. . ".,;. 
~-.---,-. --c_,____:.___--:-.,, --:-. -_ --,-----,--~-· . 
• 
,.. '-· ,(, 'f 
. : ': 
--:,J--···--·---.----------·- .-------- ~---~--t_!..._ __ _ 
.... All of these things he.,d to be constdered, DeVa.ne feel·s,. when 
. . . / . :,· . , --- i 
-t_ :. ;' . I ' ·, ; ' ' I 
Browning was compelled by Froude 1 s -disclosures to ~e-,.exallline. ., 
. ,._,,,:"":\. 
his 'omi relationship with Carlyle. This relationship, he 
suggests, seems to have remained on the same l~ve1 at which 
1 t started, that of patron and a promising young man who I • 
/ 
/ 
. gradually became 1rr1 tated by the tree .. t1nent of "friendly 
.condesce11sion"; and after Froudefj s disclosures, "when the 
. : ,, 
~, .... ~~ .. ' :, . ·~"~-~:···':'''{~ ~)f3~po.et-c;. was,·---unabl&·· .. t,o ~ .. ~ hi·a --~ ' whol·e:-s~ .fu·ini~y-ar~-·~-eerning-'!~~ 7 ~~ ... · ·-r---,~;:::':: ··-··· , .. , ... k.·; 
Carlyle·, he came eventuall'Y to :t,he admission· the .. t Carlyle 
.,. 






-4- ---- ....... ---•·~-- -·-·-- -·-------
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' ' ' \ 
. ' .. 
. ~ ... ~ ....... ,,~·····. 
' .. 
-· . 
had bean .. ,. in his relations with him, rather less than 
generous"; thi_s admission, believes DeVane, caused the tone ., 
of the Parleying, 11 1n spite of the fact that ·Browning 
addressed Carlyle as I friend' to be rather ironical tha;n. 
reveren tieJ." • 6 
• -···-· -•• ·--·· ' 
<II 
I ~hall present, in the chapters that ·follow, an 
· . account of the friend.ship between Brolmin·g and C~lyle, 
expanding upon the rather brief history given 1n Devari·e• s 
' ' . 
study, in an ~ttempt to arrive at some conclu·sions regal'ding 
; 
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1 • r 
·--·· ··-~ -- ;.-. -~ ,, :._.,..,..... .., ' .--.- '!·-"'.'"\ I .- ., ~-, A.: 
,, . 
- - ._.,, ·-. c.-,, •... -. ' ' '{ . •. '·. .- _.,_ .. _,_ .. ·' .''-•-•-, -··-~·-- ...... -· ., ·- ._,,_,- -', --~-, .. ,)u ~· ·~··-. 
' .. ·.\ ...... 
·., ~ 
. ;-
the O true nature of the relat1.011ship~ l shell try to show that,· 
- . 
. . al t,:q.ough d+sagree·ments ang. quarrels . did occur s\µring the years 





' •,I" • \, 
. . ' • . . . ' . . • . 4'1'' 
~-. of the·· friendship, they were primai~11y of an ideationa1 nature 
d . 
&n.d did not have~ any effect upon the poet8 s personal feelings 
,:f,oward the- philosopl1er, even irhen conside:red in the light of 
. . 
·Froude 1 s revelations, and that, therefore, the Parleying with 
Bernard .§!. Mandeville must be interpreted oniy as an 
. expression of the~e ideational differences and not .a personal 
. . 








. . 4':.·-. 1.· • 
~
.,.·, .. · 
... ,~; .-;""'!'·~- ~-~:: ~ , 
... . .._• ~, ' 
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5 
Ch.a'Pter Two : . The Early .. Ye_ars ot tb,e Friendship 
L , -~In ~!arch, 1881, s·hortly after . the deii th of Carlyle, , 
·Browning gave ltlill!am Allingham. an account of the·:tr ·meeting: 
~ 
"He first made my acquaintance, not I his~~~ firet saw him 
at L~1gh Htmt 1 s, and very .properly sat silent for 'ff.J.Y pal"t 
~ Q 
all the time;t4 Carly+e, 1n No-vember, 1875, had also gi,ren 
'. 
an ac'c'ount of the meeting: "Brovming in his you.ng d.s.,ys . vrore 
· a tur.n~do,m shirt c_ollar· wit~a ~ribbot1 tor neck-tie, and ~a 
1 . 




a: mo~est youth, l'ti ~b. a good ,,stron$ face a.nd, a head of dark 
·- ·····-,-, --·----'"-:!c1..;.~•'-• \\. 
- hair·. He said little, but what he said was good·.n8. Both 
men, then, place the meeting at Leigh Htint1 s house, and 
-' 
,4,,.' •. ' ' . ••""" ' 
1 Browning's st_~tement that he first "sa,111 Carlyle there seems 
Ii'' 
to ~stablish this firmly as the place of the m~eting. DeVa;ne, 
.... ~,I 
··1' 












·. • . 
. 'q....n) '• , • 
• • •• . f 
,.
7
;;:,::~,--•• ~_.-~. ---.-7.·~-~--~;~,c:~;:c;:~:c-,C-C---''---·'-··_·.·~ctne··c•···t1'me··-;e:,'f.,ffie····,,meetirfg"~~,-m-~ 1840····' ··. 'He'""bel::te·ves , .. howeve·r _, ·t~~-t --·-s--,--:··--"··'·'··---'···- -t-
. ' . . .. , ;.,,.• • . ' ' .l.J.t:'~ i :. . 
J 






- ............ - --- ' __ ,. ................ ,- __ ..... . 
' ' ~ 
an entry in Mqcready1 s diary, the two ..men dined there on 
March 27, 1839, with v.ir·. and !1rs~ Ro1ls, ?A.r~ a:n.d Mrs·.'\ 
l. 




Arthur Bull~r, Darwin, ~tlss P~ Horton, a11.d Mr~ Brockedon~ lO 
.... ,.~ 
If tl'11s l-Tas the first time that Brovming and Carlyle met, it 
' J 




' . ~ 
and in a group as small as this it seems that the t-vro men 
lIIUst have at least engaged in conversation. In addi.tion to 
- ,. ·. 't'.1.1 
. . 
;this, 'v'Te must recogn~ze the fact that both men, in accourits 
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........ ··.' · .. 6 w 
., 
of the first meeting· • On the1 basis of the ex1st1n.g evid~nce, · 
. then, we. _.must accept·: ··LEfigh Hur1t' s as the ·first meeting pla.,ce. ,· 
-f ' 
, alld date this meeting early in 1839, before March 27_th-. 
dinner at Macready1 s trould then seem to be a possible second (• 
meeting·. There· is another piece of evidence which sheds some 
·· -;1g11t on the problem and should be considered here. In 1878, 
-:Sro-vming wrot~ to Carlyle, asking him to come and view one 
o.f 11.is son~. s paintings: IIYou knew him when a child and were 
'. 
·kind as·. he, e,ven yet well remembers': · he is no,;1 some years 
older than was his father when you were more than kind 
11 
to· •• ·.~"" Pen Browning was t"trenty-nine at the time this 
letter was lrri tten, end his father was the same age in 1841 ·• 
As Hood points out .:ln ·~ note to the letter, 12 the statement 
tt s~me years ol-der" if taken 11 terally must place the time of 
the meeting earlier than 1840; thus ·the meeting at Leigh 
.-.. , > 
,.:;·~ .... ~--- -~. -· - . ---·~·' ~:_·_ ·._:· .. ;:. .. · 
~unt.1 s house early.~ _18-3~_ ae~-~~ -~he, m<:>~t, ).Q.g_~c __ al.suggeati_on~_, __ .. ,. ... · .. -,,,,-,·: ...'.;: ,..;. . ..,,..,; • ..:.· ;;;· •• w. ·- ·• - ··-- ' -·- ... : • ·•· •• •• • ,· ••• ,. ,, 
. ~: "', 
,. -Moncure Con11ay records an account of the 1me~ting ... <",vhich ia ·-..... 
;. 
interestip.g and rul,S been given by several bio~aphers, bu·t . 
finds no support 1n the existing evidence·. He writes: "He 'l 
' 0 
. 
. ·rcarly1e] told me Of their first meeting·. He was riding on -
Wimbledon Common, when this 1beaut1ful youth.1 , 1«ral.king there 
· alone, ·a-topped him and asked fol'.' his acquaintance~ ul3 As 
V 
Ed,1ard Dotrden, one of the biograPhers who mentions the 
accowit, states, the account 11lia.s a somewhat legendary s.ir.•14 
Between this f ir-s-t meeting and Bro1-ming I s departure 
... ,'1 ' 
:ror ItaJ.y with his wife in 1846, the .men probably met 
:frequently~ Macready records having seen Browning at 
. ---
-~ . 
. . -~ 
'· 
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. -· .. ., .... ... . -· -· ... . ... - -· ·-
- . .-:--::-:-:-::--· :--.-:-.~:"7:""'.:::~. • • .. - ,":':-·- . -··--·· ........ ' .. · ............ :-
' ' 
'.!.. • •t.' ;'t. ·: ,'•-,- . • ,, 
./ 
- ~· ~: ~ ,=·· , •. ·~_.,...._ ... ..;:...,.....,.l.,;l;',~ .... ::...:: ..... .,, . -l'~~:,;t~ .~\j-::~· ,...-~~...:..,;~~~ .. :,,,'14!:....;, ~;.-"".,>;l:.;,-~'4".ke •• • 
r 6 ~ 
__ . -----.--~--- .----·-···- .-·-~- ___:_~ __ _:_ _______ -'----___ --:--~~~- ~101 
,.:.:p~ 
J( ' 
Carlyle's lectures on May 5th, 8th, and 12th, 1SJIO,t15 
Bro'Wlling himself wrote to. ?41ss. Ha,,o~)th ·1n May that ;''Carlyle 
-· . . . ,. 
. 
· .18 lecturing With iciat11 ·~ 16 · · It was a.f ter orie· ·of these 
•. ;- . ~ 
, ... 
7 
. .. ·. 









lectures that the poet was invited to visit Cheyne Row: 
-- -- -· --------· .. ~---~---- ... ~ ... --~-- -·---···-- ·--------
. -"When he lectured, I subscrib1ed and ,1ent, and coming out 
. ~ . . 
one )aay he spoke to me, 1 Ho'W do you do, Mr'. Bro'\'ming? 1 
-~I said I he .. d .hardly thougllt he. could recollect me· •. JO yes, 
I recollect you very ,1ell -- will· you come and see me? ·r '/-
..., 
r . 
. live do,m 1n Che~sea~ 1 I -did call and. he .. told. me · af te-~--. 
-.;;; ' . . . 
wards that he had on that occas1on,conce1ved an tlllfavourable 
opini.on"":,r me, because I wore (what was usual then) a green 
riding-coat of cut-away shaPe~ It he,had seen me no more I 
might have figured in his diary as· a-- k·in·d of sporting-man 
in aspect-. ul 7 In December, 1841, Bro,mi:ng wrote to Mi as 
Ha.worth, giving an account of a dinner he l1ad attended at 






the home of "dear Carlyle and his wifetl ~ 1~ The two men · __ -"' ·-~-.:,,.c, .-, - (, 
' •• ,. . ', • - ~ -~ -·•• _. -~ '·•··••u,• •• ,,,-~ _ _:._.,· • • • •· • •• ,,.;..... • -· ---!·-··-- ~, . ~. ,..... . ... .• . . ·- - ~- . .... • . ~ . -··· - : 
dined together at lv1acready1 s in _May, 1842, 19 and Browning ' 
wrote to Alfred Domett or evenings spent w~th Carlyle in 
1 
September and December o~ the same year~20 In a letter to. 
Domett in May,' 1843, Browning wrote that "Carlyle- came here 
' 
a fe·w· iveeks ago -- walked about the place, and teJ.ked very 
.. ~: wise~y and beautifully •••• His brother, Dr. Carlyle, came 
") 
with him -- a. remtirkable man, too~1121 It is entirely 
.... 
probable that on this or some earlier visit not recorded 
- -----·----·----·- · ·------------- Carlyle met the poet• s · mother.-,-wom-· he considered. -to ber·---
" the true type of a Scottish genUewoma..1111 , 22 and saw 
Browning's room where his- books were kept and which "was 
,., 
-----·------- -·--··-·-~--------.... --.. -·--.. -·-· ,•' 
, . ,, _____ ·····,·····-·"''"" - ,,,.,,, ···---- .• _ .. .,_ ... ,.,.,..,.._.,,.,,,,...~,..,,. ,,..,... .• , •. ,.,·n;u,.,.,-,.,r,.,,~·, ""'.'' .• ·- •~_,,r ... ,. • __ 
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-~ that so~t of trim that showed he was the very apple of 
their [his .. pa.rents•] eyesH·. 23 Brow.nine; records another .. 
~ "'. 
' ,.. 
• tl ~ ·• 
meeting with Carlyle.upon the philosopher's return from 
. S,cotla.nd in .October, 1843-.24 In his letters to Elizabeth 
- Barrett the poet- speaks of meetings with Carlyle in August, 
~ ~ .. 
. 1845, and in April end May, ~846; the first and second of 
these meetings· were at Carlyle I s home; and the thtrd was 
at Brovming1 s, where the philosopher had 11 come )on horse- / 
baQk :ror tha exPrAss purpoae of strell1?1g a.bout"~ ~5 
-, 
/ 
· The early correspondence of the men consists of · 
rt· 
seven letters, five written by Carlyle and two by Bro,m.ing~ 
Carlyle opened the correspondence in Jtllle, 1841, 't'li th a~_ 
· letter of p:r~.,ise for Sordello and PipPa Passes, copies of 
which he had received·from the poet~ This letter contains 
his cri tioism of Browning' s early work as well as words of 
s· 
' . 
encouragement to his new friend and ex:presses his opin~on _ -· . .-~---.t-,s __ ·_:_,_·. _____ .. i ~~-_7,:-~-----:::--·,-,::-~-~~:;-- .,- ......... -~,;;. ... ,.,:.~--,,_; :./-,.--..._-.,_ ._ .•. ,_ ..... _,7 ;::---___.""!'_--,:-~t.-::--""'·;-;.,--·::-::-:r-J----:;---;_·-.-~~---:-~~7:'· .. ·.-.L:-.. _.r:-·,:·-.-::-.::·-;; ·--:··----:--r:-·.-:--·--T....--:-:-~:- __ ~ · .-.::•.· · -··-~ ~--_.,- · -- _..:~;--;:::~::;:---:-:-::-f~~;-;.-:_.,<_·_ · ._ .... -;-;--:~--.,· .. :~-~-~-~.~:~.::"'.;,-:·:;-::.:.:;:-:~::------;;--:-i'.:::~;,-;··~-,.""-·::·1; . • :· --~""'"..:-·-~~~-.;:~.-.... · __ . ___ ....... _.-,-~., ~~---, -·- ..... ,.~·-··-···-"'·" - ·• -· ·- · · ·- .. . · · -,. .• .., I • 
y 
, =-~ of and .. hopes for the poet:. 







I~ dea..r Sir -- <Many 171onths ago you 
,·rere kind enough to send me. y9ur Sordello; and 
now this day I have been looking into your 
· ~ippa Passes 9 for -vrhich also I am your debt.or. I:t' I have me.,de no ru.1swer hitherto 1 · 1 t -v1as 
surely not for 11pn~G of interest in you 9 for want of estimation of youg both Pieces have given rise to many reflexions in me~ not 
without friend1.y hopes and anxieties in due 
measure·o Alas~ i1t is ·so seldom the.,t any word 
one can speak -is not, 11orse th.en a 'vJOrd still 
··- ') . ~-~. . . . . -- . . , 1V'l sn¢ "lr..A~,,9.,cc . ····-----·>,.-.M,,-.,~~,., .~<.~'\'.",.,,,.,,,_,,.,fp,.h .~,.~- _, .. : ;~~A·;,,.,c.·-,-~~~~'~' ' •.. ,.,,- .. , .. ,-.,.-·-.,,,.,,.+,•.~·-"cf'"',•''"·'''-'" u,;,·,s"~'"""''""~'"'''"'""'~,.,.,,., .. _.,.,.,,1"'"''~.,,,.,..-~,. .... ...,.,,,.,,.-...-.,,,.-,.,,__.,..,.,.,,,,.,'",~"''~-' .. "''"'"-''1 - . --- , .. - - ........... ,. ·- ~· ... ,- -,--,~.--""'"'"'"'"""~'-''~"-·:· ,,,. .... ,,,..,.~ ..... -,.""~'"~·····.,.., , ........ '\:4i,i;~· - J:"W~~~;J;. [) g ~;J; ~VtfI QJ-.Lai 't, VJ;;!.v .tuet;.tL !) J.JJ !l i c : 1 
- . speaking or his silen.ce ~ ~.an9 in great vitaJ. ., --,, -------c· t interests~ help another at all! == ~ 
- ti-: 
. ·········~---~·-- -·--·---··-··""''~ ..... -------~-, .. ~_ ............... . 
. I····:·-·;,····:·.,,.,.) .'';j'J 
Unless I veey greatly mistake, 
·i: judging from tl'lese t,10 works~ you seem to ; possess a ,·rare spiritual gift 9 poeticeJ.., pi~toria~ ~ in.Pe,elle.ctual 9 by ~1he .. tever name 
we- may prefer calling it; to unfold which into articulate clearness is ne.,turall.y the problem of all problems for you~ This noble 
k ,_, ............... ..,1,._ ............ ----···· . ' ......... ____ "" ----- -··-· ----~-... ::. . .'..'.'....~·-·~·-~- ::'' ,._ ... ,,.-.. , __ ,, ........ ~1.._~ .. _ ... ____ :_:·-- .. ---~-~.:::-.. :.:..:.:-.. ~:·_-_·.::.:..:.:..·.~::··:~.~---- .. -· ___ ,..,. ........, • -· ·--~ ... ,-~~""'"...... .~.·-·-·· .. , .. ___ .. __ ,_ .... ,-,+ .. Moo•••, .. •O•o•••••••O••• .. ,•,••••<••••• 
. . -~ .. 
,.. '. i :. .:. -~· .·- • .. , ··'. 
• > . 






------- -~ ---------- ---:--:·- £ ; ___ _ 
' 
endowment, 1 t seems to me farther, you are not 
at present on the best way for un.-folding; --.. 
and ·if ,the_.'1r1orld h~d lou ..dly ce .. lled 1 tself 
content 'vii th tl1ese t1t10 Poems~ my surmise is, 
the world could heJve ~,rendered yeti no fataller ___ ------------------------------ ___________________ ,i
1 disse:r"Vice than ·that· same! Believe me I ____ _ __ - ----- -
speak with s ince;i:,i ty; and . if I had not loved · . I --· -------···------~ --- .. -- ,, . ,----- -·-·--~ .. -~----·~'- .. ~·- ---~·-····"- --~-,~~--------·- --··- ---
yt>"tf···well, I would not he~ve spoken at, sil ~ ; 
A iong battle, I could guess 9 lies before you j full of toil e.nd pain 9 and all ·· .,. 
sort _ rea;t· figll.Pe,ingi A man attains to 
noth · g here belo,1\1 "'i thou ... t. J)e,hat o Is it not v' ~ 
.· . - . v ~l' i~ y the , l'l; ~; f3 ~ .;er ;L, z e; Y~'1 ... 1'J}Jll t ~ f ext•? . . ,, . · · ,,, , ~ .. :,, ,, .· ·· · 
- · __ ' '' ''<U-")''J•'··--·<-'}'·i·'-F· ·lgl-·1""~- onrs- 'th-er.(, .. 1S . .!f,CiO say 101101·1 tr1Uly lrtith ._: __ "._ ,,, .·. ,·, __ .._ , _,..#...,_..,.,_ ,. • ..-,~. ~.,, ·-:~-:,.···,:_1.~·,.- .'.~:r.·:~.}'~ ,~· •:;:.--..>. ;,._ ,~ ··-t:.:; ··~··~1i.'"'·,-: ... 'i'~-. -:-1-:""'- "'-11·.',···" .• . • .. • .. ..,. ·._ •.. , • • . ' 1 C.t ·1 - n ~- •• - o . ·."· - n . 
'"':'-<' ll'l,:II " --- - ,, I/ 
,..._..,.,. •' ~ -- \'". . '" .. --·. ~ 
!. 
.:;-
:!:~ra~:!S S!~f1~~=~t~~; ~~~~:~ V W!:!t V~!rt . ... ... .. 
light you can atts .. in to; foll~t,;ing truly _so, 
better and ever better light will rise on a 
youo The light 'tfe oui~selves gaiJlv by our 
very errors if not otherwise? is the only 
preoious"lighto Victory~ what I call victory, 
if well fought . for, is sure ·t·,o you o -
If your own choice haPpened to 
point that way9 I ~or one should hail it as. 
·a.good omen that your next work were ·-written 
-... 
in prose! Not that I deny you poetic faculty; 
far, very fa~ from that o Bv.t tmless poetic 
faculty mean a higher power o~ common u:nder-
standing,. I lmow not what it means·o · One must . · ... I 
. first make a true intelleC"'CiUal representa,t_iap,_ ,,\,, ,-r-:,,;·:~---·,c::~;,:~~,·--~-~~~--:--.-,.,~,--,.: 
,••v. ,_.,LL.,,L,, ,,,•;• .. >• ·'0 •C•·••··<-.. ,,~,,;·.~:-~:-, .. ,.,!., .. ,>·-;-----of a·,-t1111rg;;--c15e-fore~c,-any poeti~c~-in.te1~est that' is 
' . , true ~rill supervene~ All Cctrtoons are 
geometrlce.J, withal 8 and cannot be made till 
we have fully learnt to make mere diagrams 
well~ It is ·this that I mea..~ by prose;-~ 
which hint of ~.ine~ most probably 
tmapplicable at pre-sent~ may perhaps at 
some future day come usefully to mind~ -~ 
But enough of this g 1rirhy hs..ve I 
written all"" this? Because I esteem yours 
no common case; a.-nd thi11k such a man is not 
to be treated in the ___ common way·o 
:~ _ "': - . . , imd so p_ersist in GOd'-s name, as 
. · you best see and Can· and understand a1wa.ys · ... 
' • ~ 0 -1:' ,_," mf. . ,, «·,,* :'lf",.'l,·t~., ... , -~~n-y·· ,,:~,~-- ' 'f'o-r--' ,.·-you· '"·""-- ·1""S'"-,-·.--'-''" "·'f"J__';;.;._"·o·~<:'"d" ,,,•,-,·.-c,s·--·p·, .. -,-,,e,,.,,.; __ e_-,,ca,,,-d''"--,,,c,,,,,-,,,·,,.,-,T=•=V>wrtWffl<OW,,,..,, .... ,,.,.,,.;_,;,,~--.;.,.1"'"..;,,.,,_ •• ~.~""'''~""""''~~"''"·''"'' 
' ' ' ' . ' ' ---·--. ;,.,,.M,ii;.v_,,,.,.,,,.,,,..,,.,,,.,,..,_.,,~,..,.,;;.,,;;,_.;,,;;~ . ....:;,.,,,..,,,..,,,w,,.,,w,e .. 0,.,,.,,,,-,,,,,,';,',·,~;;{t·W··· 'r~t' - --,VJ,; it.:A;.o F J.: c::14 ~.&. - ' \,l"V ' . ' 
-,.. ... _..,.,_,~;,-~,"··"'"'~'""-"''''"'•·',.,.,"""""''''""''"'"""\'""" ''' '. ' ' ' ' u ' 
i ' ' f -t__ r ~ -· ' ~ .. ~ the narne of God·e -
. } -, . -
4 
--- -:--~="~:-~~~,-: ....... ,,~ .. ,,~.. ·-··--- -~~ .. ·--~--~~--~-----~---- - ··--·--·--I 1rl0Uld have .called tor -you last ' 
i 
t year when I had a horse, and some twice rode 
! thro O yo.ur subUrb; but stupidly I · had forgotten 
. ( ---------















lo ,,.,, ,' . .,
. --- ----------- --- ----------- .. ·-· --~-- ·-·--·--- .--. ~._ .... ___ _ 
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/ 
(J :. 
. . ) 
' 
It -is evident from the generA tone of this letter that the 
P~!lps9pper had been ·greatly 1~pressed by his new acquaint-
~~ ~-... . 
· ' all~e e:nd~d tiken a deep interest in both the man· and his 
1 "j_'P;-~ ' ' t 
~ .. ''-.r d 
work. By the time that the ·1etter was ,1ri.tten, Car1yle 
had become· tho~9ughly- convinced that prose ,,as -f?h~ only 
true me,dil_\m for the expression of ideas, and in -~he letter 
:.c- . .,A 
·r ·-
/~t ; 
very diploma,tical;ty suggests this belief to the poet. After 
,,?,;,_~ 
telling Bro,•ming that it is "seldom that one man, by_his 
1· 




... -·--·~ .. --- .... _ _,_ - .speaking .or. h1~s silence, can, in e;reat vital intere&1ts, , . '. - ~ .. ,-... ·- .. ,. . ._' -~.; . . . .. -,~ .... - - " .... - . ·' ..... _~- . 
. . 
. ___ : ___ , ___ : ... _ -;·· J;:ie.lp ~another at all", he immediately proce-eds to -offer · ·- . ,-,.·· 
' ... 
' .,." .. 
. - . ~ ··- -, • . ·. - . ". i,, •~--,~ 
- _ .. ·-·.:.:· ·:...:. •__;.__:_-.---- -··· 'I:" 
. ~ 
-·--·-··-····--------,-·-···-·----···~-----------~------~--·-p··-tht-s·-··-·he]:p-. ---- -----Her ·b-egins· -by-- -pra-is-ing_ the pe-et-1-s-· -" rare --sp-iritu·al-- __ : ___ ---- -------------------~--
~-
gift 11, which he feels is hindered by the inability to achieve 
"articulate clearness'' of exPress10n. This is agaip. followed 
by enthusiastic words of encouragement, for "victory, if 
well fought for, is sure to you 11 • Then follows the typicaJ. 
his· "o,m choice happened j;,£ ;point _that waytt. He seems to 
feel that in prose Bro~ming will be able to· achieve the\ 
clarity of expression that is lacking in his poetry~ but 
again he does not 11 denyn Bro'W!ling Hpoetic', fe.,cul tyH, but 
feels that tne-Jtni-nt--e-f mine, most probably unapplicable at 
) 












f A,. · ~ -----· ,___ mind,!.! .•. He concludes this extrernely diplomatic '·piece of _ ... 








.. critic ism -"fT;. th a repetition of tr1e earlier praise, for· 
,""11 
followed in all of Carlyle's earl,y letters to ·the poet, and 
it ··is quite obvious that he has no intention of. prolonging 
. .t 
the arrivaJ. of the "future· day'' when his hint may 11 come 
' 
"'' ·\·: .. ' ... ....... 
4 
.:, ... ~ 
11 




us·e:f'ully to mind"! · Arid 1 t was probably the failure . o:t' the 
• I 
poet to take tl1is hint, in combination ~Tith his/ failu1;e to· 
" 
achieve tt a.rt~1culate clearness" of exPression,· ,1hich led 
- . 
··--'-"---'-- ---· _, _ _: .,;_ __ ~- .. e..~- .--·. ' ~- --· . . . 
to the philosopher-1 s· vel1ement czli tie ism of his later. work-. 
. At the time of the·· ·,1ri ting of this letter, ho,1ever, 
) 
Carlyle wishe·d, 1 t seems, to do all that w~s 1n his power 
- . . -
to cultivate tl1e friendship with- the ppet, and closed with fl 
. > ~ 
'/ 
. . ~ 
_,,,.-/1 the __ suggestion '1.hat Bro·wning Should visit ll:1m~ The letter, 
-- :~:.: ·· -- - ·· · ··· ··· ···· :· t~~~-;~~i9,. ·reV9~s ·;;;-~t;~~-t ~; the part . of the 
"· 
---·-· ----- ·----·-----#''' -·-·· ----·-·-·--- -·-··-·------- ---······---··-- ···-· - --········ . 
.-·:. 
philosopher that few of· 11.is contemporaries received, and 
Bro,m.11-ig, it seems, was well on the way to becoming a 
member of the philosopher's "inner circle" • 
..•.. , ............... ---····---
. ------------. -~.,.......... 
--·-
Carlyle continued to send words of encouragement 
.. to the poet in the letters of July al1d December, 1841: 
-W, ,. . 
I 










"The.- spirit you profess is o'r the best_ and truest; perhaps 
• .-.•·' •' - "' - ·-~, ·, · • • - -·-----...-~-----•--1:,, __ "-o"., --- · ··· "', .• ···.-.-,.fin~-.-·--,-~··; •.• ,··• ···:-;.;·-;···,·;7_·-·_·-.,,·~·~----.-;_-·-.;_·_-··-,·-·--·,.·;--:·--;·.:;~..:;.·~··-·-:---,-:;;.~--;.-;-::····.~~---_--;.,. -•. -.- .. _~·-..·: ... i;;..· ·,·--- •·• ·.~-.·_-· ~,,_-···-------·~···.-•- ·&··"·-•- ··- ··· ·-,- :--,.--."~-.a--:':---.::---::r.--.-.----,-• .,._ ... ~._.t ........ --.-·~--..........-------.-,._ .. ___ ~,--··,--,-•··-,, , • -·,--~-~--,-,-----•··--•~-~-~---•---,. •••···· . , •.•. ,---•• .·•·· ._ ... ---c-•-c··, .. ;f' .. ·•, ........ •.,·-··~· •• f" •• ..... ~ •·•-··;-~·•·w,•: •-••'"("-.J<•-._:..,--r,.·,,.. ... ..,_ .. -~, ,..._.,,.,4."':• ... ••":.,,.. •. _..;"'t,·{''-"•:••-p,.._••_".,-.•-< ... ,· , .. - .z,·:;<:,-c: ,--;.,,•, ·,-.-:· c· .... -·cc;:cc;.; _·;r·. "' -·· . ~·'· s-·· .,._., ·:· .. ,,.. . ·. . .. .. . ·- ... ,. . ... . . . .. · - - . .. . . . - . . . . 






th~-. I wl10 can -~,;-· ·nothing:-, -- b3u1;- etil·y-; say·'-wi-t11 ·· a11 · my ·heart, 
. , . . 
'I, ... _ -
Good Speed~ Doubt 1 t not at all, you will prosp_er exactly 
according to your true quantity of effort, -- and I take 
., ' 
it you already underBtand that· amo11g the 11 true quantities 
~ . ,: . ~ ... 
of, effort" there are many, very many which the- '~ublic~." 
,. , t 
reading or other, can simply kno,i nothing of whatever, and 
- ' ..... 
<..' ~. .. ....... , ........ -... ·- ........ ------ ······ ------·-·-····------·-·········· ....... _,_. ...... -~- .. --·--· 
·- - Imlst·cons.ider- as falsities and idlenesses, if it did'.~ But 
"' ' .: .. '· "" 
· thet everlasting Heart of Nature does know them, as I say; ~ 
- - -- --~ ,,,, _______ ._-______ -___ ........... -.----·-· - ... ·_·_- ... -.. -·····--···-·--·-·' - ___ . ____ --______ --__ :_ ·--- - ----~-·-----~- _-_- .:. -:__ - - --_-:_-_:__ - -- - ____ --::::...:. .. :..:_":_..:-.~:.-:-.-:.:.::....~.::::..-... ...: .. ___ .:._:...___::_:._ .. __ ~ ___ .:__._ ____ _.:._-=...:.:.=.==-..L---·------·_ - --- -- ---·-- .. -·= .. -- .. ···:: ... -:.-.. ·· __ --::....·.: .... -. ________ ,,,_.: .... : .. : .. _. --··------- -- -- . - - - - - - - - - .. - . 
.. 
and will truly respond to them, if not to-day or to-morrow, 
the·n some day after to-morrow and for many and all .. coming 
days.· courage t 1127 In both letters the philosQpher urges 





----------·-·--- -- . -
\ •-•.. ·.· .. ·-· .-.- ---·· -- ----··· - ·-·-·---- -- _' -~ ----·- -----··------· .. -·-·-·-·-----.:_'.._-'.., ________________ . _____ .. _______________ .. 
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- --- -- - -· --- . 
--- ··-····-·--·--··· -------.. -
~. "" -
-. 
' . . 
~- "l· 
.. 
rev eels once more his-'~higb. regard for the poet who.Di ~ even 
. _ - · - · . ( - ~ . 28 Mrs·. Carlyle would have guessed t•tormed an exception". 
-- . •. ---.> . •. : ,I( 
Ort lviay 21; 1644., Carlyle -wr-ote ··t;o ·tne ... poet,· requ·e·sti!rg··~-"=~ ~ --~~< - ~-~<_;!.------·· --
\ 
• 
; ~· "l 
informatio11 for his life· of Crom111ell, and as in all of 
·;I'--~~._.:.'!'~ 
. '· 
the previous letters, urged the· man, whose· "face is a 1 
I 
• 
pleasant· phenomenon hereH, to visit Cheyne Row.~ 29 There 
are no arislrers to these letters extant, but from all 
.J . ., 
.... 
• • ·-, I " '. ' ,•' ' • •' ~•'• '•' ., , ' '.' .' ,. ·.;_:' .'~. , 1 ' • .'. ?(•:'.: ~--·- ;_• ;•): '':' •~'· • •..,.-,' :f:•~;'• • •::,:'~\:• :.,:, ;,_, .,--:. 0, ': ct • ,..:. -~:. ·: ' ind.ications the men met :rrequentl~ du.ring these years;-----md 
.. . -
.Bl'O"W"A!!?:~IJ:rob,~b~y a.J:lSW~:t-ed,1:,11.em .. in.person-. ~::c~~"~c==,;===,--~--~ .,.\'. , 
,.·, Bro,ming ·married Elizabeth Barrett in ·1846, arid··-·-,- --·~ .. ., .... ,. 
conditions in ·En.gland forced the couple to det,art 
immediately for Italy, ,~rhence the poet wrote to Carlyle 
on May 14, 1847, expressing l1is deep regard for the 
pltilosopher: "I shall ever keep ·,1 t my first of affectionate 
prides -- something beyond ar:rection and far better than 
pri·de -- that ·yoµ have been a.i.Yld are what you are to -me --
' . 
-, -.-;-"--- .. ,-, .. -...... , -_ , .. _-,_,-.. ~-,--
_ ... ,_,-, .. ~ ..... ~. ~., ..~_-.-~~~ 




•.• 1- -- .. __ • ---·· ·-- .:..... ·• ·- ·-·-·- ·-~ .. -- -- -- --··----···- ·- _ ____.;:a1' -· . 
that there is· 'no better nor ·sincerer relation than that in 
- whioh you stand to me. One might fancy I d~d not profit 
as I might have done by the facilities you--, gave me for 
• 
• 
seeing and commtmicating ,.,1th you in En.gland; but I always 
. hoped to be better qua11.Tfed t_o pro.fit~ one day~ I don't 
• . c; t . 
... 
··-····- --- ·-··- --·- .. 
-------------- --·--·----·---··---· ·---·- . . -~ .. -------------~- -·------··· ---·- ··--·-·- . - ······-- - -------· - ··- .. 
,...__ 
, a,pologize . for wr1 ting in tb:1s way, and of· ·th~se th~gs ~ : l \ \ 
t 
. 





:•. .... -·- ___ ; ~~---~~:_~---~~::·:_::·---_ .:'--: ::·--·----'-'_--·,r1:it1-e not:e any····o'fJ:fer=matte r 'thatf~-~,liat· '·cfcYm·e·s·'~'\ipPermos~t~=\·aii·a====c·-·----------·-·-···-··..:..: 
.-,-"---., __ yet lies undermost)~ tt 30 It se·ems entirely probable that · .. 
the poet· is here re:ferring · to that advic.e which the philosopher 






' • "°"·····. 
.o 
" .- ... 
. ' 
13 
!I I ~ • 
: 
~ 
his conversations wfth _Browni!lg,., · advice that·>unt1l this 
D 
, 




. . • • • , ii,, ~ • • 
express the _hope that. he will one day be ~better qttal.ified 
, 
.- . . t 
to profit".! 
time being·. 
arid thereby exoner~tes h~mself for tne 
yle 1 s ·al'l.swer to this_letter, on June 23, 
" 
expre.sses a deep and sincere pleasure a.,t 'his friend's 
marriage: 11 I am right glad to hear of your welfare; yours 
and your fair Partner' s. No marriage has taken place w1 thin 
/ . 
. . ~ 
. 
. 
my eirc~e, tl1ese- ~a1:1y y_ears,_ 111 v1l1icl1 I co~d- so hear.t11·y 









.. .... ,.··-------~-. .,,_~---~.·_,,.,:-,,;·_-. .--••. :-..-·-·_y· ...,,.,_ .• ~ ........ _ • .-_y·,-,.,,,,,,·,·,.,,-".''"'- ,. You·· I -had kn.ew.n, and had ·. judged . of; her, .. · too,· ······· rejoi-ce·. 
~ conclusively enough, if less directly; and certainly if 
ever there was a l.lllion indicated by the'finger of heaven 
i,tsel:r, and so sanctioned and prescribed by the Eterne.,l Laws 
under whicl~ poor transitory Sons of Adam live,· it seemed to 








.., Co:urage, tl1.erefore; fallow piously·'· the Heravenly Omens, ·1 
,• ,- ' 
- • > 
_•,' ~ ._ •'. ,:..:~·.,:,:•r. ,·-,,·. -. '.••.••,•, .- ;,-: .• ., , .•• :.:, .•, :.· ~-..:;.. .:.·,• • .... ...._-,-,,. ·" ,,,.;_, ,,· .: ... ~.'0 ,~....,.,.--.,< .~ • : .• -...,:j, •. , ~·- .. ;: - ,.,- t .... ,.] , _ ... ,~ M.:., ',...;_:, ,,-" -."-i,:,, ... ,...•. ',.-:.'...,;_·; ... ..-;,...:.....•:.:..}:• ,~ .... ; • .;.;.,._~,.· ... : .......... :_-;., ~.,,. .. ";,;:~..;i, •"•' -~• ·, .••• c",: .; •;=~·;~.~ ~. S.,,_...,, •- ·;..::;::-:;~:~:-:--::;--~---c.··:·,7 -~~--,-;:T~-,~,_,i·,,_,...~-;:'"f";;',• ~--~-;-.;;.::;:-~-~-·-:-...:::,;.--:-,.-.;-;-;-;:-_----;:,-:'r.:,s--,~--;;~.;:-~-:,-;;.~ .. :-_,-.:;·;::: .• "':",W:--..~-,;.•-;;;_::.,.__-;:-;· .· ..... ·,;,: .:..::·.·c-:,;· .'.'.11'.,..::~.,."!-.,.'";·,-: --. :--,;. • .. -.:.'-;_; ~-,.:-.,- •;·::, ·.::.:.-..:~·--~.;; .;;,;;.·,·,;;,; ~.;:t~.:.-~•,-~-_-·;~;.,/ .. ;;::.·.;~·"';·,,::.:;;:~.:-:·.,:._ .·, .• ,.'.; • .,. - r" -- - • - ~ 






1: lon~liest desert., in,~the densest ·jostle and sordido whirlpool 
of London fog, w~i1 find his haven: ~~ tu segui tua stellat' 
Perpetually serene wea_thtr is not to be looked for by 
anybody; least of all by the like of you t\'10, -- in whom ·· 
precisely -as more is gi yen, mo:r~. ·also 1n the same pr~portion 
.. ' 
. 
-··---···-··---·-····-----------·rs required: · blit tin.less I altogether ml-stake, here is a 
_f; Y.H,s",M"~""~"~~~ •. ,,.,._,.....;,~.,._, • .,,,.,,,,_.,;:"'''''":·•••!H-'1/J••~,i .... '-./\..,.,. ... ,,.,.,, .. ""'' '"''•''""""":''"'""''""' ""'"'""" ,, • ···,~ < • • • " .. • 
life-partnership ~rhich, in all kinds of weather, has· 1n 1 i i 
~J~ t ~ [ 
..;.,.. 
,~ t.' 




prove so~ May the weather, on the whole, be moderate;-~ 
,< 










. . . if. 








. i __ . ·-·- ------ ··-----···--·- -··---·- --- -~~------:~---;·--:-<1-.---·. -----......t---------·.. --- ----------------·--------~--- \ --- ~-~.~~' ---~-·_ -- -_..., __ _ 
~ . ' 
. ; ... ? • ,~., •! ,i ,, >I ,111 I That is the best I can wi_~ll.~ The sun ·cannot shine always; ·"J·. 






q-.,,.,, ... -:,;., .•. "'· .. '.' · .. ' '' .. "":;..·· .•. ,. , .. -.... ., • .,u .-•• ,.,.,o. ~~-; ,, ... .. . ~ .. 
' ' but the places of the stars, these ought to b.e kno-mi ~ways, 
-and these· can·. 11 31 ·This le~ter is quite valuable also for 
4 . 
its revelations of the philosopher• s present state Of mind· 
-
------
and his observations on the·cond1tion of mankind, including 
) 
_ literature, and gives us some suggestion of the growing 
.. 
intimacy of the friendship i tse1f which probably gave rise 
._to~ such observations: 11 There ~s. 1n many ways, a kind of! 
pause. in my existence· th.is, year. :Ever sinoa I sot the 
. ~ : ,.. ' ,. . ,• .... -. .. 
·-, -
~ - ~ 
. -~ 
·c'.rofi1We·11·· iuniber · shaken'·ra1r1y· off me,··· 1· am 1dle; · idle not · · ··· ····-·····"'"·--···· · ·· · ··--·.·· 
' for want of ·work, but rather 1n sight of a whole universe 
,, -
of ,rork, which I have to despair of accomplishing, which 
in my sulky humour I could· feel a disgust at attempting~ 
~!y value for human ways o:r ·working in this time, for almost 
all human ways, including ,-1hat .they call 1Literature 1 among 
the rest, has not ris_en o:t; late~ . We seem to me a people so 
- ;·;.:.-~··· -.-,:~-- -- ·. ;:s:;;;:~---.;~- .;~.·/,, .•.. ,..; .;; ... --,:·~·y:,;~··-·.;; ••. -.;_,_-.:---;_i.,;:::·::." ... -... :.:... '·· _-; __ .-,,·~-·-: .,_ .. :_-.- .... ~ • .:::: ..... :~ ... .~.... . .• - •.. - .. ~-- --~··- ..... · •.•••. ,-,-1 • ~ •• · .' '"~ ...... ·.i,·l...;... .•• _. ;...:·.-· .,..:.. ·-··· :,;.... ·.~: .. • •. ·::.-..: .• :.... • .-- ·. -· •. · .•.•. ·.~·- •.. -.- .-. ~. • -.• :,· :..-·-··.: ·.,'",. ··- ·-· ·. ··.•. . . ~-.:. ·;, ---." ..• ~.--: .·,.~- ,z. ... .-;· __ .. - ·~-


















. - ... -·- - . - ...... --·---~·--·· - -
.:_._ 
' / 
Cants and the Grimaces, as no People ever were l:iefore. 
~Literally so·. From the top of our ~ietropolitan Cathedral 
·-to the sill o-f our-·lowest Cobbler's shop, it is to me, to_o 
" .... 
often,. like one general somnambulism, most strange, most 
miserable, -- __ most damnable t Surely, I .say, men. c.-~~~d 
\.. 
1 of ·genius, 1 -- · if genius be anything hut a paJ. try toybox 
" . : ·• ' 
..... 
f1 t for BartholO}ll8W F~ir, -- are com.rn1ss1oned, and commanded. 
' 
·- -· - --·--·-- - - . - . - -
-l.l1-l_<ier. __ Patn.._Qf- e-t~_rn..al.···dEtath.,~~~:to~.--•·····thl!o.ir .their .... -.···who1e····-.. • .... gen:tus .. t"""·~;cc==------·-··-- ,--~----'..· -~ ·0·=~ 
however great or small it be, into the remedy; into the 
- - ----- - ______ .....__ __ ----·-- --------------
hopeful or the desperate battle against this! And they spend 
'i,'' ' 
. ' 
their time 1n traditionary rope~dancings, and mere VauxhaJ.l 
,~."' l'•t: 
. 
- .... . ·-· ' .. _.. .: ~- . . ' 
, ,w,. •w, -• .,,.., .• •• ,_, .. ., • • -·• ·• n, • •••• ••••~ ••••-""""""' ·• • ....... •·• • • •·•• • ., ••·• •·- ""K - • '" 
_ ...... 
15 
. ' gymnastics; and talk about 'Art,• 'H1gb.~Art, 1 and I know 
not wllat; and sh(?1r1 proudly their week' e salary, or· gold or 
-of copper, of s~eet voices and. of 1·ong-eared brayings, and 
' 6 Say COmf Ort.ably, t Ancb. I !g_ ~ I . . Surely such a function, 
gas~~ight it as we may, is essentially that of a -slave~· 
Surely I am against all that, from the very foundations of my 
being; -- and the length to :trhich 1 t goes, and the depth,; and 
· height of· 1 t, and the fruit: 1 t bea:rs ~( to Irish Sanspotatoes 
, . 
. vi,sibly, and to-nobler men less· v1s·ib:lry i but still/more , · 
4 .. 
·' 
. --········~-··-,.·····" ......... ---· ~--····-··--·····~----·- ........ , ....... ~·-" 
,, •••.•••• ·• ,v ............... . 
... · ···-,···--·-- ··· fa.tS.iiY) ha.s become frigb."t,f'u.lly appare~t · to me-. A mighty 
harvest indeed;. and the· l'abourers few or none~ O i'or a 
thousand sharp sickles 1n as many strong rigllt hands! And 
I poor dev11 have~but one roug_~ sickle, and a hand that will 
. soon be weary~ -- And, in fact, I stand here 1n a solitude 
'(among so many millions of my fellow--0reatures) which is 
. ;· .. " ... _ _ ~9~~ ~ 1!-TI~,~ ·.:~_mQ ~jj c-, eJJl"ll 3.me ,j:: • wh:L ch. ·~-is._ . a] wa~s. ---altoge~ther-, :rr.igbt,fll1. ,_ "' dv., -- .~ ···'" .,., r ,,;; .. · .... -· .,: .. - ' ... ;..;. , .. ~.;. "'· ._·,,. -:·::·· ·-··' .. ,,,,.-~-- .... - . . . . -
. .. 
- / 
an.d Painful, -- if one could help it we11 ·• God mend us all! · 1 
, . 
• • • ·• A:ft~r._ ~l, the true remedy comes of itself, so soon 
as one is miserable enough: work, some farther attempt at 
work, ~- even by the pen! 11 32 He again presses the poet to 







1 ,.  
. . . . . ... . . ,. ···-···-··--·--------· .... -·- '. = . .. . . - . . ! _______ . _____ ·_ .. ·.---.····- , . - - --consider making ·his home 1n· Cheise·a-. · Browning, on June 10, l ............ ·---"-----·---·-··---· . -· .. ' 1--~ 7 
-~ i 
..; . :;, . 
j 
.. 1850, again expresses his . ~~ ep __ ~~g~~_q_ r2:r .. 9.~iY.~.~, .... ,,WhQ,~le, ... ,., .. , ...,,v.,, .... =,,·"··,~~~,,.,, ... ,,= ..... ~~~·,.·-··.,,~,,,.,,, .• ~ •. ,,c,J.~ ......... . . ''"'' ""····· ..... ., ... ·(·' .... ~_. .. " ,.. . -
. 
.( 
··1 j fr 1 endship_ ... haS---- made--···-hi-m---••-happy·· .. and······prou·dH--~ atrd··seefiis······ tt·enou'gh'=w :... ~--~-~----·~ ~ r 
.1 
g __ . 
-to have lived f or1' • T-·-C arl yl e Is comments on his marriage, he-----------~--------- ; 
-
states,· Hlrent straight to· my. heart11 ,;. He sends his wife1 s 
-
-11 truest respects" to Carlyle and to his l'tife, "whom she on1y 
knows thro' me, yet seems to lmow we11 11 ~33 
.. '""· 




-------···--······"' -~----·-------,.-·- ·-·· ·,. ' 
. . .. -·· 
·····-·- . -- . .. . ' ·:. -- . :·. ··-·:-.. . ·.:::::::-~::;:::::-:·~--=-::-:~: ..:.. ---•·· -~~ .::.~ .. ,.;,,.._ .... : , ...• ,, .• , . , • ., ,, .. ,... • ·-· . - ... ·- •. ., ... ··- -~-- ... ·.' .... ., "- •.. ,, ., : ..... " ... ' . ·-· ... ~-- :·· ·- ., ,_ ... .,, .................... ··-· .. ·-· ................... -. " .. - .. " ..... .,... ..... . ............. ,. .... -· ... .. 
-I {@ 
Ii~ . . ' 










·rn·his letter of June 23, ·.1847, Carlyle stated ~ 




• ~ ,I' 
' • 
• marriage to the poet. · Elizabeth he.,d sent some' of her ! 
{, l,1 
--------- ·---·-----




. . . f'" poetry to Carlyle for his aPPraisal before she' had met 
I ii 
.I / I i 
-Bro,ming and in a letter on February 17,· 1845, she gave 
the poet an aecollllt of the incident: I ~ I 11 I am ~a devoL1t sitter 
! 
I ... ' . . . 
.. 
' . , . J at his feet -- and 1 t is an effort. tQ .me to~. ~l11Jlk .. him. wrong.:. :.~ :c .. :•;,;:.:,· ": . . :::. '. . -~--- .: ... -- ·r- . . p, -.(.'. •.·• 
' 
?-,.,; 1n anythin..g ·-- and once when _ he told me to wr1 te prose and -
'~ 1't.t...i,.._i ,. ~-~~,.~ .. ' ' 
, ,..., 
.. .. 
"-. ~ / t,. '-' . 
. 
. . 
. . I . 7 ;;;,,. 
-- ~~-~not ·verse, I fancied that his opinion was I ll;d IDiE31iE1k.~:r.t. .!n.Y ..... ~---.. -.~~---"··- ... ........ ... _._,_,.,"'•' .. ""- ,·-····-··-· ..................... .-- .. -~,~-·· .. ·--
calling, -- a fancy which in infinite· kindness and gentleness 
he stooped immediately to correct·. I never shall forget 
the grace of that kindness -- but then! For him to have 
thought ~ll of ~' ~,ould not have been strange -- I often 
think ill of myself, as God knows~ But for Carlyle to think 
of putting_away, even for a season, t.n.e poetry of the world, 
~-j, -·-;----,:r;-f~ .. ~;-----v~~-;-,--,..---; ...... '" ~~~.-=-'-· -;· -,- - ·"'·r;:r:.·.--; ,--~:;: :c ..... 3 .::*'' ;s» ~~---.... ," -~' ·'":· "-:·;· .•. •; ,fa;7S' .. wonaerrn.I···;-~~·ana·''lias ·-I-eft rr1e' rllftl'ea. --111-,--my thoughts ever 
-· 
since~ . I ~o not kno1t1.him ·personally at a11·. - Bttt as his -
disciple I ventured (by an exceptional motive) . to send him 
-
my poems, and I heard from him as·a consequence. 1 Dear and 
noble-• he is indeed -- a.nd a poet unaware of himself; all but 
~. the sense of music. You feel 1 t so -- do yo1;1, not? •••• n34 ·,ri 
' 
. . . ----- .... ----- .. -- -· --- .. --· ----- -- _____ _;_ __ _ 
·• ••.•. , • ., •.• ~-v•" ... .,.,.,.,~,--···•·••••"•;· ••• ·•< ·•···"'° ••4•·•·. _., ,.,,. •· 
i --
---·· ... ~, Moncure Conway·- gives an acc·owit of Carlyle 1 s comments on this : 
. l . .· ' ',.,,,,~.-~ .. ~,·-~~,.,"'"'"" " ' ""' ,, " ' .'C , .. ,-,. ,.,., ••• - ., • ,,.,.,". • ·.,,,,,,,, ". ,• "" ••.•. ,., """ ,, .... , .. , " ,•,.,u,.,, ... ,.,,..,,.,,,, .......... o, ·" "' ., ........ _.. ,, .. ,., .. '''""'.'',' ., "'""'"·"' ,,: ........... ·,··r·.,-.:•.;,, .,,, .......... ,; .. -· .. ·····-"'''''"'''"'"''· .,.,.,, ... ,, ..... : ............ .,,.,, .. 0,.,.,, .. ,,,,, ....... ,,,,, ........ ,,,0 .. , .. ,, .. w,'•"·""·'''"·"''-"''"''""''"''~··"""·"'"'"mw,n.=·"~·"'""""'~-,, .. ·: "t·"""~'"'·""·"~·,.wm·,...,,~., .... ~-""'~-"'~'"'w~, . !Re iaent and on the ms;rr!age of tlie Brown ngs. ._. ., . •· r 
-···.·11"rr~<,,...<,•"'1,.0l'1,,_.,_,.,,w~.._·,~.uQ:L°=."'.l,&,u.r.;:;:.,.t;.,;~-r<.::..;.~~'~.;•;~,;.;;,,;;.;=,;,~1::<::::i7 .... ..:,:..:.;..;,;,,,1,:.,:,;.:,. .. p~ ...... ~-..;,,""1i>-<•·,n~".-.;;,.~if~~=ll'=•~•,.;r 
~ ~~_.,..,,..,,._...,..~•'w~------1':ll!.~MD',.W"-I!'li,<Un:%>,..,..~~,,._,.._.._,._.,_..,Hrt~•N"'"'·'""'"'''~'"""~····.-.1,•,o.c·c.~1;v,·.·,,,., ..... ,.-.<.. •··- •·• , ... ,, .. h" ..... ,.·,,,,,,v,>.,, .. ,,,,.,., ... ,,., ..... ,,.., .. ,,,,,,..,,~,.,,,""'~ .. .,-.u·•····""'"'"·'•'"'•-. ...-.•-...•~"~-.-•• ·,.· ·,.,• •. -,u,f• , ~ ·.-••·· , ,.·. ..__ .. •_, .. , .... · .. ·. 
£" Y 
· 
· ___ · Carlyle e I remember Brovming as a fine young 
... man;,· .. ·11ving in the neighbourhood of Croydon·. I · ~ Lt:.-----~----·------~ ~4-ked--him--be-tt-e-r--t-han·----any· young man ·about here~ He ha simple spee.oh ai.~d manners end idea.,s- of -his own A good t,alk I recall tri th h·im,, when I 
walked w~th him to the top of a hill~ which had 
a fine pr spect·o ~lb.en he published HJ?aracelsus" I did not make much out of 1 t: it seemed to me 
--- ----- -- -
. .\ '. 
.... 
----·----· -----. ····,- ... 1·,-~ .. ---~- ._._ ___ ,. ____ ·. ----·-.------------------ ' .· .·.· .. . .. ·--· -----·- - - ··-·· ·-.:· - . ~ 
........ ·• ..... 
- .. . - .... - . ... . -- .. . . ·~ . ... . .. 
- ........ ·• ~ .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . ' ... ·- .- .. . . . ... . - ........ - ..• -- .. - .. ·- .. - - .•. . . .., .. . - .. ~- ·- ..... 
.·. i'"''" ·"i:·~;:of'{;(#:}!l~·c,c,,,;,_,.,i:.: • ;,~.;.·,~, ~~~,&t.~. 
r i 









I to have something 11 sensat1onal 11 as they say 
17 
1 1 ··abou~ it; but that and his. other works proved 
· i . , .. . -a . strong_ man.~ . . . . . . C' ._ ••.. .,. • • .•• C ·~ • _ .. _ • __ • 
"-~-~=-------~=--=~--~.:_~--~-~--'------··.:=·~------· ........ ·----~~~;--~ __ : _____________ - -·Miss B-arrett -sent··me ···some ot h~;-r···T1r·st ·--·-- --------~-----~----- · 
. ·. .r verses in mant1.scr1pto I 1rrote back that I . 
,, ! 
~ ~ ~ · thoug.b.t ·she cotlld do be.tter. than :v1:rite vars.es·: ____ _ ---------------------------
' 







me then se,;y ing !) 03lma t else can I - d.o? Here I 
am held hopelessly on a sofa by spinal-: 
. d1eease·o 00 .. Ir.W-~O"'Ge talring back all I had said. 
Her fe .. ther 1t1as eJ doctor late from Indi.a --
"-~ harsh and irnpra~cticabl~; his lightest, 
uttera11ces, 1nust sta,nd .. out hard~ J~~s . tl1.e litws. 
- oli the' ~1:edes and Per'sians ~ --_,' AHe savl her. e., 
momet;tt every day a.s · a physi©ian; . then she ~as 
,,__ left ·,alone~ Then she r-ead so·me compiim,nts · 
of Brolming 8 s to her poetry·; · 
~rrrs.:o __ Carlyle, ( interpos!}lg). Oh no, Mr~ 
Bro1ming never 1r1rote a vrord about her·. 
Carlyle o Ah 1qell 9 you shall tell' i. t all 
revised and cor1~ected wl1en I get through·. --
Tb.en she wrote some.Jlching about him, comparing 
him to a nectarine~ 
V.J!'s o Carlyl~ ~ Oh~ . 
. ?~ •.. Be.llantyne. -A pome·granate. 
M·. Do C~ 
"And from =Bro'tlming some pomegranate which, 1:f 
cut deep down the middle, 
Sho~rs a hee~rt "trJ'i thin blood-tinctured of a 
.... 
- ,,c' - - - --
........ , ··,f' ._ .. , ........... . 
:•w·•"••• •••••: • '"' ••" •·•, 
·-=-
veined 11umani ty G . .·- :·, ..... ,--,. , .... ,--,--,, .. --,.-.,cc--.- --·.·.,,, , .... ,·.--,,·--.-.. a·.-s,-_ .. , •• , ,, .. ·.,· ,,.,,,,-, .. -- :-sc,.~,~-,, .. ,.,,.,,,., .. ·ncc,,: .. ' •.• ~,,~-c. 
-·~-.,~-"--.,=~·~~=-~~n,~~~.-.,~ .. ,,T.c:m,-~:,.,,,,.-,A-'';, .. : .. ~--~··cc., ·.~~.,-~~·~-, ... · •.·",,··car1'y1~.-~·''. ··r····st~ii'a.··.c··corre"cted. 1/lell.': Browning 
.~ ·, 
' . ,-' 
· ,:, ~ · · be'Oomes interested l,n that and other poems, and 
,("" ........ 
·resolves to. find her· out o He has 110 clue to r1er 
except an · ac-·quain.,tance 't·1i th her ~reei ~e,hy uncle, 
John Kenyono He wr:t:t,es to Jobn Kenyon asking 
for an. introduction o Ho'tf1 was it then S) ma .. dai-n? ·· 
Nfr~~ Carlyle~ l\~o Kenyon ~reJs absen"'to As soon 
as he rett1.rned he wrote a note "e,o ¥~ o Bro,ming 
saying that ·his niec~e ,ve_,s a confirmed invalid --
never se.Jw any one~ nor left her couch =o=i and that 
an in .ee,roduc Jle,,ion -vras imptrs·s ibl e o 
·, 
... 
. .........;..;'·-· ~-.... , .. ·------·------------·-- .. .. .c=a.rlyle o . Ab. .yes ·SI· c=~ mean:tvhile Bro.1rming hearing ···-······--·-----.. ---------------------------
! nothing from Kenyon deterinined not to stop on 
............. _ .. .,--.. ~ ·-~-~·----.. 
-- 1- ... -- ceremo-n n-nd w0 nt to·· D··· r..;. · B--. -~~e--'r+_n s·· hou·<Bi·e· ·,.; ·. · ·mh·e--- · .. ·_ ............ ___________________ ..... , .. 
..... -rt- - ··· -.-,-~-·-·- - -·-·---, --··· - - y OAJ. ~. ""' a.!. A u"' g 1U .1.. 
' . ... . ... " ... .. . ... , ..... ,.. . ............................................... ~ .............................. , ........ ,-,.. .. ., .. " ............................... . 
-'T"''"""'°"""M""'""''''''~••-s•-~•,o-'••~•CM""~'''""'"~C.MW'"~"'~"'"M'W~=••""'«:•w•="'''"N'"'"~"""""''.':"'""'"""""'''' •••·servant .man had·• been talting ·too mil.ch'. 'beer; thought . ~~·-·,,,,,,,,,,, .. 
· I Br~w.aing a q9ctor 9 a11.d ad.rni tted him~ He wen.,.c into · i · · · ·· ·· ···· the st.tidy where Miss Elizabeth was reclinirlg'o They ! had a conversation; lilted each other; and she made 
-f ·· · #arrangements for hir.a "'e,o call againo He did so 9 and l · · _-· -____ ~~-=------ --· ·the· spinal··disease pa~lserd .. atrtay·;--··the ·s:rse11;;rsotiri'a·-----------------------~----,_--- _ 
.. t ·-~ princess ,1as reached by her kn.i[ht; took up her bed 
f and weiked; one day went all the way to Marylebone f church, 11here they \~1ere married~ Then they could 








1;· !:·~· ,& 
- ., -- - __ ,- -~- . 
. --
- \U•,\J,.~,. I 
• , . ., """ .,.,,.,.,,.,.. '''""~•-• • •• ,•o• ,•••• ,.;., ,.,,, .. , • ••• .. ,,..,..., .•.... , ... .,n ..,.,,.,_, ___ •••• .,,,.,.,,.,,,00 .. ,,.,.,.,~•-,•·••_.., .. o,,,.,.,._,,.,.,., ,., ..... ., .. ,., 
.. \i . 
. - •--- -- , 
· . . f 
I.. -c supplied the money; and ·when he died lef't thetm more~ She was· never suffered by her father o •. I 
.'. 
_ ________ __ _ _ -~I'--------·--~-------···- ... se.e him s~gain- c:e,~~ 11.ot even . ~1hen he '.\f1eus dying. . -···-·--.-·-·· -.. ---·~ .. -·---- .. ·-----"-. - . . ..... ~--·· f-·· 
-.,.-------------------·- · ------~--~-/ ~--------- - - ·She craught sight of l1i.m t11rougl1- a11 ope11 door. · 
· Now, madafn 9 you may 'ive the histo.ry in . , . 
-------·-···-------..-'-_ --~-~ ______ · _______________ gl;µ'-9_p.c,j.gg~Qal org.~:r.:,. __ 5 _ ...... _ __ ____ .. .. - _ .......... __________________ _ 
Carlyle also told Duffy, when discussing "Aurora Leigh", -that 
?~s. Bromiing "did not want a certain bright vivacity and 
' 
. keen womanly eye for the· s_trange things transacted· in the 
1' 
theatxae of the worldn.36 
t 
' f 





.. .,-... -. _.., ·.· 
• 
The ·early years<·o-f·;the·~~elat1·onshtp·· &ee·m to· hJtve·:b·ee11-·---,c_ ...... ., ...... '"--
,,., 
.... sincere and deeply enthusiastic on the p.a.I't of both men .• 
Carlyle spoke very highly of his new friend to Gavan Dtlffy I/' 
. . in 1849: 11 He said Robert Bro,ming had a powerful intellect,. 
f-\ f' 11 f "f\ ' , ' , ' , • I I"' 
and-among the men engaged i3:1 literature 1n Engl.and just now 
was _one of the few from whom· it was possible to eX.Pect 
.·· something·. He 'trtTas somewhat uncertain about his caxaeer, and 
,.--... ~ ,~ ..... -~. , ... ,:-., •. ~ ~. , ................. ~.;.,._,.. 
·c. - "- " _ _ . . ...... _ !?.,~- .!:~s~.1 ! *[9 a!!l!~ ~ l?:e<:t .!? er~J?.~ ~tr 1 Qq'te9,, Jf .tll~. tl'Q'-ib:J.Jll . ···~=,,·=· =··=~) .• - • -. • i. 
- J V 
by assuring him_ that poetry was no lop.ger a fiel·d where e:ny 
' 
true or worthy success could be won or deserved~ .••• Browning's 
earliest works had been lou.d.ly applauded by undiscerning 
people, but he was·now heartily ashamed of them, and hoped 1n 
the end to do something aJ.together different from 1 Sordello 1 
. an_d. 
I . 1n himself,· and was considering his future cours.~ ___ ju.st now." t •,' ' 
.... ·-·' ~-' . . . .. " •, .. . . . ' ' . - . r· .. """·''' 0-··--,...,~ ,.,, ... , .. ~~,.,,, .......... - .... , •••••• _0,,y'· ...... ·.~··· ........ ~,, .... ,-~~ .. ····-·······•••.n•.•· .. ,- •• ,,,~.e•·•~·-··""'"·· .. ···············--·····""'"'"'"·"·' .,,.,,_. 
........ ,~-· ,., ., ··•··· ,.,. ·······-··..;~·. ·.·-·· r•. 
l 
f D.lffy pointed out a resemblance, bet~1een Coleridge 1.s ttThe 
l' ,. 
l ; -Su1ei·d~' s .Argument 11 ~d one of· Bro1rn1ing8 s various styles, 
{ 
-/--- ·---·~----______ :.._ ____________ su-gge-sting t·hat-- -Brow.ai-ng· · imitat-ed: HHe [Carl yleJ replied that 
' 
>" 
Bro'\rnling was an original ma.n., and by no means a p·eraon \-Tho 
-
would consciously imitate anyone.· There was nothing very 

















admirable 1n the performance 11kely to temp~ a m~ ~to .. . , . ... 




· imitation. It woul.d be seen by~and-by·that Browning was the . ! ' I ! 
-------·-··-·--··· ________ . _ _:_ _ .. ~-------------atronger--man···-·af the t,,e-, -··-and -ha·di~.no ·need to_ g·--o· marau:aing---m---------------~-----··-----i 
-~·-·-· 
... 
.-.,,., .. ,,(. 
.J 




- . ~~- .. ---- ~ .. _-....-:; . 
·'~. 
that quarter."37 Thl.$ testimony, ta.ken with the high 
compliments written in the letters to the poet h1mse1f, shows,~ 
1 t seems, a high regard on the part _of the philosopher for 
his new acquaintance, especially 11hen we -consider Carlyle's 
-~ 




1n.--the remarks to"'Duffy that a _great deal of this regard is 
fostered by the hope that Bro,ming will gradually come to an 
acceptance of the ·· advice offered him by the philosopher~· It 
seems that he~, when addressing someone other. than the poet 
( , 
r· himself, Car+yle 1e not quite as diplomatic· as he was in 
discussing the prob1em wJth Browning, although he does again 




_::- 7 .-::~t .·...:..·--:;·:~ .,.-.;._.,:.·-1, •. ":_, •.. ::-.. ~-:--_.,.,.=·~-· .. ;,.;._·· ... _, .. __ :-: ... ~ .. 1-.·._--, .. ;·-·,.;...: ·:,-i1 ... -,., .•.. -:. •. ,. ~ ....•• -....__,--...,. .. -... .:-.-: -.,-- .. ,.,.: ..... -.,_ r· .• ,._ -~_ .... ~·---:.-. ·"'.:.> ---~··.-...••• :~ -... , '~.-~ .. ' •.. ·- · .•. ,~ --~--- -,·:. ';'· ·..: 




appears in the letters to Browning-.·· · His deep interest in 
• ' • ? 
and regara.- r or his, friend developed very ea.i'1Y 1.~ t11.e ~ -
relationship, for as early as December 21, 1846, we find .A<> 
Elizabeth Barrett 'ftriting to H~ s. Boyd that she "heard of 
• Carlyle I s saying the other day I that he hoped more from 
Robert Browning, for the people of En.gland, -than from· any 
11 ving English writer, 1 whieh pleased me, of course~" :,8 
Such high praise and enthusiasm \Ptere excelled only _by Carlyle's 
opinion of Alfred, Lord Tennyson·,39 and as late as 1879, the 
philosopher still p1aced Browning second in rank to Tennyson~ 40 
•, A corresponding regard for Ca1~lyle is. also expressed 
I' ,,,,•,f I•• 
1n Bro,ming' s 1etters of . ~hese years. In December, 1841, 
. 
· - he wrote to ill.as Haworth, telling her of a dinner he had 
/ 
I • 
. . . . ... / 
20 
... 
' h •• 
attended at the home of ·11 dear Carlyle and his ·w·ife11 , and 
~1 mentioning· the fact that ·lle.~is not ust1.al.ly a.cct1stomed to ___ ·-.----··"··-:--··-----~ -:.~···· .. . - . 
, 
··ncEil1ing.people 1 dear1 in _a hurry, except 1n·1etter-
t1 
~·,---·· . . -.- - -----b88itliiingsttt4l . . His i8¥t8?'S tO .ilfr80: Doriiett., I842 to -1~;--··--c · · ·· 
are filled with high praise of his new friend, who taJ.ks 
"wisely and beautifully1·1 and ,1hose 11 Radical1sm is exquisite11 .42 
The growth of the poet1 s veneratiQn for Carlyle ·:is most· f~ully 
· _: .· · revealed 1h his letters to·Elizabe_tll Barrett· in 1845 and 1846·. 




. ., , .. ,_._.:,,... 
~·F~bruary 26, 1845, he wrote tnat ttr know Tennyson 'face to 
I , . -
face, 1 -- no more than that'.· I _lmow Carlyle and love him --
~ . . 
know him so well, that I would have told you he had shaken 
that grand head of. his at 'singing•, so thorougltly does he· 
Q 
love and live .by 1t". . ,,f. In August he writes_: ttyes, I wenty to 
Chelsea and found dear Carlyle alone --· his wife· is in the 
count,ry where he will join her as soon as. his~ b·ook 1.s last 
_ · . ·.·, -·_ sheet returns _c9rrect.ed a11.d 'fit :for press-- -- lrhich \"till be at 
,:-1.1_· •• ,.,:. ···: .... ,.,..,.,.-.,,·-.;,.,""'""'~·,-·~ .... ;··"-;,·--:--e:Jt~~-----·--. -;---: ·.·-.:.-.·--·----:,,._-T~.-. ·- 'J.· ·- .. ·· .•.• - . ;,. .. ' ;- • '· . ....:....__ . . ' .• · __ ·· -·_·. : .. ~- ._ :: ,. - - • : .... ;· . ; . ·-··· •• •• ·_ ·• -·. ., \": ·- - . ,• .'' . -, -" ' 
-
-. . 
the' month's end about~ ,fle l'tas aJ.l kinclness -and talked like 
his ovm self while he made me tea - .. and, afterward, brought 
4 
-chairs into the 11 ttle yard, rather than garden, and smoked . 
his p1pe with apparent relish; at nigl;lt he would walk as far 
as Vauxhall Bridge on my way home. 11 On APr11 21, 1846, he 
. . ' 
., . . - -.. · 
. ~ . 
- l ' 
~ • I·. • ,_;.,·, 
. -- . . . . . ·-- . . . - ....... --·-'-··-: ... ,. . . _;.. -
·--- -- ·- ---- .. - -~ - -- - - --··-- ---------···----··---------·--------· ........... ·----- .. ·--- ---·-··---·---------·----------------------- -----·--------·----·-··------·-------------------·----------.. ---------------------·-----------------~~---
J-,aa it es 'that: "I went and sa,;--h1m to he,art1 s conte~t -- and_he -; 
V 
taJ.ked character·i·stically 8?d well, and constringingly, --
bracingly. He has been in the country a little, -- that is,, 
~-· 
·has gone dovm to see his ~rife occasionally who was on a visit 
. 
at Croydon, whence she only retu.r.ned on Saturday. He told me C 
he ha·d r~ad 'my last number; and that he had 'been read to 1 --
- -
some good reader had reci tad 1 The Duchess' to him. Al toget~er 
- . -- ~ii 
.·, 
., . 
-I - .,. 21 · 
-
t~ 




l -~ l ,.~~ 
.·. I 
-· ·• 1 
! 
.. ' 
'' he said wonderfully kind things and was pleased tp prophesy 
...... 
1n the s~e spirit; God bless 4him~ ttfe talked for three or 
if, 
,• .• 
. ) four ~pure -- he asked me to come again soon, and I ltill ~ 11· ~~ .. --. 
'p 













~·-"-·~~ccc,.,·-,.7 :,~----;-·--;!---·-·-~----"-~-H-is·-·,h&pes-- for- -a--- deepening -Gf ---the-------fpiend:sh 1p at'S _-_-· -again··. e*Pre·stta-=:~.:.:-~··· =-----~~~:··-~- -• (J 
' '° 
. . . 
• . ~ 
I 
in his letter of July 1: ttAnd after that _pleasu~e, came the 
other of finding dear, generous noble Carlyle had sent his 
· _ new edition of 'Cromwell, 1 three ·great volumes, with .his brave 
............... . ' . . : ··, . ~.--: .,...._,_,...,. - .. 
... 
. ., 
!::.\..__ .• -· •. --· ................ - • - ·-. ;,.,. " •.. <-< .·.,;.. • .... . 
. (~ .. 
.. 
energetic as surar_ice of 1 re garde I and I many 1 . of~ them, ·f.n black 
-
• i·· ,, 
.-
.... 
.) •' .. . -··-. - . - ... , ·--·-··-· ·-·~.-;_; .. :-,.·~ :->\ ·.· --i~~ ... ;. \" . - .... ,-· .. - -· - .. ·--~·- ·--- . ----.-.. --.-.· ---·-- ·-· ,-----,-.~-.-- --· .... --·········~ ······-····· ..... -,.-- - ..... .,. ....... ··---· ··-··--.-...... ---· . -,-....-.,-~..-· ··-· - ... , ..... ··-
·manly \Ar.riting>:o-n-,the· first page. so may he continue to like 
- ., 
me till he knOWS YOU i ,1hen it Will be I mine t .. instead Of me, 
that he shall love -- ·• ~ •• tt43 These letters, as Cramer 
suggests, not only refl-ect Browning's devotion for Carlyle, 
but also give "insight into the nature of Carlyle's feelings 
,.. 
tov1ard Bromiing11 , and the letter of APril -21, 1846, tt shows 
that Carlyle had· been discussing Browning with some other 





was assis\ing his :friend 1n achievfng his· fame. 44 
, ,:.''-: 
. '"'/ L - f 
.. r.___ ~ ~ 




ship during this periOd remained ~arm and cordial"~ 5 
Carlyle, as DeVane suggests, had assumed the position of 
patron to a ·11promising young man". This fact is quite evident ....... _ . 
· in the very first letter tha,t the philosopher ~ote to Bromiin~, . 
offer·ing .his assistance and advice diplomatically and quite )- . ' .... . ..,. 
cautiously.46 It is this method of 1approaching the subject 
with the poet the4t DeVane seems to overlook t1hen he suggests 
that the relationship was nothing more than that of Hpatron 
and a promising young man11 • Throughout Carl·yleJcs· early 
, 
------ - .. -- ·- --·· --- -- - -· -~- -- ---- - --· ~ 
22 
t f . -
. ' 
critic ism of his friend's work we find this diplomatic 
approach, ·loaded at thA l?aID8 time vTith many per·S0llal WOr-d.8 ;:" j 
. -,- -- ··-- ··-···· - - .. t' 
. ~- " 
At no time._ does he use. the harsh, ttnfee1.h!gy--· ······ .. ·.~c,·cc·.,.ccc·.c· .... ,~-,:,, ~ 
. 
, # . 
of encouragement. 
......... -·-··-"'""' '"""'~ 
.) 
-~--- ,. · , · ____ tirades· that he perm1-t-ted-to des·o·ena. upon _____ miriiy -Of his-~ other .---------·-------·-"- .. - -·. - . . 
contemporaries.· He seems to express a deepeJ' interest in and .. .,, .. 
·' 
regard for the man himself, especially in his repeated a...~d 
rather insistent invitations to the poet to tisit him at 
., 







, •.•• =": ·1 ·····---~ .......... -- ·••·• 
,I, ~ 
~·, ·-- • -· ••• 
-------- --·------.--------... ·--····--- ·--~------Browni·n·g 1,o Elizabeth· 13"arre t t ·- seem '·to ... strengthen. such a 
,.~-
-. .::· .-.. -: ·_·::.· -~ 
........ 
• . ,J. 
~- belief. Carlyle himself admits that the poet has become"~ -
... I' 
-~- • • .,,,,,,r· -": ,..,, 
member of his intimate circle 1t1hen he expresses the great 
pleasure he has received from the marriage to Elizabeth 
Barrett. We should also point out here that Carlyle's' 
-
,· criticism and advice to Bro'ftming in his -letters to the poet 
seems to oe well ba.laJ.1ced -v1i th personaJ. remarks, again 
-'~. 
· · . . • . . .···' <;,\ .. , .: · .. ··: . :· ·:•.· ... ····.·, ·, , ·.··.· •:--.·,. ·::, .. ·,:.,<·,: ......... :,·•;·,,,:,,·:·,.'-·C.-.,,:-. .. :,,.•· .• :·.· ... -, .. ···.••· .•. ,., ··c·•.·_c. ,. ·· •. ·,_-_,c-.·: .· "';.;·•r.:: .. : ..... :_: -,:,,-:.:··:.-;..;..:.;~,-;:-r:~~7.;_~~· ... -;.:·-~.::_.·;"·t~-:·~ -.~,~-•t:: 0fr,;,".. :v 
·::--.,c,., ... , .. , .. ,::·c,· 7·c··:·-·:·,-.·~revattl1.ng'') more· ·tnan-· a·- patron''s interest in him • . . we must 
assume, then, on the basis of the existing evidence, that, J 
-
- •·. ·~· 
-~- . 
I . 
aJ.though Carlyle had taken the position of patron to his new 
' " friend, the attraction at the personal level '\rtas also quite 
strong, and it seems entirely possible that in.later years, ~ 
when this patron interest waned, this personaJ. attraction 
..... -.-------.---·---.-·-----·----- '... . ... ·····-··-~- . --
- .--- ----····-·-. ·-- . -
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.. O~ter Three _:. London and Paris; 1851 - X 






·_ -- ---- - --·----Ea:rl-y 1n 18,51· the Brownings returned -to·-·L·on~d.on· :ror·------·:.··_--···:·:·:·--_--------~I 
• 
.::;! • 
·- --~ -- .... ";-·>-·,.·---- ····---- , .. :-~--.,,_ .• _ --·· ._,,,, ........... _...,._ ~ ........ ..., .......... ~_.~.....,_ __ .. .,,.\--.,;, '""· .,_....,, ... . 
. ~.-.. ,, ,, · ., .... ". ~---~-... ;. -.-;·"···~ .,, ... __ -· .. ,~.:, ·br1ef ,, it"ifii't··~ - , ;m•···a "le·tter. ·to .. c·ar1·:v1·e fu ··Ju1··y· from his · 
,1)_ -- - . --;·_ .... :..... •. ::...'._. - · .•. -·.c:-·:-·---:-··---- - . ·-.·:·---:-. -=--··____:::_ : .• _:_;_ __ _:_=-=-
--~:_. -c·-~--~----:-~~:-_ --tefflPor~y Lo~dUn '.restd~ntre, tne poet eJtr}resses a strong 
des1re to see his friend: "What am I. to do -- with my five-
years' hunger for the sight of you and Mrs~ Carlyle?~-
' ' 




. ' .· .. ·. 




- - ... _.. . ' ~ •• -· -·. - . ><. 
let ·me". 47 "'Carlyle apparenUy. did permit 1:JlE;)m to ca.l.1, for·, . _, •.. ,. ,.,. , - ::. ... - -~·-,. ·-· . 
- X 
, 
:--~ - I 
\ I •/ ·\ • 
···-·]-·····: "··-·······-' ., .... · ... , ........ ,,., ... - . , ... , .... . 
in August 1~s·. -BroWlliµg "wrote· to Mrs~, I~tin that 11we have --~ 
Passed an eveni~g Jr[ith Carlyle (one of -the- great sights in 
England, to my mind) 11 and stated her delight in meeting the 
. 48 
man vrho 'ftras Ha. very warm friend of Robert 1 s". In the same 
. month Carlyle went to Dr. Gully 1 s at Great Malvern for medi:cal 
attention and from there wrote to Browning, requesting 




.. · a.bout his protracted departure for· Paris. 49. On September 23, 
•' 
- ·-·- = ... 
the. rtoet sent Carlyle a deta·iled ·description o~ the plans fon,· , . 
. 
. . . . ; .... . '-. 
the Paris .trip, expressing the. hope that the philosopher 
would travel with them~ 50 Since· Carlyle had promised to visit 
the Ashburtons during their stay in Paris, he consented to the 
- ;,.;~h _· . . 






invitation,_ postponip.g his original day Of' departure fe-r th~ - .---------'--, ----·: 
-
#~ t' . sake of comp-any who 'knei,1 the,. way ·• • • ·, The Brolmin$~, --~·~,_-,,,~!?:~.!,r ...... ,.,"•"M-'"•=•<"""~"'"''""m'c•W" . ,f-' :· .•.-::·;;·, .<;;-·:,c,•,-,-;,;;-.~,r,.:-:;,--r.,·1-1.•//:, .,_. :r,s:;,; ,1.,;;•i.-;·'--' c1•·:,,, ,·1>:•, ~ ,'l.'t.'11,'-"1 '.· <· c 'I'-','.'.~,'!' ,,.c•;,•r.t·'·''-' tt:,.c;• •,;'!"/!"'<'. ·"' 1;::.,,r.-.. , ,r.-.·,7,;.11.'!{.~::c.,r,:,:; (( f:;:·c~,·:,'10'.I' ',;•\,;i •.rr.•·,-,c,--,, ,.,,,,,1 ((,;\:.,,, •);1·-';-'.'·'·"''-"-'1' ~.!/l'•,<1,\•,,,,.,·,,~,.._>'.'hl,l 'l:.1-;· . .-:r,1·,n•. r, ~ 1;,:: n.-, t,, .".I~:·,·; .:_:r _.,, 'fl -i ~ •.:--·, r:1,; ''-'. ·. ,,: , ~:-, '''·'' ,• •y,,,,1tr '· .·,_·. '.··.· .•. •. •• " .. ·." .•• · •• ·- .·•· •• -...• •·• . •. •.. • .•.. - . . . •••..•..•••..•.•.. ·····-· ·--·~----·-····- - .... -··-··- ·--.. ·~-· ·-··- - ·~ .... ,.,-·-···~, ..,:')~~;~t:,~J:'.-'ttfr.-!,._",>,i;\\t~l7rri(t!'.Uf.'.i:'!'.',,H'l(lf,'2Vl.P'1~~.WJ.W~~(t(R~.,_t('J',r,D,v.:.l.\l~ltr4.tt1:._m,>\V}.'1;~,,n•1ra,,1n1N;iSr<!:h7,l~;"~.'!,'.\'O'"M"WV(.1'~-rr,,.1•:<\'.l,•, ,111.,cH"-·l"·iC.•-:,·. 0;·,·,,:•1,·,\,1". ...••. ··-·. ·-" .. --·-···--··"-···•···- , •.•• ---- - •.•. ··-. ·-· ..... _ .... ""' ·--· ·'""·•"-""'"-· 
0
"""' -·~ ......... , •• • •- •••• _ - ............ -·•··-- ....... ···•• • • 
_ 
·[ -- -------------------------------------- ------ eX.P-eri-eiicEi ana.·· friendly qualities, were wo1~th waiting for 
. . L 
""f-" 
during one day". 51 
Carlyle gives a full account of· this journey, on 
which ti Browning managed i everything'' for J:;t1m, A1 though the'· 
\ 
philosopher ,1as extremely .,~uncomfortable during the journey, 
. 
-··-········-····- ··-··--.-··"·····-~···· .... ··--····-·•-·-······--· ., ' .· ... ·---'!" -- -~--·· ·~ - --~-. '--··-··· ---·---··--.. - .. ----·····-·-·--······-··········-···-· 
- •••- • ••-'••• - ... •• N,•-•••••• -·-•-•••••-..:. • •- ••••- J. -• •<· • ~,. o•,•p • ........... - • - ••-<-•• •u ••• - •• • - •-••••' • •• • • ,_ • •• '~ , •• ,," ' 
- '--·- ·,- ,•_ 
,, -· · , "'t- .dJJ· _ t ··< .. , ~~-·~ ... ~r11~~,-~,1.~ ·~~;g·;d .. ~,~/~~~-,.*%~1{~$~~-1{~ .. ~t~i~~~~f\~tf~1~~f,~-l'~·~~~(-?~•ib~:t1-~i~~:/:·;.-'.:~:''~-:..:~·-;·_-:~~--~-:'':;-'·'.·• __ -._~-~~,.·-::·~·-. 
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.~ ........ H·,,J ' 
he seemed highly p-leased with the assistance rendered ... J)y 
B~wni:q.g,_ vib-9 .. "fought. for \is·, · 1eaving me to sit beside the 
.. M•o•••,'• 
'' 
- .. , ,. ~ ... ·• -.,'ti ... :•. . ' . ;;i 'women11 • 52 On $0:Pt8mber , 28; he wrote to his wife: "We did - .. ________________ iii ~~-\ .. 









all ·extremel-y well ·together {except that Brov-ming was a 
I 





certainly such company v-1as a treasure compared with what one 
') • -,.,.. ·-ci 
·, 
, might have had; for Browning couriere.d in the mo.st pe~fect 
'. I 
, I, style all the 1tray to· Paris, _and I had not the. least thing to "·· 
. [ 









--t - ,do, but sit still and look about~-m~: . a.n. irri.rnenee _advantage~ - -·------.--.,. ·.·.· .. ·-·.· ( :t .. :,. . .. · .. .-.... - '"''''·· .. ·· ··•··· ...... 





plagued by dinner engagements and interviews and eJQ;>ressed a 
great satisfaction with being able to escape to the apartment . I 
·' . ' 
' 
of the Bro"mings where he could enjoy "tea in quiet" .54 He ,.. ' I 
wrote to his wife on October 1st that. "last night, I bro~e 






·· · the Brownings, who at lea.st were quiet and .spoke E:tlglishtl-.55 
· 
-· IJ!rs. Orr, 1n he.r· life of the po·et, ·pec,ords two interesting 
,,,' anec.dotes o·f the trip. Iv1rs. Bro,ming, she states, feared 
that their son~would be a source of annoyance to Carlyle 





annoy thei.r ')companion, bttt his "prattle amuse~, the __ P?:!~~-~02p._e::::..:r~---~ " - ~ --- --~-~---· ------ ·---- __________ ,.., __ .~ ------ ---- - . ----- ----- ----·------------··---·----~-·=-·----
~ 
- -------- --- ----------- - - ---
-------~----~--------- :., ______ .., __ ..•• ~-------------····· 
' . " ,-. 
- - t II 
and led him on~ one . 00 cas iO?l._.:,.~_Q ..... JJ:aY:t·. , .. ! .. Wh1~-······s1~ .. ,- WYGU-· ·-hav·e··"·a·s···"···· ................... , .. ,,,,-"."'-"'"""""Mm•-·"""''"'""t'""" 1' 1,,,,~,·," 0 .,,•,·cu•,H•"\'< t•••• ,-,n•,,-' .,,., ~, • "'•' ,~.A,0 '"". '"' •' .- '°~• > • ,;,;, •• • '._,. • ., •-' • ... ··""""'·''' ,., .. ,.,..,, ...... , .. ,~,,-,, ... ~.,,· .... , ' 
·; 
t . . 
... ,, .. ,,,.,,..,,, ........ , .. :,,.,.-.. ~,.,,, 
......... " ....... "'""_ .................. ,. ............. , ....... ,~--.................... . . . . . . . .. .. 
. 
. . . . . . , 1 I It · · · . -: · · · · · · · · ··· · ····- · ··· ·-···········. -·· ... - --· ··- ·······-·· ··- .. -..... ···-·· . -- - .. . -. .. --- .. -·-- . . -·-· --···--··-- ·-- \ ------··--·················--·-···-·---~,, .... : .., ........................... -- ... many. a-spi-ra-tiens-'"··as···Na,pole·on~ - -·······on···an.other occasion, Carlyle,_ 
-. ( I . 
walking 1111th Bro\'m.ing, "passed an image of the Crucifixion; 
~ and glancing towards the figure of Christ, he said, with his 
deliberate Scotch uttera:nce: 1 Ah, poor fe~low, yo~ part 1s 




- . 1.: ;1 
' . " ; ... ~.( 
.... 
25 
Oarlyle- _ returned to England 1n October · anq. wrote·~ 
. -~ J to Browning a few: ~.days after · h·is ·arrival at. ·home, ·tellifig· -h1'ffi - -- --------------c-.-·. I 
' ' ! 
. t . I 
.. _ ----· -----~--~
4
- .. _o_f -t~ return jolrney, w~=C.~~ef:~_him ·· 11 l<rol'11 _~\lt ~~~- ~=~ ~:_:~~~~~=~· -c. _ ~ 





. . . ,. .... ~ . ····· ..... ·- ' -
CJ· 
~ r i 
i In. this letter he once again encourages Browning to try his i I ~ 
"! hand at prose. He tell~Bro,ming of a.-visit of John Chapman, 11 
' j ' ' l 
,-. ,· : 
l who has recently purchase.d the "Westminster Revie,r''· 'a11d is· .. , .. · .r;'.",-:.,~; ...... ·.·t 
looking_ for material. to publish: \ ttsince his departure, I ... _·_ _ • 
,.. 
have bethought me of you~ There you are in Faris, there you 
-- - --· ··-
.. -- .. ,,.... . - ... · ,., ·-· ... -.,. 
were in Florence, with fiery interest 1n all manner of things, 
.. 
', 
with whole Libra.riies to write and ·say on this and the other 
thing! The man means to pay, handsomely; is indeed an honest 
" kind of man, with a real enthusiasm (tho 1 a soft and slobbery) 
1n him, which can be predicated of very few. Think of it, 
whether there are not many things you could send him from Paris, 
', .. \ ... , ,..,_ ·, ... '.·~34:.~".\".' \. . -.-:-;r~ - , . -· .. ', ~-,,.,-·:··--·-·---;-~~ ,, . .:. 
and so get rid of them1 
.-~ .,:, 
If you gave me signal, I would at onee 
.set Chapman on applying to you; -- only _ I fear you won I t~ 
' . "i ,;. . ' 8 . 
In which case iher~ is nothing said, nor shall be~"5 -In 
addition ·to a plea to the poet to write some prose work, this 
letter gives us a view of Carlyle offering to assume the full 
role of patron in aiding Bro'W!ling in publication of his work • 
~-
. ·.. t· , s ··--···-·-··-·· ........ ,, ····· ....................... ,., ... _ ........... .:......... -····---------------·---·---- ----··· - ---------------··------·-------;--· ·-·---=-"''---~--~~----------~·--rn liis---aiiswer ·to-this letter, BrO'v'lfling informs the philosopher 
, 
r 
letters of Shelley; not admitting of much workmanship o~ a:ny 
..• 
. 
kind, if I had it to give. But I have put q.own a few ·thoughts 
.. 
that presented themselves -- one or two, in respect of opinions 
,:_ 
. .... 




•, '. ·.'•.·.···· 
. -- .. --- -·. -~--------· ·-.- - -. . .. - · .. -----·-- ----··------,--............ _.,_, _____ ~ ..... -··-··- ,-.. . 
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,. 
_ o:r your Olm ( I mean, the.#t ,I was thinking of those opi:p.ions_ 
,.,1 ' 
11hile I 1Pirote). · Ho1r1ever it be dohe.f·· it is ·what I 1:1as ·.,up ~o 1.'-
_ -~ ... "- _. ju.s.t.now,:··.and ~,111 soon be off my mind. I sha~l al ltlays hope h 
~.--:\ _____ ., ___ --···----·-·-----···---··-·-· --- ---·-- -----··- ·-··- ""' --------------------------·-· ---·-- . '-··-
.. " ., ... ., ~: .. , ' . 
- ---,... -·. . .. - . .. .. - . . . .. ' . -- - ---- -
-- for e., great incentive ~- to write my7 hest di~ectly to you 
some day.tt59 On October 28, Carlyle replies, expressing a 
desire to read the work and again offering words of encourage-
. . . ;:f -
ment-: ''Pray_ take order ,4fi th J1oxon t4at I may. see that little 
, __ . ·-· .. -... ~----- -~~~---..... : ... -~ .. ---~~ .Pi.eo._e · you have_ .:be.en .. do.~:. ....... _And .,get in.to .. .ano.ther .. bigg~r., ___ . .. ___ f_ ----------------.-
- ·" -·" 
._ .,--. - . . . 
' . 
: '' ) . 
.lg, , . _.-......,, '. 
.:..· 
. ;' ,. . 
quam pri~~ You a.re not permitted to be silent much longer~ n~O 
•""-¥• 
DeVane places great emphasis on the idea that Browning 
-
was displeased with the trip to Paris, basing this theory on 
-
the account given by l.:rrs·. Orr, who writes: 11 0n their journ~y 
from London to Paris, P.r. and 1w!rs. Bro,m.ing had been joined 
. ~-
by Carlyle; arid it af ten,ards struck i:rr. Browning as strange 
that, in the 'Life' of Carlyle~ their companionship on this 
1; • .. 
·' . ... '" ~ j 
(I .,. ... I , <. f -
. Carlyle not only went to Paris with -·the Brownings, but had 
•. • .I • ~ .. lf _ _rt.. 'I' ~ 
~ 
begged permission to.do so~~~~ At Faris he would have been 
/ ~ ,,· 
miserable without Mr. Browning's help, in his ignorance of the 
languag.e, B.J.-,.d impatience of the, discomforts which this created 
. fo:t' hi'm~· He couldn 1 txask for anything, he complained, but they-
!..., ;.. ... ! --'- ----- ~"" - -----1>-I'OUglil. hill the opp6Slte • t16l .. -The- dIBP18iiSiiI'e e-xpres sea nere, -
;; 
' '. 












but 1111 th a. biographer ·w·ho had sl·ighted their relationship. 
And although Browning himself gives no account o:f' the journey, 
the various comments made by VJ.rs. Browning in her letters leads 
one .. to believe that the poet '\'las quite satisfied with the trip~ 
. 
.. -~------- - ---- --- -~- - . -·- ·- ------- . - . • . '••, , .... , •• • , ..••......••.• ' ... ··•-"F"'' ·--., •..... •· ·••• .,,,. ....... -, .•.•• , ••• , •.•.• ,,. ••· ........ .,.,, .•..• ·-"""" •••••. , ••.. ,., •• , ....... - •.•.•.••.• ,-•...• ., ... , •• _; ___ ,, ____ ,., .• .,. ••·--• •-•·•- • •- ' -- -- --•-• •-- --•:-···- -----· 
I , ..... ,, 
/~ 
·- · · · ·· · - --· · - -· --· --· · ---·-
iI 
A.• "'( 
On October 21, .she writes to :Mrs. Jameson: "Are you a.ware 
' ' 
that_ C~lyle travelled v1i th us to Paris1 He left a deep 
--· ,. ----





interestirig_"_ hum~ .soul,. I think~" In. a, letter to ?w!iss IvI1 tford · __ _ 
• ,~-------·. ---~ 
on the following day, she ex:i;,resses ~he ·very same sentiments: 




personality than I expected to like him, and I saw a great 
I r deal of him, for he travelled with us to Paris and spent several r- ...... ~. . ···--· ---_'- .· ~~~~ings -with. ifs i' we t~e .• tQ$$'1;.h~r. __ fl:'e i~' QP,e .. of-. the-":merl ' : --"·- - .. I , ) , -





j • -; me; _ and y;._ou come to "'understand perfec~y, '\rrhen y·ou ~ow him; 
that his.:. bitterness is only melancholy, and his scorn 
sensibility. Highly picturesque too he is in conversation. 
The taJ.k of writing men· iS :very seldom as good. 11 62 Certainly, 
if her husband had been ur1,haPPY with the trip, Mrs. Brovming 
would have mentioned the fact in these letters • 
. ·,. ~" .·~ ... ·-. 
~r .c .. cc C ,, .• '·.,c .. , ''.', ;,. --=<--~·,c -· ,._ .. , C ., . 'C -· 7 • The~ ·evtde·nc"e "Presented· in . this .cs.apter see-ms..:· tc;> .. .. ' .c ... ···- -~ '·' 0 ···-
. l ,,. . ' ' .. · . ~ .' :.t' - . ' . 
I } ' -? 
~,... . 
t · reveal no change in the relationship of the two men. The 
_,...... ' 
journey ~o Paris together very likely served to heighten the \ . . 
intimacy of the friendship. Carlyle, as I have pointed out, 
-~ 
_.., 
made in this year a sincere effort to aid the poet 1n his 
----~ 
-. 
literary aspirations, although still urging him to try his 
•-•· ·---·-••--·-••- •-~.!• ••,~,~-~-•--co•••~~"•'•••••••••••••••• • •• • 
. 
hand at· prose·. Browning, for·' his part, continued to express 
displayed a great desire to please him with the attempt at 








. . ·"'" 
' , 


















.. ·' .;,,,;,, 
_r\ I :\ 
.., 
Chapter Four : Men and Women 
As with most of his work, Browning sent a copy of 
~-
J his essay on Shell'ey to Carlyle_, \-Tho comments on~it m his 
,. 
. letter to the poet in March, 1852: 11 I liked the Essay . · 
extremely wei1· indeed; .. a· solid, well~wrought massive manful 
bit of discourse; and interesting to me, over and above, 
as the ~irst bit .of prose I had ever seen from you; -- OI 
f . 
. ' ' - ... ;...~· 
·, 
""'· ""· ·'\- ' -
.. : , ·. -~·hope ~nly tne .first of ,very_ many... .You do .. npt know how . 
cheering,,Jto me the S.utlienticrsound of a huma-11 voice 1st I 
- ----~--· ·- -~-~---···--"' ---·····-
! I ~ 
I :' 
i i 
• I ·,, 
get so little ~xcept ape---voices; the whole Universe filled 
with one wide tempestuous Caclde., which has ·neither depth 
J 
...__ 
nor sense, nor any kind of truth or nobleness 1n it: 0 
,. 
Heaven, one feels as if it were too bad; as if the temptation 
were, to burst into tears, and sit do~m and weep till one 
died~ I cannot now, 1n late years, laugh at such a 
.Phenomenon; oftenest it- make~s me inexpressiblJ" sa.d, -- as is 
.. .. 
. , -
- ' •.. ; ... ~···,t. ·~--·-- ........ ·.-~ .. :--;•,:·f . .; ... -,,~··l(.'~":'-~.'.;..l.-····-_-·.· .. , 
~: ,' ,:: ... ,"~_, __ ,_. 
-~" ·'.;..... .,·,. • .. • • - '.---- ,• ,. ,( • 
• __ .,,,., ,j ••••••• :...-. : it ... .i...;. ,: -
' fl . • 
very natural 1-f one look at the· .-,rhence a;nd the ~ine~i.tabl~e 
' ' -: ~ 
~ 
whitherward; -- wherefore in general, I rather try to get out 
~ of it altogether, quite away from the beggarly sotllld of it; 
~ 
.and to ·sit solitary, in company rather ,1ith the dumb Chaos 
' than with the talkµlg one. This Essay·,·or yours·, and another· 
, 
-- little word ·by Emerson are the only new things I have read with 
and respect the weighty estimate ·you have formed of the Poetic 
Art; and I admire very mUch the grave expressiveness of style 
(a little too elaborate here a...~d there), and the dignified 
1 
. ' 
. - -,- - ·--
- ---· -------- "' " 
,. 
- ···-······-. '• .,,, .... ·,----.0 -· --- ·- ... 





. ' ,_. • 'i 
·."-'t-· 
·-:-.~-,,/,..··.";.,.-;-~;..,·:;/• -.pi:·,,_, :·::i"·Y·..:·:;7\_:· -,.-,~tr-_.·- "\ 
. . . 
'ii 
i 
tone, in Which YOU :manage to deliver yourse.lf On aJ.l that~H 
C~lyle was apparently quite pl~a ..sed wi ta his friend I s first 
at temp~ -at prose, alld after some brief comment on Shelley, 
- . 
offers his usual words or enooura.B;ement: u-m 'ii WO:t"ci~ ":ft' IS ...... ,,'-, -···,·:~ 
not ~,i th Shelley, but ·with Shelley'_~ Commentator that I take 
I 
/, 
up my quarters at all: and to this latter I ~1111 say with 
emphasis, Give us some more of 'your writing, my friend; we 
= & 
.~ 
decidedly need a man or two like you, _if we could g9t ~--
Seriousl·y, de~n "B.ro'Wlling.,. you .tnust. a.t. laa.t gird .u__p .y.our . 
i ~ 
,,, 
loins again; and give us a right stroke of ,-rork: ~- I do not 
wish to hurry you; far the c;on\rary·: but I remind you what 
,._ 
is expected; ancr1 say with vrha t joy I for one will see 1 t 
., 
arrive. -- Nor do I restrict you to Prose, in spite of all I 
·have said an~ s~ill say: Prose or Poetry, either of them you 
can master; and we will wait for you v1ith vlelcome 1n _l"rha tever 
~ 
- -~ 
' -.,. • 1' 
..... . 
-~ , 
form your ovm Daimon bids.·-/ 01'.13:-_Y see that-. he __ s).c:>_E).~. ]?~~-. +_t;"~~,-~~· -~·. ,____,---,--,,----11 
'- ____ .,...,..~------- ~ .... ·· .. ·~.-·.,:··::-:~:-,·~------:~-::-}--~--:·.--"~'."":,;,·--;·...:·· ~ .•• ··,·.,.,.~ •. , • ~--~,- . .;;.-, . ' -; .............. a.;; •••..•• -..... ;.: -·-· -. . . • -
··:-.4---:c--,~·' -~r_.,.... ... _.,--···--·--=--:---:-T:-.-\...,..-:::-:.-;; -... ~---:r--y:-=--... - :. . , . .._ 
then go with your best speed; -- and on the whole forgive, at 
any rate, thes~ 1~portuni ties,_ which I feel to pa.rtake'"--much 
"' ' 
of the nature of impertinence, if you did not kindly inte~ret 
them-. 1163 It .1~ interesting to' observe the care which the 
philosopher takes in order to preserve his friendsh!P with the 
' ,-. 
poet; 11.e has ~o desire to offend him with remarks ~hich 11 p8'rtake 
much of the nature of impertine11ce". · Here also, for the firs~ 
.. -: ..  . . ' . .. . :· .. ~~=···:~ .: : ..::.::::::==~:= :.:: .. : .. :. :::::~:.::.:: .. : ..:.:. .. ~ .... ~- :. . • •. ·',: .... : c_ • : ': ., ''"·"'''~"·~·-···-"·~~ ,,, .. ,_ .. ., ...... c-..... ~ ..... ~-··"·-~-"'''"'"'' .............. ~ ...... ., . , ........ w• '" "'"'"''::· ' ; ...... ,, ...... ,, ..•. ,,,, ,..... C".>''"' "~,,..,,, , .. ,,.,.,,~,--,·,c 
=;.:·::·--_-: .. ·_-:---,,~·~~-~~:: .. :.::~~:~~-~---'-·-·-'·---'--·· _________ t!_m~_, ... _ Qa.rl.yl_e ... sane tlons Browning . s de_sire _to 11rite_ ....... poetry._ '···-···-------··--··-----------«-·-.. -----.. -·-------·-
• 
The poe_t answered Ca.rlyle 1 s request for more of his 
writing ,-,i th the publication of ].-Ien and Women in 1855. On 
Decembe-r 4th of tl1at year Carlyle wrote to B-rowning, asking-
< . 
.... - -.- .. 
. . 
. . -- -



















: ' . . . . . .. ' ' . ' . : ...... ~ ... ; ' 
I 
him for seme assistance· 1n re.search. After giving a list of · 
the items he 1•rishes the poet to check, he continues: ."Well, 
at a:ny rate, this is all, dear Bro~ming; a.11:d I will .. l.eave 
r . . ~ 
--" c"alcul_ating on f~r,giveness, if- I giv:~ you 
. L labour in vain. I send· many -kind regards ··to the Lady and 
you: it is verily one of my sorrows and lasting regrets 




/ ?-- ' ' 
. .__,:; 
" andreWomen';·,aild vrill_not rest till I have read it~ therei· , 
~ 
~ ~ ~ 
- ~ .... , . 
.. 
That o~d I corregidor1 is a diamond -~ tm.egualled since 
., 
We have here, once more, sOmething else of' yours I saw.tt
64 
) ,,, ' . 
\ J. 
} , an. expression of the deep regard that the philosopher has 
for his friend, and a suggestion of the high degree of 
intimacy that exi"sted between the 1 two men-. The poem to 
which Carlyle referred with such high praise was "Hol'-r it 
" 
. • •• ,...a,,. ... - .. 
' .. . . Str-ikes a. Cqnt~IItl?.~~r,~~~- .. A,,s_ .:-eari~~-aa.l8.27.T'""iil·-~:tl10 ,, S~e/be-, of .. ·· ' . ' .. , .. ·. , __ , .. ,.,,;,?: ~---c-:,-.,, \~~-''·"'.,·-'·'I.,•-··<'-·.,-.~-~,'/''-· ... -,~., •'• .,-,,-, ,_ ,,.,... . ·.. 
-... 
. ·' .. ..,_ 







German Literature", Carlyle had expressed his views on the --
. ' ' 
f·unct~~.n of- ~oetry ,- 111hich he clai1ned "must dwell 1n Reality, 
•l 
and ·beco1ned"'manifest to .. menin the for!f.ts among which they live 
and mo.ve" ~ 65 , In the· essay on Burns a yea:r later., he repeats 
this belief: "The poet, we imagine, can never have far to 
~e~~-.~for .. a ~ubjec~: ,the elements of his. art are in him,. and 
-poet, precisely because he can discern it there. Wherever 
there is a sky abov_e him, and a world around him, the poet is 
1n his place; for here. too is ma.11' s existence, with its 1nf1n-
1 te longings and small ac quirings; 1 ts ever- th"ltarted, ever- . 
·-- ... ··-··-·-· .. , ... , .. ~· -- .. ~~····· ··- ..• ' ·-·· 
rene1red ·endeavours; its tmspeakable aspirations, its fears 
and hopes that wander throttgh Eternity; and all the f!lystery ._ .. 
. •-... ~ 
. . -
of brightnes~ ~d..9f Stoo.m that .1t ,ras ·ever made of, 1~, any . 
. age Or climate,· s~e matl first beg'an to live •••• Ma.n's 1ife . 
' -
- - - ' - 'ii, -: . -- • .. .. -----····-·-·--··---. - -------------· -----~---·--· 
- ······--·-···- ·-. ---· --,.~--.... .. . . "''. . 
·'"" · ·ana. nature is, as it ",as, alld as it ,-1111. ever b~ ·• But the 
• .. :. 
~ r . poet must have an eye to read these·· things, and a heart to 
understruid them; or they come and Pass a,1ay be~fore h1m 1ri 
-~ ~ 
• 
'"'Vain. He is- a vates, a seer; a. g_ift of vi_sion ha~ been given 
him~ ·Has.life no meanings ·ror hi~, which an.0th~~ c~c:>_t. .... --····-------------.,----------~-----·- .. · 
. . .\, . . .. ' . .. . . .. .... . . .. . . . - .. ' . ; '---- - . ..... ... .. . .. . --·~' . )- .-.. ---.. , .. .... ... . .. -.. • .-.. , ... ,,.... .... - ' . . . . ·: 
equally decipher'; then he 'is .no poet~ and Delphi ·itself will 
not make him . orte. "66 , In his lee ture on tt Th.e Hero · as Poet. 
Dante; Shakspeexe" (1840), which Brov-ming, attended, he 
states: "Poet and Prophet differ greatly in our loos,e modern 
notions of them. _, ·In some old languages, again, the titles 
a.re synonymous; Vates means both Prophet and Poet: and 
· , ··· :' <,.,,,~,,,;~'""·"·~,,~,,rna~;sea·'a't :arr tlmes,; .. PrOP~~t··,ana_, POe -r; W8Il-'iind8rStOOa:;· -·naver· ,,-=,~·~::· 
much kindre.d of meaning.. Fundament,ally indeed they are still 
. -· . . 
... ., 4. ·J\ the same; in this most important respect especially, That they .. 
. -
,,.,________ __ . 
' have penetrated both of them into the sacred mystery of the 
... 
Universe; what Goetne calls 1 the open secret.'~ •• ~ That divine 
,,.. .. 
-~ 
mystery, which lies everywhere in all Beings, 'the Divine Idea 
. 
·• ··,·..:.. ··~= ••. \... ... .·f--
·, . 
of -~:the World, 1 that which lie-s· at •~the .botton1 of ,.Appearance,·'. 





,, .. ,,,,;, , , ,, .... ,,, . .. , ... ,.-~.,e,,,-.e,:,,, ... ... -:,., .... , •. ), ..... ,. ··· -··· ···-··· ·· ·as· · -Fichte·-· · styles···· t·t ·;· · · · ot··· ··w111· c·h· ·a,1 -1--· Appe ararrc e ·,· · ·from· -·· t·he · st·arry ----- __ ; ..... : ... ~~~,::,.- ; .. :.:. _: 
of ¥!8ll and his work, is but the vesture, the embodirnent that 
renders it visible ••• ·• But now, I say, whoever may forget this 
divine mystery,- the Vates, whether Prophet or Poet, has 
,, 
.... . - .. 
_\_·_ .. _._ -
.. ···• ........... --- " -
. - . ~1 
j 
'I 
l)°t -~- .............. ·-···-·--· ~· .. ,. , ••. , ... .
t, 
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·~enetrated into-it; is a man sent hither to make it more 
impressively knovm to~u~~ That always ~s hie '!lessage; he 
C' 
1s to reveal that to us, -- that sacred mystery which he more 
. -- . ..... \/:. 
. than others lives· ever present with· ••• .i•67 . Five yea.rs before, . 
( I""" • 
- ~ ~ ·- ii-'--
. .. ~ . \ .. ~ )· . . ~ 
---~-- ~~. ---------------,----------------------~-he--publication-of ~J.1Ien- -~d lTemen,--------h-e- again, in his essay,_ 
~--.;:,,.~--.:... . .;.· .... -. , .... ~-.., .-... ,,. . - . -· ... 
~ ~ 
"Jesuitism", wrote: "Never will there be a great Poem mo~e 
th~t is not veridical, that does not ground itself on the 
-
Interpreting of Fact; to the rigorous exclusion of all~falsity,, 
·I 
fiction, idle dross of every kind: never can a Poem trtily 
. with it the belief Of said souls. Their belief; that is }he 
whoie basis, essence, -and practical outcome, of human souJ.s: 
leave that behind you, as 'Poets' everywhere have for a long 
time done, what is there left the Poets and you~ 1168 Through-
out all of his writings on poetry we find Carlyle -insisting 
. upon _the poet's duty to mankind, expressed in these passages, 
-
:'-~---- ·ana-·-1·t'--wa-s;"'not1bub·t, BrQwning1 ·s expression of these ide.as in 
.. 
"How It strikes a Conte1nporarytt, ~11.at· .dre'\rr for 1 t a,uch high 
--.~ -.· .,- ·- ' _-- . -
" 
··,,praise, from the-philosopher. 69 -Essentially, then, the ideas 
....---s.... 
on the function of the poet, expressed by the two men, seem 
o be quite similar, and when ca?'lyle wrote ~hat the 11 old 
··-·-··--
' corregidor'" was "unequalled sinc~e somethi~g .else of yours 
. I saw" , 7o he wS.S prbbably al so ref erring to BrOw.o,ing• s eBsS.J -
on Shelley, 1n which the ~poet stated that Shelley's poems 
loL'' '; . 
... / . 
......... , .... 
' ~-
: .. . , 
., 
,_ 
' i ' 
., 
~ .... -.: / .. .(· 
j 






' ' c ; 
.l .... , 
. 1 
. 'j 
provi~e us with "examples, in fe .. ct, of the \'Thole poet's f'unc- 1 
-~· 
' } 
tion of be10-olding with an understanding keeru1ess the uni ver~e~ ______________ -L_ 
~ ! 
nature and man, in ·their act_· ,.·_ state of perfection in · 
.:.\·" 











Carlyle . had· in mind when he wrot~ in ?A.arch, ~852,:. -· , ~ I 
... 
honour and respect -the vreighty estimate you have formed ot · 
t. h- p t. . tt 72 -e oe ic Art..... ·-
Browning, on January 23, 18~6, replied to, Car~yle' s 
letter, sending the information that the philosopher had 
: requested, and apologizing for the delay in sending both the 
I 
lnf orma tion .and -the Men;· and. Women vo.lume s: 
\' 
'" 
11 There was a 
precious i,rord 1n your 'letter about one of my ~wn tlilngs, ·th~t, __ /l 
' 
) 
. ~- ~"went to my very heart. . . - . \. '. } " . . -
.. . . ·- . 
NOlT, have you understood me in another · 
) ' .. 
.. 
~. 
I,, ' . •• .,,'..: •, 
···.j 
.. point? I was v1ithout the courage to send you the book --
~ 
fearing the fate of Talleyrand's Grandfather. I hold so to 
what kind feeling for me you express, a!id '\'1hich I cannot 
have a right to doubt,. t!).er~_fore -- that it seemed :roolish 
to haze.rd this by sending you poems to read you might like 
. ' 
me none the better, or somewhat the. less for. But that fear 
seems stupid on reflection; for, you have written, peside the 
"' 
word now, many woris, once on a time, "the b,est. I ever got 
for my pains. If you do reaJ.ly care to giva,'me so much 
.., 
honour and pleasure, you itr1ll ask Chapman for the book, anci 
, 
t,ake it 1;1ith many fears (11_1ore than hopes) but ~much gratitude. 
so that is said t·o your understanding."73 The fear of Carlyle's~ 
the lohg period of his friendship with the philosoph·e·r, for 
. ·- . . . . ... . .. . ,.,,, ..... ~.: 
• ·~ .... -. ,., ¥0" • ... ~-:· '. ~-~ •••• ·-··-···~ • • • 
. ,Y* . 
in 1875 .Allingha'm rE!cords a visit. which Bromiing p-aid .to 
• 
Carlyle during ·which the philosopher inquired about his new 
-·;·- •••• ·- ·-- -· 
'..... 
< - -
. ·,. ' 
· work ~d received the reply that nr•m afraid of you in that 
way~ I'd sooner trust my body to you than my book. 1174 At 




























the time this letter wae wr1 tten, however,··· he seems still to 
~- _._. 
.fl 
have hopes that his work will oe acceptable to his friend, 
. -
and seems to welcome critic-ism, for later 1n the same letter~ 
.,. 





•• ~ {1 ., /" ~ 
.J ·--~-- ----~-~--.. -'c-~.-~t-~ --- ---~we f ind---him ~,ri~-in-g1--- 1L$hall ·I really hear from you a . J 
'i',-
, 




. , ... 
'~· . 
. :_.:' ' ~ : :; .. ' 
·, 
.. 
- --- ------------' 
' 
sincere word, such as ·you helped me with fifteen years ago 
• ll ' • 
and more? There are one or two misprints -- easy ·o to rectify, 
however. As I'believe no man a real poet or genius of any 
sort who does not go op. improving till eighty and ~ver, I 
ana a.gain,.as often· as You'· set · me ·r1g11t •••• 015 ·. · .. 
- -.., 
· One other poem- in- ·the Men and llomen volumes, -
"Transcendentalism: A Poem in Twelve Books", has be·en 
pointed out as having a relationship to the friendship of 
the t,vo men, and should, it seems, be examined here~ DeVane ~ 
- ? 
has suggested that the poem is a reply to Carlyle's criticism 
of poets, ttthat if they hasl anything to say they should say -
it in pros~. Carlyle was, ( of course, .mf great transcendental.-
1st. 076 As R. D •. Al tick has argq.ed, 4owever, D~Vane. s~ellls .~6 ~-, ·.;:,.······· 
~ 
~~-
have overlooked the evidence presented·- in the phvilosopher1 s; 
letter of March 8, 1852, in which he sanctions Browning's 
desire to write poetry • Altick believes that Browning is 
using the word tttranscendentaJ.ism11 in the same sense as 
--
tha t is, sugge~t~y~ __ of-_vagueness, abstractness -
<'> • • ,r;;,..l.·--· • •---·-•·••-•-••• _.,,~ ........ ,~~ .... .;.;.~__:)....._..__.~1., ..... ,..__-:..~y~·:· ....•. ·-·-· ',:...,.;..,,.,:,.i..:--.~~.:...r--·,-·-~~H--•••~---·-----·---·--··•-··-------~----~-~----~··-·•--•--•••-·-~--···-·.·-•·-·'·--- . • •' •' -'• •· •<•• •·• • 
interpreted-· 11as:.a··renunciation of ver$ified meta.Physics aJ.1.d "------~·----~~ 
\ Iii ~ I!,. 
the poet's decision to devote himself'to •creative poetry' 
1n the literal sense: the 'draping' of thoughts in concrete 
1 sights and som1ds 1 garnered from the ever curious, e~er-
~-- .. -- ... l 
" , 
"~· .. , . ' . ' ' ' 
l,;•"•f •.. -:-..•... 
•• V) 
"·- ' , 
wondering ex:perlence of the senses". 77 In the poem itself, 
---··-·------ ------··-·· ---·-··-··-----~-.. -----·· ··•-· --- -· ·--- ---~-- --- -
--- .. ·-... --. ' ~- ' . --- ··-· ····-- . - . ----·-- --- ---,. - ----- ----- ----- - ------· --- ---- -·- ----··--.. ·--··-·------ ---·- .............. ------ ....... ,.., - ------········-. Brownh1g 1s speakil1g to anothe1'"' poet, wl10 !1.as been pr~sent-

























- ' but the writer of prose, who is to interpret the abstract~ 
The poet must concern himself with images and melody; he must 
"'' sing, r1~.~ speak. His error is that he thinks iµen want 
(>. 
- • thought in verse. Bro,~ing then uses Jac·ob -B~ehme and· John· 
-. . .J .... . ~ :;_. ~--- .. :'" : 
.I ·;_:~: ". .. "' .. ,." ·, , . ~ '- \ 0 ,_ "••" -~,a -- _, .... ·-·· •• --.-.::-"·-····~--~-:• • 'M-,.:.. __ : 
- • E; "'. O ~ • O ... O ' • • •. • - --
'' ·· ···· · .;- .. -· ..... --· ·of. Halbe-rstadt ~9 ~llustraj:.e hi-a contrast, stating his 
, , 
preference for the magician, Jehn o·f Halberstadt, who 11with 
' 
a 'look yout•,- vents a brace of rhymes," and causes the rose 
-
to break in 11 0verr· us' under' round us every side"~ Boehme 1 s 
tedious eXPlanations of the rose, he states, consume so much 
of our time that by the time we finish his "tough book"~ '\fe 
11 f1nd life's· summer past". 78 As I havMe pointed out earlier, 
f r ._ both Carlyle and Bro·wning agreed that the poet must concern t ·, ' 
. . ... . . .... ,.:.-· 
,·l,,- ,.,:, ... /~:., c·T .' ::\ .. -~ '.:;/(c:~;,,.,Jc:,,,c..,~ ;·;"-~~·,c .. ,.,.,;,,_ _ c. ·,·, .,;c. . .• _ :):: ;~!>. __ . .. , .. .. .. ,, .... c,· •. ,,(,, .,,,.;... c,;;. ,, •. -. •;:,·'"'-'·' ~ ... - ; ; .. , · ,., ..... ·~- , ,;cc •. ;. , .. , -.,· • ",,.. .. , , • ·• , • , . ;, 'v" . • • , ., --- . ._ ·' - .. ~-., · ·• ~ · · ' .- · · - •a '·,- .• ·- ·•;-:;--~SF- ··' · '' · ,· .... ', ·,. " "·: · '· ,_,, ··• · ,., ...... "" 1 . .. __ . h.fms.elf wj."th··,mank1nd·. They di·sagreed, however, in the·ir 
t 














views of what poe-try itself should be·. In "The Hero as 
Poet. Dante; Shakspeare", Carlyle had said: ttFor my own 
( 
part, I find considerab_le meaning in the old vulgar dist1nc-. 
tion, of Poetry being metrical, having music 1n it, being. a 
t -~-
-t {. _. _____ ·--.---.. __ .. _ ... - .Song.. .Truly, if presse~~ to give. a -defini-t.ion-, . one -might say-· -·--·-···------.. --_-..... _____ .. 
I ';' r this as soon as anything else: If your delineation b~ i ~ - '>j - ....... -----· ·• .... ,-........ ·--·~------ . .. _,,," ............................. - ......... - .. ., .. --·-·-· " ........ "' ............. ' ' J/ 
,. authentically musical, musical not -in. word•onl-M, but in heart 
.. ' 
and substance, in all the thoughts and utte~ances of it, in 
the whole co11ception of it, then it will be poetical; if··not, 




I, ., • 
,,/ 
. ' :.. 
I ..... ·. 
...... \;' ,' 
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. is one . spoken by~--a-mina ___ tiiit--has-perietra.tea:-··m~ ·tne·-~1·:nnR')~-------~- ··. -· -
. . , . 
. . 
hea:rt of the th~ng; detected the inmost mystery of it,_namely 
1., ... .1 
. '· ~ I!} - • • .. 






'' -·--------------··-- ' ----·--· ..... ;'.(2 .. 1 
coherence which is its soul, whereby it exists, and has a 
right to be, here 1n this ,1orld. All inmost things, 'ffTe may 
say, are melodious; naturally utter themselves in Song~~ •• 
' ' \ ' At bottomj · 1.t t.urns ~s.,till · 
" /!( ' . 
on powertof intellect; it is a man's. sincerity and depth of 
.J· . ..,. ., • 
vision that makes him a Poet. See deep enough, and you see 
' ' 
musically; the heart of Nature being· everywhere music, if you 
can only reach it·.~.~ ·rt is only wl1en the heart of him is · 
rapt into true passion of melody, and the very tones of h1m, 







according to Coleridge's remark, become musical by the - tfi ] 
,·.,.,r 
·,::'·, I 
greatness, depth, and music _of his thoughts, that we can give .; ,; 
~ s, 
._ ........... _ • ..,,._.,..... .... ~ - .-...-..... __.. - ......,.. - - .. --~~---.-.-,.-. ... ~ .. -.... - ..._,,. ·-·-· ...... ..) ~r • - • . .., ~~(~ .J 
-· ~.~,.r,-, n ~ .. ,~·-'- .... _..~······- ·--·~-~-,..·-n:rrrr··rignt· ··.w····rfiylf!e. 'i111cr·"~!ng; , . t,fiat,·~-·=we:. cfaLI :<ti·:i,:fu";·,i~~ ··roei·,:,.:m:Ia:··-,.· =7 ~·<,,.,s, .• , .. ·:· - ·-·~---.:·~··'i:"-" · 









It is .this stress -LUP,9n intellect, whiclf1'f1s found 
1n all of Carlyle' s remarks on poetry, with wh,ich Browning 
r 
takes issue. This, he feels, should be the concern of the 
-writer·" of prose, not the poet, and this seems to be the 
argument he presents iri. "Transcendentali.sm11 ~ , . ~1 A This alone, 
. -
1 t would seem, '\t'IOUld not ibe responsible for hie delay µl 
• r ~I . 
a.ending the. Men and Women. volumes to Carlyle. It does seem 
' . 




- ""'!"' --· -~- - -- •• .,,..--,···· ----··'- .• ..,. 
possible, ho~rever, that his pa;rtially ironic use or 11 port1ons 
' .. ' 
,y,_,,-of Carlyle's own dogma and echoes of his own prose", as 







. . . .. . , . . ' . -·. --80 -·-·- --- --·-·-h1 s reluctance to send them~ , 
' .. 
~--- ------ •. ---t"·---- _ ____...__~ 
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----------~ 
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- -- .:•··~/ 
. ·J 
.... 
In any event, the volumes were· sent to Carlyle, 
a.lid on _ A:Pr11 25th he wrote to the poet: -
~ ~ # ' 
Dear Bro,ming, _;. I.t is ~ long time since I . \ .... _ 
-·jr---· .. ·----............... -· got your Book according to· pr9g~am; a long . 
---·· ----- · time since I ree.,d it all, man.y of the Pieces 
age"in e.nd again g nor l1as it -.. a diff icu.l ty of 
conscience that has kept n1e silent; my 
app1~oval ,~ras hee.,rty and spontaneous 9 able I 
was a11.d am "'e,o ·give you 00 Euge~~-0 far beyond 
what I reckon you d~sire; and indeed I 
believe 1nyself to ste11d am9ng the first 
ranks of your readers in that particular~ 
- But yot1. aslted ,~ri th so mg.ch lQyal ty v "ufha t 
·- shall:" ·1 do· ·to ~be· savea·;"·end- gain the ·top or·--· --I> 
this so;re upward oours,e? 09 a11d seerned to -have-
, suoh''..f1ai th in the older ·Stager and fellow-
climber to give you a word of advice~~= I 
really knew not what to say 9 and hesitated 
always o Not, to say that I am dree .. dfully 
busy,_ and never 11.ave a moment thB,t is not 
sunk in d~st and difficulty and semi~despair 
tliese many rnonths and years! =>- - At length 
I have renou_~ced altogether the high thought 
or· "advising, u and the like; for indeed I 
see the case is very complex 9 aJ.~d I have 
; :t.earned by experience ths..t adwice, reaJ. 
..... _ .. ,. 
~: 
:..:, . - . 
.. __ - advice from ivi thout, is generally etll ./· ~ , 
~~-, ~,c,cc •• ,~ ~--·'··'·---·;;;, ., --~-'--~- -, '«~-~:cc..~-~ - --a-=----;;;·-;:-- -i-mpo&s-ie-il--i-t-y-o' - -. 9,0.Nobm:ty- -ru1-:tows -c-·-aavice -;·tt---"'------. - ·-· --~- ..... , .. , .... -~ -, ,~----~---' - _,; __ . ,. I , .. ., 
... ,-.. · · they say; ,1h4ch m~ans , .. 1ithal, '°advice never 
' .., \ ; 
... r· 
i.. ' 
. ~ l $ -
i\ hi ts - tl1e case; · the ease -is not -kr.to·w11 to any 
Advisers, but only. to tl1.e Advisee~ -=-= v1p.o has 
.; good' right to protest, for most pe .. rt! 00 Accept 
4 a few rough human words, thenv such as the 
day gives; and do not consider them as 
pretending to be more thai.~ honest words, 
rough and ready 9 from a fellow=pilgrim well-
-. af fee ted to you o 
.. 
·--... 
It is certain there is an excellent 
opulence ~f intellect in these two r~ymed 
·-- -T-· ---------~- --·····~-----_,--· ------------; __ ....... _ ---~---------------·--v-oiumes·: --·1n·telleet ·1:n··-·-:the· -big ingot shape·-----------·--·-----------------_---------·--
and dovm to tl1e smallest cur1~ent coi11·; =-- I , 
_ - ·· -- __ · · - - _ shall lool{ fe~r~ I believe si to !find such a · 
-------------·-·-------------~--------~:·__:, ____ ,,: . .;._,;...,-..-:: ... --"--""'----_ ----'---·palr ·01~ iyes as r-- see-··busy there insp-ectliig _____ ---_ . -
human life this long whileo The keenest just insight i11.to n1en and_ things; ==-~ and all '"khat goe·-s·---------- -- --- -----
along wit.h really good insi@tg a fresh 
-- - - . - .: ·: -·--····-·· ~ 
valiant manful ~haracter~ equ .. ipped lli th rugged humour9 with just love, just contempt, well 
carried and bestowed; -- in fine a most 
extraordinary power of expression; such I 
'· 




v must call 1 t, whether it be 11 eX.Pressive11 _________ _ · .. · - · · -·- ~" . ·_ · -.-.. -----~:=enour13:;·. ·or···not·~ - ..... Rfiytbin there_,c.1·s--to·o·;;--··- ---
. .. ,.,,.,.endless poetic fe.,ncy' symboliceJ. helg to 
eXf)ress; and if not melody always or often (for t,hat, lTOuld meax1 finish .and per.fection), 
"· 
... ...,_ .,, .. , 
. '), 
there is- ,1ha.,t -the __ G@rman.s ~.@:;,\11 .. :.t-ak~;- ~ -c<;::>~: ~ine-----.:~·:-·:~c:-.7.'·~.c7,'"':·.·:.-::·::·~:.-.·,~:~,,.:~::~::=:-,.-::--. ~-,:c::. dalloing, if to tp,e music··· only of d~~~·~ . 
-
... ,. 
Such a faculty of talents, ui genius 11 if you like the'. :ri.a.,me better$) seerns to me 
worth cultivating? ,-ror,..th sacrificing oneself to tame and subdue into perfection; ~= none 
more so~ that, I krlo,r 9 of men now alive o Nay, in a private. v-reJy 9 ·<' I admit, "°e,o myself the .. t here _ 
appe,,rentiy •. is th~ .. t.:l.Ae.~t pQetj~o genitlS.9 . fines,t · .. '" -}- ~:.:L.~·-:-~:"~'.,~·-.:~s ->-~ possibility of such~ we have got vouchsafed us in this generat~on, and thaJt it will be . a ~ . I, I ; < ' 
; 
~ 
' .. / ,. 




)' (.~ :-: ··:. 
, .. 
terrible pity· if ~i,re _spill> it in ~he process -of - , · 
elabOl'e.;tiono Said ·ge11.ius 9 too 9 I perceive, , 
· has really grown~ in all ,~ays, since I saw· · it last;- I hope it will continue grov1i11g p tho• the difficul-ties are neither f.ew nor small~ Well! but what is the shadow side 
of the Picture, then? For in that too I ought 
, to be equally honest~ ilfly frienrl, it is· ·w'l1at 
'. 
_ they call i1,mintelligibili ty~ 11 That is a fact: J you are dreadfully difficult to understand; f and that -is really a sino · Ad.mi t the accusation: 
l.:_\ I.testify to it; I found most of your pieces i too ha,,rd of interpretation, and more than one I (chiefly of the shor~kind) I had to read as t a very enigm~. I. did make them all out-$ --r- •, ,- · -· · -· · .--<<+·.:. ·. ·.,·:.- _: __ .,_'.~, ,, ..... ·l·~"-·aJ.-1 vrf'tff 'abou:t· t,:to---"fns-i'griif'icant. exception's; r 
-- but I do not kno-vr if ma11y readers have got i t . / . :: .;.< so far~ Consider that case·; it is actually t " , ._ f flagrant~-
· _ l 
.. - . . 'Nq,1 I do not meeJn to say the cure I is eaEfy, or the sin a mere perversity. God I blmo!s ~ tto1o1~~be1rs~and v~~y1 irdlellivtrh~t tiht isffto t f e tm in e i g i e so= c ct,.J.. e o 1 s _ e e or I of a man '\'ITi th very n1u.ch to say 9 endeavourii1g to I get it said in a not sordid or unvirorthy vray, 
~ .. 
. " ·'·· .... ,, --~- ·., .. , ' ,_ .. , .. ~, 
f to rnen who are e .. t horne chiefly in the sordid, ~ j t:qe pros_~~-i.ci~- _ip.~e ___ __q;n.d __ 1!J.1Jrf~~~Y 9 .. l_---~ee y-0:u._ . _______ . --,--· ______ -------- - --.,,.--:--:-_-:_ ,------- - - ----- ~-------------~-----------------p-1 tchingtbi~ cratltgsfintod the dirtyb
1
bot~o~ess r- morass D rying .9 oun your mar· ----e 1vor±t, -- ...... ,. ------·-·-·· --~ .. -~ .. -- ..... ' . . . ' ............. . ; ------------------~.,.~- ____ .,·.----"·--------------- Oh, it is a tritgie condition ttrit,haJ.~ ==i But 






. \ i 
man is there to be understoodg let him. lay. ----·····--··--··---that entirely to heart 9 and conforn1 to it 1 patiently; the -sooner the bet""c,er! 
I do not at, this point any longer l, ...... . forbid you verse, as probably I once did~ I-perceive it has grovm 'to be your dialect, it cornes more naturally than prose; -- and 1n 
,... 
..... .,.,,.,.. .,.,111· 
' . 
0 




· . prose too a man can be. 11unintell ig1ble" if 
--------_--·--··--··-··-·_
: __ .~----·· __ . --· · ·-· .. :-.,---~---;--------he- -like! -!(y_: pri-vate not.ion of. "IThs/t is /. 
-===o,,. - - ·--- - -- -- -- -
4 Poetry -- Oh, I do hope tok n1ake yot\, one _day·;·------ · -- · .. ----~-------- · 
.Jmde1~sta .. nd that; 1rrhich hitherto no one -vrill , ~-
.. 
do: bt1Je, it must not concern us at present.. ,., 
. __ · ____ . .- ~--- ___ . . ... 
_ Continue to ~rri t,~ in verse, if you_ find 1 t 
· · '- ,.-,:. _·--· --~_--,;c _,--~~---~:,:-=·---:---~:--~-:-;.-~-c, :~, .. - ;1q '·na...tidi er o · And vtha:t ·,tlio re~- - A:f e ,.. g vrha "'t ~ -v1ha~ t t '"ti- ~ 
.. 
-- Well 9 t:he sum of my idea,s is g If you ~ 
.f': 
tqolt up· some one g~eaJIG sub jebt 9 and te .. slted all 
your po,1e1"',)s upon it for· e; long t1hile 9 VO"t"Ting 
to Heaven that you would be plain'to mean 
capacities~ then==~~~ But I have done, 
done~ Good be with you aJ..1,1e.,ys !' dear 




.... - f • 
~i:~.,._ ... ·. ·. ,_~: ·r'..._·. - _; _'. . .::._ ...... r, ·.;..;_ .... . 
Browning; and high victory. to sore fight!8
1 
' . 
~-·.,,I.,, . ~i •. 
.. ' 




for it' contained botn the. hig~.'est praise· a.rid the stro11ges-t 
..) 
cri tic).sr{l that his friend had ever given his ,1ork. .Again 
we find the ph~losopher expressing his disappointment with 
Brow:r:iing's failure to achieve that clearness of expression 
which.he had pointed out in his first letter to the poet 
• •• " • • ,·~..-.,.r,; -•·~'• •'• 0,-••' 
. / 
fifteen yea..,rs earlier, and ,-re shall find him returning to . .,/ 
this critic ism repeatedly in his comments on Browni11g' s: 
··--1-a;ter---werk·•···· ·_ -· .. J:.t,- ... se-em&"-··QUi~ec .. ,pO __ S.S.ibl~e .. ",t.b81.is~the..~,,I>.Q~~--··P:t:,t_Q. ~is ~ ~, -- ··- - · ·-- · , ·, -~' ·~. - ., 2 .. ::-· -1 :.·..;-c"·· ·.-.-: ··- " .. .:. ,:·:·~--.·: ,· •. ~·"·:r~ . ..-;.r~':.:::~ • .-;·.;.:~:;,:. :·" ,-;:;·_-::(,::-.-:-;i;,,;~t~ -, --,-· -, • __ , .,,,;,.,..,,- . 
friend in mind- lThen he "trrbte to another in 1868:, ta I can . 
have 11 ttle doubt but that my wri t_Wg has been, in the main, 
too hard for many J. ·should have been pleaseo. to co(mmunicate 
.,, 
/ft _with: but I never designedly tried to puz .. zle people, . as 
some of ·my critics have supposed. On the other hand, I never 
a sub_sti tu te· 






on the whole I get my deserts and som~thing over -- not a 
. ], 
- , .. ··-··. .. ·-· ........... 
, ..... ,',.·,.;. ..... ;;.. - ,.-... ,', ........ . 
-- -crowd but a. fe'tt-1 I value more~,,82_ (Underl~g mine) This 
', 
.... .,.,. ~tatement v-rould_ suggest that Browning might not· have been 
' ' I ,• •, '~ 
1' . 
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. ) 
although the letter was written twelv·e years later. ,He must. 
~ ·_ .. - ·--·--· 
~) 
.. ' ' -
have been, however, greatly pleased with the words of praise 
' . 
that he received from c·arlylq and with his final acceptance·-,· 
.. " ·&- . 
. f r 
of Brolm.ing1 s calling as a poet. 
I \ 
It is worth noting here that 
··•·· ' . . . . . . ' ' ------ -----··-· ·-. ·- .. ·- ' I \ . 
. . . . . ... 
change :1.n_tb.e philosopher's 
, .. - I ',1 ' . 
, 




- : .r, 




; t~ Allingham: . "Carlyle also wrot~ to Bl"O'\ffl.ing to confess 
how wrong he had been all his life to try and dissuade him 
" 
.,,--..., .. 
from poetry -- s·ays he sees it is ll~~. right _~_£cation &.c, __ 




' 1 which to so~e eXtent pleases Browning •••• u83 As I have , 
pointed out, the men, aJ.though they seemed to agree on,the 
< . 
func~n of- the poet, disagreed on the question, of what 
'-....> 
I . . . 
poetry~s, and it was probably Browning's expression of his 
ideas in "Transcendentalism" that led Ca.rlyle to state that 
he hoped the poet would one day understand his.views. v&lether 
Browning did later come to accept his friend's views completely· 
Browning.himself in his later days-fell too often into theJ 
· J' kind of verse which he here condemns" in "Transcendentalismtt. 84 
-
From 1852 to 1861, the year in i,rhich the poet lost 
his beloved Ba, the Brownings remained for the most part in 
Italy, re.turning to England for only brief visits. It seems, 
... 
· ·-····--·---- ·· · · · ·however, that on these yisits the poet al~rays sought out-his 
'J • ' 
. •...;.,. . ., , ... ~ 
friend. Mrs. Carlyle mentions a visit of the Bro'Wllings on 
8,:::: ' ' . 
------ -- - ------- ------~-------~-~-July' 27";-~-·1-g-52--; ·~- -·a.n.c1· .In· 1~a,5, · ~1rs -~ -·Bro~m.1ng spe-a1cs-ot--liav·1ns ··-- -----------··------------· ·--·-···---~ 
·seen ·the philosopl1er at Forst.er• s, where she found him 11 1n 
.', great force; particularly 1n the damn~tory cla.uses 11 ·.86,·0n 
. ' 
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__:> 
September. 12th of the same year, }b:'s ~ Carlyle ,rri tes to her 
. 
- -- ------ -
. 
husban<I.. at Addiscomb,~. ,informing hi·m that Bro,~.aing would v1s1 t 
' . 
them on the fg.116wing Sml.da.y~ 87 · ·A year later, on July 20th, 
.. .. 
__ --·~···--.--:" .. -· ____ Carlyle lrrote to Eme.rson of a visit. of B~o-wnin~,. wb.Pm b.e calls--________________ ~-~-> 
Habstruse, but \'TOrth lmo,~ing 11 .88 ··. 
\ . 
There seems to be no evidence, the~, for any.break 
. ' 
in the 'fri~endship during the~e years. As I have, pointed out, 
r; '. -•• ·, .. ' • • ,.. . • ' •••.•• :~ ..... . ,~--· .~ ., .: ·~. , .. :-__ .••.• -. 
Carlyle had e,dopte~d in these years· a line of critic ism of the 







L .. } - .. 
, .








advanced, and ·one that very possibly was responsible for 
later quarrels on the intellectual level of the relationship. 
/~ 
His acceptance of ~row.ning's endeavors in the field of poetry, 
-· howE?Ver, must have greatly encouraged the poet as well as 
deepened even more his regard for the philosopher. And in 
.. ~I\ the letters of Carlyle himself vfe still find the e~ression 
_, ' ' 1 
of his deep, interes.t tn. ~d, .hopes for·····the success, of .'"'his 
• J 
~- · friend --1:n - ItaJ.y-. 
... I 
,. .... ~j 
-i-· ,. 
. ".J- ' 
. . - _, ..... -
_.[_ "_·__:;::...:..:_:_:_:_:__:____:: ~:._:__;_:_=..:,.•...:: - - - .. -,--:: .• · ..:. ••., "'"'" •·•- -- •-..:c::...: •••"'" .•,; "•• ~-·~• ;i, ;. __ - .'.,_,_,,_ __ _.:._ •,-- .,;:°-'......i::~- ;: • • • • "• • • - -• • - "• •• • • • • • ~ • -"· •:. •-• • ~-... • • • ;;;.. • • • "'- • ',e "•'••• •• ; •.• ~~ ... ~ .• •, ' ,,.-.·- •-'·•--••'• ,. •• •• ,os-",• ~•""''' ••• • ,-".:-.-. ,,"••~ - "••"••• •-•'• .;..., •'•:• • • ••>o-o.C,, ,._.,._;.;._ •-' - ••, • ••• •• •• ,, -·•• • ,,., •• • • • - • • • • • • • '• • • • • •• ~ ~- •• •• • • • __ 0 •••••-••••--•••C- •• ••••• ~·~~=~ 
··~ 
.~ 
. : ... ., .. _ 
. . ·.~· 
·-"·. 











. Chapter Five · : The Final Years 










. na..turallY, with great ~terest. - The poor Lady [Eliz~be!Jl . . _· i 
. 
. . 
' ' . . .. ' ' ' ' . -~ 
- - ~~ -- -- - B~rett Browning] ·. seems to h~ve PS.s~ed a.way 1n e. state of' ' --c --~-~~--~ T 
~ i 
') 
perfect peace, unconscious altogether of what was coming, I 
~ I 
the mildest end that cd have been provided to a gentle ~ 
·'! 
Human Life, whh ~·is a gre.at cQilsolation to survi v.ors 1n 
/ 
the1:r sorrow·. I lmo"tt1 not '\'thethe;ra Brolming .h.e,s ye~ come to , ,# • ..r:.· .6 -
I ~ ~ ;j 
·:~ 
:? 
,,,.•.•···1•-··.•·••,..,...,•,,:o•~c.,,,.,..,., .•• ,,., . ...,.-·q•··--·.·,·.-~-. • •' .---~~~.-., ·., "-", ,, ·• ,, •-•4 ······--;.·· 
.• ..... • .. ..... 'S ,,.. .. , .••. ' .... ":i 
.-
,• ' 
you.- I partly expecte·d or· .hoped to· have · seen\ him here, · but-
····., .,.,, ,,,, ~-
-
I .. 
had no -right either, not having written, th·o I I did not want 
for matter or even for intention,· but only· for a few minutes 
of compassion wh_h you know are seldom if ever mine in these 
. I 
sad months & years~ Tell him from me to gird himself together 
out of these sore wrecks of the past (as indeed I see he is 
manfully doing), & that I expect § new epoch fo.r h'im in regard 
to ·his own. work ~1n this·. w~rld, now that he is coming back· to 
. . I 
England at last; and that, in my poor opinion, whh I have 
'v";I--~ 
never changed, a noble victory lies ahead for him, if he 
stand by it while time yet is~ Th.is is my fixed thought, & 
often my greatest sorro,, over the 'woes of Italy' has been 
that a soul like R~B-. 1 s \-tas kept ~rel ter1ng in· a hobbled 
~ . 
condition amid such~ mass of thrums & hopeless cobwebs1 
. . . · --· 89 
Assure him of my deep sympathy & true regard, a.t .. a:ny rate~tt 
Thus C.arlyl.e wrote to John For.star 1n 1861, .. shortly :after the 
" , : '< II 
,r ,· 
death of Browning's wife. This letter again re:veals the deep· 
intimacy that had developed in the friendship over the years 
.. 
. .... 
;), ~" ·. 
\,' : . ~· .' 
' 
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-
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. . : 
.. 
.•·.·· ., •... , .. '-do 
.. 
--•a •~•·-• ·~- -·--·--
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'I, 
and the hopes that the philosopher held for the poet. 
Bro~ming, upon .receiving the message, must have been greatly 
~oved. A·· f~w months le~ter~ tlie poet and his son, Pen, returne·d 
to. EngJ-and.. The:re are no records of any meeting bet~1een,. the 
two men, however, un.til.February, 1866, when Brovming.wrote 
to. Isa Blagden, expressing great surprise at having seen the 
~ 
philosoph~r ·at a "d.rum91 the Saturday before.9° In the same 
le·tter he mentioned that Tennyson was "also there.. Browning 
- ..., , ~ . ·' r. . .; - ...... ... 
- "· ~ . . 
' . . l 
' 
apparently visited his fellow~ poet ... frequently after h-is 
. ... ..,-, ... -·.. .. .. --·' _,, ........ ~ ·- --. .. -·--· ... " 
• • 
,I return. to England, and 1n the Memoir of his father, under·· 
\ 
the years 1875 t-0 1879,· Hallam Tennyson quotes impromptu 
verses that· Browning had cow.posed for his father's 11 amuee-
ment11, on Carlyle and his wife, which. he called "Terse Verse, 
being a contribution to Scottish Anthologytt: 
Hail ye hills and heaths of Ecclefechant !, 
.- .. --; 
."'.'._'= 
Hail ye banks and braes of Cre,,igenputtock~. · . _ff_ .. T. car 1Yi.E3 1~r~9 ... J;,,om , .in . Eccle1'c.han, \. · ~- ",.-~,-~t~--,~---c4,--_ ... ,.-,-,-..... ~" .. --cc::--i,~-. ~--;;-•. d~·--· ,~.~-,-.----:-. -::--::-. ··-::-1:· 
"·· .. ~,,,c,-.,.;·,,=··--;,,~--:-,··~-_..:"0:·,·'· :~'"~ :.,.- ...... ~. -,.Jaiie ... hf s -v11fe 1~as · born in C re.,ige11pu ttock. 
· She, e .. pearl ,1he~re eye de~tect no spe-ck~ can,. 
.;,.~. 
-~~, .. _-__ :.: .... 
, __ 
He, ordained to close·with and cross~buttock Cant, the g~ant - these, O Ecclefeche.n, --
These your glories be, 0 Craigenputtockt91 
-The poet did, however, detect a .. ttapeek 11 on the "Pearl" of 
Craigenputtock, for in APril, 1866, he wrote to Isa Blagden 
of her strange and untimely ,~eath: "Poor ~-frs·. Carlyle's-~-'~-~· 
-~ D death 111as sad & strange, -- but by no means I shook·' me 
rudely; -- -after .al1, there are· ·people to :talre care of her ~ · 
' ' 
husband, -- and she might be considered fairly as entitled 
to. go: I have not s·een C., -- 1-ie talks much about- her, and 
sho,rs more deep :reeling than is usual ~ri th him: I dined with 
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his seventieth year. 11 92 
• a ~ The strained relationship between the poet and 
. , 
any sign of friendliness towards him·. As early aa July 27, 
1852, she eXJ)resse·d a 0 strong aversion to 'the poet in a letter 
, .. r,.--
to Dr. Carlyle: "Oh, such a fuss the Brownings made over 
· 1'1'azzin1 ··this day~ .· . . . . . . -~iy pri yate opinion of Browning is, tin:) 
little more, 1 but a fluff of feathers~·· She is tl'l.1.e-. and good 
. . -·. .. I~ . ·, .. 
. ' . ... . ~' 
and the most womanlI creature·." This first impression of 
:Mrs·. Carlyle did not apparently change and her liking for 
Vrras~ Browhing seems to have diminishea also, for 1n September 
she wrote: 11 I dined with Forster on Tuesday, 'fish and 
~ 
. 
~pudding'; and the Talfours and Brownings came to early tea~ 
. ' . . ' '. - ' .. :-. ·. 
' 
..•.••.. i-·· 
Th.e Brov-mings 'brought me_ in tll.$,ir cab to Pi~ cad illy and put L~--;,--~~~~' =~ .. .........;.:.,?~-e~-""""'~:''~.~~-.,-~'-==-,,--,_.,_ '-· -·- .. \ . : ·. . .. . .. ·- ._, .. : .. . · -· . . -,w' ,,, ' .. , .... ,,, .• ' ·· ... ,.,, .. , - -~: ~-·, . •, ' " ~. 
_, .... -. -,. ' . '. --~~,-,.,....,,., -+---,--,-,, --.~-~r.•-:::i.c--, ... ~---.~-·.,..,._i . cc-:-, .. _.,,,,.!:;. ·.~~-- .,...?. •• ·!',':.· . . , •. ,,,.. •'""· '·· ·_;. -, .... ~ .... "' .•... -- ... , ..... ,,. - - ./: -
i -----~-~-······~---·~-.· --~~---'- ~ .. -'.----
; 
t ' .. 
me in an omnibus. It "vlas a very dull thing indeed; and I 
like ,Bro"Wlling less and less; and even she does not grow on 
. ' me. 11 The same feelings are expressed in her journal four yea.rs 
later: "Called for Mrs. Montagu, who is 'breaking up• they 
say; but her ~igure is erect and her bearing in~om1table as 
ever,- -- 1 the noble lady' to the la.st~ Browning came '\rthile 
•·· •••-·· ,o•~• -- • ••• •••••• •··-··•-•-•••••·•·-••• -·••••••••••••••••• • •·•• •••• '""••••·•••-·••---•••--·-•----····-··,-._, •• , ·~•·•·•••• •c••-··••.,•••• -··--··--··--•·-•••,••-•-••-·•-••·------~-~-.. ---




a f·ervo\.tr~ "- ~d I have· heard. ~Browntng ·speak slightingly- of .. " . ·. . 
.. 
. 
,( ~ ,, - ,:"'--
~s • !~on tagu • To my mind Browning is a co~siderable of a 
1 
·rluff of feathers, 1 1n sp1 te of his cleverness, which is 
undeniable. He kissed ~ hand too 1'rith a fervour; and I 
wouldn't give~ si.xPence for his regard for me •1193 Mrs. Orr, 















~ ,. t. . 
f,;;,. 
----
-~ - - - - -
-.!...... - --........- ---- .. -- --~- -
--- . ' ... ,;,-,:, ,, ' .. 
' 
1n disc~ssing the poet's feelings towards ,his friend's wife, 
records an am;using anecdote: 11 He aJ.,iays thought '.her a hard 
and unloyable woman, and· ,I believe little liking was los~ 
'betvre~n them~ He told a,, comical story· of ho~ he had onc.e, 
iunintentionally out rather stupidly, annoyed her. She had 
asked him, as he '\'Tas standing by her tea-table, to put the· 
kettle back on_ the fire. 
<),, 
" . 
He took it out of her hands, but, 
,•-' . 
preoccupied by the conversation he w·as cal'rying on, deposited 
/ 





-•-- --~- -r 
.- . . . 
. . 
. ................ --~--- .... ·, ~ .. -. -·· -~-- .-,-.-... -., .. _ . 
. 
made to see ,~hat this was ~rrong; and _p.e believed }-ira. Carlyle 
never ·ceased to think that he had a mischievous motive ~or 
doing it. 11 Brovming could hardly 11:·e.ve been unaware of Mrs. 
Carlyle I s gro1r1ing dislike for him, and his reaction to it was 
. 
. 
·· 'exPressed in (p.is, .-defense of the philosopher "against the 
j• 
charge, of unkindness to hie wifett and 1n his belief 
11 that in 
. 1 
, ·a_ccount, it is not difficult to understand that BroW!ling -~as 
l. 
,-
not· "shook" by her death and actuaJ.ly felt that she was , 
"e11ti tled to go"• This unhappy relationship '\-ti th the 
philosopher1.s v1ife did not, ho-vrever, seem to have any effect 
, 
I 
· -·-·· ·· · ·---- ·j~upon \ the r·riendsh1-p·-··--o-f----th~--twe- -men, --fe-r --even f\·-~- she- condemns ---- ... ______ _ 
. '. 
,i •. ~- '-··· the po~t, lirs. Carlyle is compelled to admit her husband's 
"ra.vourtt for him. 
. 
---'·····--·--~---~---·-'I'he J1ext --re.co.ro. of .. ,.a.,.me,e:ting.~ . .be.~w.e_.e.n~_th.a ____ t![{Q ,_roen _ .is _,~.,., _____ ----········ _ 
found 1n the Court Circular·in March, 1869: "Her Majesty on 







I• I ' 
acqu~inted with two of the most distinguished ·wri tars of the 
age -- Mr. Carlyle and 1tt'~ Bro,ming. - .These eminent men --
lTho, so far as intellect is_ concerned, stand I?.ead.. and: ... 
shotllder$ above their _contemporaries -- were 1nir1 ted to meet 
' l',~ 
--·· ·--··-----~--~----~:--:------the -QUeen &t the residence of the··De~ of Westmfuster. 11 95 ----,.,i ....• -.,-.~·==~=~=--~T~~~ .. 
I 
" • D.A.Wilson records t,-10 interesting anecdotes of this great 
' event in the lives of' the . t\-10 men. The men, accorq._1ng to 
custom, remained standing 1n the presence of the Queen, but ' 
- ~ 
. in time Carlyle grew tired .... Therefore, asking permission and 
..... --- -- · __ ... _' ---·. __ .. ---_-._--_- .. - .. -. __ , .. _. / .. ,-<(?--:-·-,,~----- _· ___ -.-- ... ' __ -,_-_. _____ --_-_c....,_-"_ --- -- • ------',-.>,., . . ... - . ...n' -
' - . -- ' . - --:;:~· '·t . -- . - - - . - - ' .... ·- .. .' . '. __ , ·;:·~ '. !:'~--~=\;:.,;'.:: ·'-:::,"'''''-··-···-··----
--... --·?" •.. •• • -- ,···- --·· -.~..--.~ ... , -, • • .,,,.r .. ~-·-,. ;... ... ~- -j-..... ... ~ . .. -. .r--. •····~, . 7.-: 
-c--. ~-- I ... , .... -- --- ___________ ,,, .............. , .. _ at the'' same time taking a chair, he sat himself comfortably 
.. 1),' 
" .-
_,. 1n it before the astonished ruler could say yes or no. Since 
even prime minist~rs we~~ -allo,~ed to do this only as a special 
·favor, :fashionable soqiety buzzed with exc1 tement over the 
breach of etiquette. ·oarlyle described ·the interview in a 




,~; . . heard a conversation between the Qµeen- and ·Bromiing in "v-fhich A ' 
. 
. -- .-,,;':';:.:-r:~:.,, , ....... , .. -:,·,·[ ... ~•-." .• :~-r:·~,- ... --:.-· _"'l'' __ ,,__,--· ·--·--~- ...• ""::--:::·-~---·.-.:--:--:-·.-.:'i-:-··:;:·:·,,._;··· .. \- •• : ·.,1 .-- .,, .... ,- .... ·l-,~;.:. I-.~..,--\ •. , .. :\·.-:-::·-"~.:'··.~; ..... .,. ..... -•-.·,- •. i:;·•, '""il .• - ..... ·: .. , .... °"·.,·~·- -~-----~· ~ · __ ,; .-,~-.-.,._.--·;-.1·:.· •• _ .. 1,.·..i,.-;· .. ·:,.· ----, .- ,::·.-:-· .. --.---,~ ...... : ..:· ---~-.- .;.·, ............. -1;-. .,,.- ••..•. .-, .. -. •• ·:_._ .. -.-.:, •• -. - •. _..,,,....._ •.• _j--.-•· 
she asked··the p~oet if he was writing anything: Carlyle 
rem.arks with great amusement that "BI'Owning had just published 
96 'the longest poem ever vrritten 1 • 11 . 
" ' 
In~ JanuarJ, 1870, Forste~-, ·wrote to Gavan Duffy,,, 
' y 
inf arming him that Carlyle and Browning had dined there on : ' . . 
1 










, f visit of Browning to the philosopher on November 5, 1875: l?:· L J(:-
l "Helen went to Carlyle 1 _s today a,t 2, . to go on ,11th his _ ~~-: - ···--··- --------------· ----··---·------=----------· - ' ---·----..... - .. _. . ·- - ' --- ' 
portrait. Browning came in~ Lately returned from Normandy·. 
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lamented not to have availed myself more of your compa,_71.y of 
'I> 
. · 1a. te ~ 1 1198 · The following month w; a.gain find t~e two men 
dini~g, ~t .Fqrster1 s.~99 On December 5th;, twO years 1~.ter, , 
,v· 
Ca1~lyle told Alli11.gham that, Bro·wni ng had .. paid.; hi1n -a visit 
.-
1 ••• ,, ~ 
the day before and had had Ha ~reat deal to say about many 
things 11 ;\ the philosopher expressed a desire· to .. "go alld see 
hlm. 11100 The poet wrote to Carlyle on March 26, 1878 ,. asking 
him to view one of his son 1 s paintings, which was at his 
·, ... 
I .• , ..... '. .• . ... '·.. . • . • ........... ".· - - C 
• - • -
.:~~ ., .... ,,., .. ,-... ,"1r".,."~'""-.,.•.-.1·r':.....-.·--•: .......... •11.·• • ·•'t' "•.~'. "' .. ,·_·,··,,..·
.·.~- ,.- -
•. ·• ~-.- ,,' . .,,, -
, ,_ , . ..,, ••• • 
•.-., .. - •' • ~·•·
-----• •• 
j home. Three days~later, Carlyle responded to the invitation, 
·."'· 
·taking along Mrs. Lecky and Allirtgham, ·who again g_ives us_ 
a record of the incident: 
B. (in rough gray dress) ,received C. with 
great emphasis. 
'How good and dear of 7ou to come~ 
dear T.Jro Carlyle! How dear. 1v"and 'took him 
upstairs on his arm~ 
--~ 
Pen I s large picture in dra,-1ing-room, >~ , 
'The Vlorker in Brass, Antv-1erp, 1 intended . 
__ .-,,,,.-_,--;--··.,,-,·-,,,;-:,,·;~77,.,-~~-c,.y.,-~---._c.c'(n"·"c'.o·:~=; ... , .· ... r=,~ __ I'q_~.,-J1()_y~~-~c~~t:l.emy .o ..... Old . men . ·with hammer . . 




- of dolphins --= n1edallion of, Rubens on the 
"L_ - . floor ~e=) pipe on stool =c:, ~ratch hangi11.g 
i on Wallo 
l 
I ~ , Co, placed in an arms=,chair, looked at 
i 
; the picture without spee.king; Bo went on 
f describing it, from time to tin1e ~ At last I ' C ·• said' looking a ..t BO ~ B An:'c.Wer)2e11 mc=> on 
rs the 11harf -- that is the rneani11g of the 
& t name o It u.sed to be said there 1rras hand 
f{ ........... -... ------,--------·--- .- ·.- ..... ·~ .. ~·~ ... :_.:::;.,...~ .. -· ---· .. ---~- in . i_t" __ but that·_!$_ p.9_t, ... so~ On the vrharf ii is the mean.ing·o g ...... --· ........ ---....... . w ... - t. .. ___ ......... _,, ____ .... . 
l ~ l Ce asked questions about Pen; asked f, me, is the medeJ..lion like Rubens? but f said ·nothing of the Picture. _ 
·1 · Co ftslted B~ the name of his new poem, 
~. 
f __ ,_ ._ . . ·-··· .. -.·· .... . / _ -~~~~-- "o1J.t B9 evad.~.cl~ . ~ :I;~ 11 let· it speak for I· f tself e 1 \1e departecl; t3.: giving his r ariri--to~·-"---=~~--··--,~-,--·-·:-~-c=~-=~----~,, .. _.,-_, .... ,··-

















Allingllam ~gain records hav;lng seen Bro·wning at Carlyle1 a '• I 
,, . 
"' ' 
.-:-· __ :_.-~: ~---''' ~ --·------- -1 
f ... ,... . • 
· · · .-·:J':;1r\11:N:t1:~:t~~f}Wi:{:~1,II 
. ,l. 
48 
Br~i;ming told Allingham of his last. visit to the philosopher 
shortly before his death: tfThe ,last time I went._. to Cheyne 
. 







·.'....····· •··.· .. --
'( ' 





... .-... ·.-··.-., .... ,-... -.. ,,~ ·· ·· RO,_,t his niec·e · said ·he'· was· not·. spegking te ·-anyone, --:but I 
.. 
might go up and· see him. ·He was lying on the sofa, ,vra,pt 
iri a shawl. I stooped over him a.lld. sa~id a word or ··two, and 
h t hi d k Th t all . ,,102 e· ~pu s arm rotm my nee • a was • ~ 
' During his last ·years, ho,,ever, Oa .. rlyleexPress-ed· .. ---- --- --· 
.· a.· g~wing displea:sure -vti.th his friend' s work- after the 
..... J 
... 
publication of·· The Ring' and the Book in· 1868. On December 
26th of that year, Allingham visited -Carlyle and sa~r a copy 
. ,, 
of the poem partly rea~ During a walk in Kensington 
/ 
Gardens later the, same day, Carlyle ref'erred to the \-Tork as 
; 
"a curiously minute picture of Italian Society: not poetry 
. · .• ·.'-A.', .•.• ; • 
After he had completed the ~eading of it, he 
wrote to Fitzgerald: HI have read -- µis1sted on reading --
.. 
-·._-,.-,-, -. -~-~~




. Btotming' s 1 Boo.k •. It. i.a: .full of .talent, energy, and e:ffort: · .. ~-- _-. . I. • - .' 
. ~ - ~ ~ 
• • J ~ 
V; '\; .• -<. but actually ,-11 thout Backbone or Basis of Common-Sense. "s,,I., 
think 1 t among the absurdest books ever written by a gifted 
. man. 11104 Anne Gilchrist writes of a story told her by 
Gabriel Rossetti, v1ho supposedly received it from Carlyle 
··· --- - --~ --~-- ------ -111mself: - -n-he met Bro'W!ling and meant·· to say -something te 
~ > 
· please about '!'he. Ring and the Book·, but somehow ultimately 
, . r ,· , •. ,-o.. 
' 
found himself :tanded in the reverse o:r a .compliment: -- 1 It 
is a wonderful book, one o:f the most wonde:rful P,oems ever 
written. I re-re-ad- .. :tt ai1 through -- all made out of an. Old 
Bailey story ·that might ~ave been· tQl_d in ten lines and only 
wants forgetting~ 1111?5.; After a visit to Carlyle on Y.iarch 22, 
' I i 
,:- ---·- • ·-Hw,.,-EC--f .. _,_ -= -·U u CX™-Z.:ZZ .. =-z+oaac •• ,_ ... .. c..t.FG.ttJ& .. __ ,_ . • 1.---Ht>J~·J~·····t·.-"':f"_·~. -·•·"'••IC.;. v .. e ·· ~--··-··-··--·-··---=:•....,... 




















. ·.:.--- . : -. --,,. 
49 · 
some one asked him. if he had seen Bro~ming lately. 
said he, 1qi th a tw.inkle 1n his eye, 1 but I've .- r~ad the ,irthole 
beginn.ing to'e11d, without omitting a ,1orci, and a. most extra-
ordinary production it is; -- a work.of great ing~nuity and 
full of verra strikin' sent~nces. ·r met Brolming·, !ndeed, in 
___ ~--~1ccad1j.ly the other day, and-I told him I'd res~d his poem/ · ·· 
·> -···· 
. '···---·····. .. - .. 
·--------·------·······' --- me.,.qtiickly, "tiell!··wel1?n·and I replied that I thought it a 
'· it 
.... 
book of prodigious talent and unparalleled· ingenuity; but 
then, ~I suppose trusting to the sincerity of my own thoughts, 
I went on to say that of all the strange books prod\ced on 
thi~ distracted airth, by any of the sons of Adam this one 
I"·-~- .. 
was al together the strangest and the most preposterous 1n 1 ts 
. ~- .. ,>···• ,_ -,· - ·., ... ,~• ~::---.---------~ ~-~~-. ,)~'\;-,,. ~- i •• ~:", .- ~ - - •. ·•I' .. ,-- ._ ---~, ,-.·1 
.eternal harmonies in 1 t? Browning did not seem to be pleased 
with mY spee"Ch, and he bade me good morning~ 1 ul06 
·The main source of Carlyle's criticism-of his 
friend's poetry during these years is the diary of William 
Allingham. On June 28, 1871, he ,vrites: 110f Browning's 
Balaustion, C. said I I read 1.t all twice through, an-d f.-G'Wld ~ --- · 
' 
out the meaning- of it. Browning most ingeniously twists up 
tl1e English language into riddl.es -- There~ there 1·s J some 
meaning in this -- can you make it out? I wish he had taken 
j- - -- _ ____:_ __ ~--~-- -t-o prose. Browning has far more ideas trian Tennyson, but is 
" 
not so . truthful. Tennyson means what he says, poor fellow~ · 
.. 









. ·.·-· ·• ·.-..,,···-· -.- ·-· -----···- ....... . 
so. 
-
. - . . . . ... a:.:. :.·· : . .:. ;~;- - . ~-= ,> 
- ---- ·---··------·--·---·--··------- -----.---. -... --· ~----- -·-~ . --
., 
----·····-------------~------- '-_:{~ 








, . ~t 
:~ 
~on The Ring and the Book, in, ,1hich he felt . the poet rev~a1'3d _ -,.-: .,~.-, .. ~.-.-c,.~,.,-.:-~,,-~ .. . 
. . .... -~------- ' ... . . ... .. _-- . . .. ,~., ·~~..:.:./'' . -.. ~;·· . ..... . -.. • • . . 
.. , . ' . ;, .- '. ?' ; • . ~ ' • 
• 
. . -· - - I -- •.•• ------ . - -- - • --- - ---· - --, .. --·· --·-:, ' - ;· ·.--::·-:-:.,-~-~·-::--:---;.--:-- -. .--:.-¥'··;; .-_-::;--- ·:..·-;- . .. -:: - _.., . . ·1:·:··· ' ··" . 
. ' .J 
. . ,.. . . 
. 
, ·· ~:-· ~-=-------~--·- - "a most intimate acqU.ainta.nce with Italian life -- better, I 





• 3·· ':$ 
.... 
a mo st,.absurd basis. ; r The real story is pla,in_fanough on ~ook-
1ng into it; .·the girl and the handsome yolJ,llg priest ,;;er.e 
nobody out of Bedlam ever before thot1ght of choosing such a 
-..• 
' 
therile" •107 The Inn Album, in which the poet mentions Carlyle, 
perhaps slightingly, l08 the philosopher thought to be ttthe . 
worst of e.J.l he has given us; and he has been growing worse 
.end worse -- with the exception of his Greek translations·. 
~ • J r 
.great quantity a:r~ m·iscellallecius reading about him; but :no 
) 
solid basi.s of knowledge in anything·. Tennyson's later things ~ 
are better than B. 1 s~ But Bro-m1.ing is a man of great a.bil1~ 
.:,~ 
ti .. 109 es. 
(" . 
Carlyle's e:p.couragement to the poet to do more Greek 
- l . 
translations was answered ,1ith the publicati_on of The 
Agamemnon .Q! Aeschyl~s in 1877, which the poet dedicated to 
. 
. •'.. ~ . 
. him: Q0No, neither I uncom.manded I nor 1 unrewarded 1 : since 1 t 
t 
rewarded will it indeed become, if I am permitted to dignify 
1 t by the prefatory insertion o:r his dear arid noble· name. 11110 





" . "' '""',,, .., 
.. 
'" 
tl:'anslation I ventured upon at your desire; what it ougp.t to 
- . 
· be· -- .in jtistification,._of the,,h.onour ,i~ic);.t .. o.ccaslo.ned 1.t~-~-,.,.··:,,.·:-:z-.--~--... ,-:;;~ ~· .. :.,.-:· .. --:~·:-,--:·:::;:·.--~-.~.-__::-- .... i'._::;·.,-:.: •. ·:.:,-;:·_., .. -i •. ;:___ ·-=~-,---. ' . . . ~ . ,·, . . .. --~ • .-to • ' • 
------ ----·--------·· ---- ·------,:.; iLJt' !J 
- -.- .. ;.,;- .. 
; (. 
I 









I can hardly say; -- what 1 t pro}?ably .!J! you will be indulgent 
,, 
to -- taking the effort in place of that- performance which 
were ·w·orthy of the affectionate grat+tude an.d respect of 
· · · Yours ever, Robert BroWiling. "111 Al though the work was 
. ~ 
, 
· "commanded'' by the philosopher .. and hie pe.;:r:mjss1on was: -~siv.en. - ' -. . . ~'[ ,.... . . . ,· ----· ,. . . ··-· ..... -
-· 
to use the dedication, he was not pleased with the work .~ 
'· 
... , :· ... '"" .. , ..... : ... -: ..... . 
·"··itself, a.s his later c·omments to Allinghalll indi.cate: 
r· 
yes, he called down some months ago to a8k if he might 
dedicate it to me. I told him I should feel highly honoured~ 
But -- O bless me~ Can you understand it~ all? I went 
carefully into some parts of 1 t and for my ·"soul I s salvation 
'· (laughs) couldn't make out the meaning. If any one.tells me 








.. _. I 
• 
. •• far remoter from our minds and experiences have been well 
~ 
translated into English (speaks ·of the Book of 1Job)· •••• Yes, 
Browning says I ordered him to do this translation -- he 
winds up his preface (highly to his own satisfaction, 1n a 
neat epigrammatic manner) by sayin_g so, -- summing it all up 
1n a last ~,ord; and I did often enough tell him he might do 
a most excellent book, by far the best he had ever done, by_ 
translating the Greek Dramatists -- but Odear~ he's a very 
.. 1. . ......... -.,-,-><,··.,·,-,., ____ , ___ fQQ_l,.ish fello1r~ ... Jle picks yo_u out the English for the Greek.· f. 
r /: 












word by word, and now and again he snips up the sense and 
jingles it into rhyme! I could have told him he could do no 
good irrhatever under such conditions • 11 A month later, however, 
\ ;· ,,., ... 
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he was sti.11. offering words of encouragement to the ___ i:foet: 
52 
j 
11 I tol~ hi~ ~rankly ~bout the A5amemnon, after pra.1sin~ his 
exhorted hi~ to give· us, as the .~est possible thing, a 
, Greek Theatre, done like that from Euripides in Balaustfon.~ ~ 
,, 
---··:-;-·-·r··---- -------- :fl .. ~ .. said the ~5~-~-r.nno:t.! text is exceedingly corrupt. ( only one 
Bromiing1 s later work, his personal feelings for the poet 
seem to have remained the same, for even in his harshest 
criticism of the 1-rorlrs, vte find him expressing his admiration 
and hopes for his friend, 11 a man of great abilities"~ This 
steadfast friendship for t~e poet was noted by contemporaries, 
~-: 
, 
, .-- v· 
)1.: 
' I 
. - -·~~-... -r-· ... _ ..•.. · ····-=-=-...-•F-""'···runen~'"Wl1em"·-·we~-~~ddc~~e1~-0\iP·ei~ODWay; , .. · ~-who .. -~~tea~:. --- .... 1.~ C.ar.11,~e""''··~~--"·~ ·,<~w _;,~.-~ _ .--· .. ,;,. .. ~s • ~,,;: 
)'·,·1:, 
objected to·'a.11 _rhymed and rneasured _poetl"Y, but he mus-t have 
made some .;reservation in favour of Browning. The men did not 
Jtie·et often,: but were a1~1ays. cordial. I never heard Bro~m1ng 
speak of Carlyle but with homage except on the appearance of 
his II Iliae in· Nuce. 11113 The. wo_rk to which Conway· refers is 
"Shooting Ni·agara: · and After•'-, published in 1867~ In the .. 
essay Carlyle speaks of that ttsingular phenomenon, whieh the 
Germans call S0h111armerei ( I enthusiasm' 'is our~ poor Greek 
e_quivalent), which means simply 8 s~1armery,' or the 'Ga.the~------.·--- -~--··---···-
ing of Men in Slrarms, 1 ·• ·• ~. 11 ,vhich leads men to accept any 
absurd belief. A modern example of this, states the 
. ··r ,_ ____ ' 
', 
- ·+?, 
philosopher, "is that of . the .. l.ate American War, 1r1ith Settle-
ment of the Nigger Question for resultc 11 He feels the4t although. 
~ 
the Nigger is essentui-ally a good· mall, the, 1-1Almighty !~er l1as 
~ 
The ,.,essay was, as eonlray 
e,/ - ---:v--- -- - ----~ .----·----·-----·--·-·····-------·-- ··- - ------- .. --·-··-·····------ .. ,. ··----··-··--··--·-···---~ suggests-, "the n~~ \1t·i-erart_qe or crUiyie against--tiie-Union - ----, 
. ,,: . 
I 
" ' t 




"But ·r· al'vta,yg.1:f'elt that his serious 
' . . 
/ 
is l"ecorded by Conway·:, 
t '. . I -.=. fr~endships, sinoe those of his.· youth, had mainly been w1 t.h _ 11 I 
. . . 
t 
. . . . l I . ... . Americans. H@) spoke with mu.ch_ feeling of Margaret Fuller~~.~ .., · · 
-·~- .... ,- ·,-.---.- --. ~---~ • .... , ..... , .. --~·-· -- .. - ............ ., ............ -. . .. - .-.- ,-- ... - . -. --- ., ... ---··-·--· ...... ..._ • .• , ... - .... - ""_ ... - ................. ·-·· •.•• -~,- ... "" .... , .•.••••. , ............ , •------ - ... -- ... . . . . . . . - '". - .- . . ... .. . . ... .. .............. - ........ , ...... -----··--~· .. ·----·-,.-.-,_.,_. •- .--~. I 
[ ' I t 
f He lovednto talif.of the Hawthornes, who had lived near him 
''" i, t 
. f -· 









-.... in Florence, and of the Motleys arid· the Storys. Americans 
I · " 
with good introduction were received with open arms. ir1He came 
in one day and found my wife sitting with his sister, and 
. 
said to her with a grow.of satisfaction, that he had just 
black-balled an editor who had tried to stir ill-feeling 
·bet'\-reen Ameri·ca and England. He enjoyed some of our American 
' • .1·. '' . ~ 
.. ····· ,<:. ,. • - • >··-·:~:'":~··· , · ·wrrt'ers ;· ·aa.m:rrea: · our women :·- · a.rid r ik6d "OU.r" ·spark:iinS C ~t~Wb a~·--· ·- ·- .... ·.· ... 
/ 
.; .to· l1hicl1 I had·the pleasure of. introducing hfm in the· da:ys. 
, . 
., .. 
when old Lon~1orth made ,vine fit for any poet .t' He points 
out an example of the poet's interest in America: 11Mrs. 
Conway, who had been requested to act in London in the interest 
... :! 
II 
·- ---- r: 








of the Concord Bazaar for the benefit of thS I freed.men, 1 ! 
-. -- . .--~~ ---~---~~-~---~ . r 
! . ·,, --- •· ---• --- --·------ ---- .. ------·-- -----------------· ,-·-· ----- -----,--·. ----- . .. 
hinted: to ·Brol'ming that an auto~raph of hi-s would be 
· valuable." Browning complied with the request immediately. 
On the subject of the Civil War, Browning's greatest concern 
... ~.---------- .. -·. ---- --· .......... ". .-- ........... , ... ·-·------·- . ·----··------·""""" . . . -. .. . -- .. - - . . .. . ... . ..................................................... - ................................. -............................. ..... .. . . 
was "that the coercive m~asures of the North had never yet 
~-
., been justi'fied 1n England by. any assurance that its airn was 
' f 
' . . ~ 




to emanc1P. .. ~te .. ;"··the-r .. alaves . and. reestablish . the Union on a 
basis of universal freedom. Browning thought that the 
· English writers wares confused a.fout the whole issue, and tha~ 
' ' 1 , I 
so.me_ll,Qn.est thinking men believed· that emancipation ~;oul.d be 
T .. -- --~·--··-~---. .,..., ··---------·-·-·- ---·-·-·--· 
fully and happily completed only' by severance o:f ~the South · 
'"··· ' ·,, 
·• · •• -..Broirming thought that it would do good if the anti~ 
. ' 
~ ' ' 
....... ' 
~ "'· -.,, ' 
~ ~ . 
slavery Americans should declare before the world that they 
' ~ ~ 
had) no desire to sub jugate the South except for the liberation 
_,__. 
' 
·. ~ .. _______________ · ~~~---··· of'· .. the~ave . .and th~ n~ttc>n· f:r()rn 'tl:1§3. :l()11.S C}J?P?'essic,ri.'' . . }~-~-·----_:_. _____ : ______ ,_ 
,.. . / .. "' -~ ~ • r . 
· .. · ..... · · seems quite evident that Brovming, having such a· strong · 
interest in, Amer.ican -s.-ffaira"' and expressing such favorable 
'' 
views oh the American fight to gain freedom for the slaves, 
would, natura.,lly be offended by Carlyle 1. s attaclr upon such a 
cause and, in the light of-this, it would seem trmt hie remark 
to Con,iay, that Shooting Niaga~a 't'Ias 11 a grin throu·gh a horse-
116 . . 
'·. · . ' ·, coll.arH ~ \~as~~~l~l . J.og,ic al . . . ' . . . A-s. DeV nne " su.gges.ts , :: -~then,., ,.;:::c ''"' .,;c,.ec:~c,7.-.,c--c c '. 




the men did differ on the q1..1e~t·1on of the American Civil War,117 · 
but once again we find that the dif ferenoe, -as that -v1hich 
existed 1n their vievrs on poetry, 't'Tas one of an ideational 
nature and not personal • 
Alexander -Carlyle feels that the correspondence 
.. 
between the two men Hproves that t11ey v1ere iri reality the 
warmest and most steadfast of .friends, generously encouraging 
and helping each other on all occasions, and holdi~g each 
~ -··---·-··-_-· ·-·---·-··---.-~--- .' .Y ~-··· ··;\.,· ................. _. __ ,_ 
,, a other in higJl- e-s=t;Eiem·-an·a. ·re.gard to the end of their lives 11 ·• 
- J ' 
He points out that as late as 1878, the poet sent Carlyle a:. 




•... -' •. {o-. 
,-
' -·----------.--
---~ ------ ---------------~-- -- ~ 
.... 55 .. . . . . 
"' 
1 . . 
Carlyle, with the 'affectionate veneration of-R.B~tt.118 It 
-¥·" .. 
1-s difficult· to accept the· belief that Bro't'ming was_ e.nnoyeq. _ 
'~-
by, Carlyle 1 s criticism -ofi his l'To,rk, e.,e DeVane suggests, ,1hen 
-~ 
. We Still· find him, 1n 1878, hubmi tting hi.s. pOems to such 




. critic ism. And i1f the.:re ir1a.s a b:re-ak in- the~ friendship· 
. ~ 
.during these years, the existing-·evidence does not rev~al ~t~ - -· · · 
\--
'fl. ~ 
The ·deeply a-ffectionate scene at the deatl1-bed o·f .--his old 
. 
f.riend, described by Brown.ing himself, \f'rould, 1 t seems,. . . 
_____ -:suggest quite a strong opposing view. 
. ' - -- . " ~ - .:.;. : . . ~:- . }, 
•• ~ ·! ._ .• ~ ... ·.: ·- - -~... •• . "'ti"'. .. . .., ... ,_. • . . . ........ - - ·:;·' .• ,. ,, -,----~- ... .__~._,...,.::__. __ -.........,., •. ,_~,...-- ... ......,._ ..... --.... .-,-.-•.• ,':'!":.:.-._-<;I-~,;,---.. -.... ·---=---··---..,,'".~·":?:'·-· ---- ',. _· . • ., _._ 
? . 
, . . . .. · '- ·- ~ 
.. •· .. · ,,- ·':. . ., 
·~ 
. • .. ~-. 
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Chapter Six: Conclusions 
'• 
tt I never minded what Carlyle-· said of. things ou-tside 
- _ !. 
, , t 
























I ~ of Poetry or 1fus1c?'' Thus spoke Brow.ing _,.to William 
'"", 
' Allingham ·on ?~rch 20, 1881, shortly ai'ter the death of 
Carlyle. - If we are to accept this statement made by the poet 
himself, it is diff'icul t to believe, as· does Devane, that the 
-
' philosopher's or·itiqi-~m_-_of .. the.. :Agamemnon'. .. o:r- .. 0-f. an.y~-e-ther -of- ----.. ---------- .. ~-----,.--- · - .. -·--·-···· ----···-··-- ..... ,..,..~ ... -~ ·--~---,:;-,,,.,~--------. -·- ~--·-.··- --.-
"' the poet 1 s works had sny le~sting effect upon the friendship 
of the two men. During the course of the same conversation 
the poet remarked to Theodore Watts, who had never seen 
- -- -----·-----
------· 
-Carlyle: "Then you could never lmo,1 him. 
,,_ 
His personality 
was most attaching. I shall never get ov·er it·.ull9 Devane 
philosopher's· personaJ.i ty, greatly disturbed Bromiing and· ~ . 
' 
' caused him to, reappraise his rela.tiop.sp.ip with the man:. ; . 
... 
Fr~tide'' s ·edition of Carlyle I s Reminiscences was published 1n 
?-{arch, 1881, and in the same month Browning wrote to ·}!adame 
Belloc: "I do indeed regret deeply the conception, execution 
and publication ofc those~ memoir~s, equ~ly -unwise in -their 
.-----------·---------~-~--~---~-
--- -~~ . - . - ~ -· - - -
-----·------------~:~~---- -··praise ahdiin"1orthy · in. their bl~ame: but I knew the 















his 'women' too -- just-as well forty years ago as to-day~ 
His .opinions about men and things one inch out of his own 
1ittle circle never moved me with the force of a feather --
·---- . " - - - i--
or I shouid hardly have lived· five min1ttes of my v1l1ole 11:re 
as I have done, and, for the remainder o~ 1 t, -- please God, 
- -·-·-·· ·-·-··- --·· --··-~-·---.:.....-·········--··,···-···-· -







- .. shall do. But we must not ,ourselve.e prove ingrates for r tr 1, ,,- ,., 1,•''-f-\ 





_,!•:_".- :--L;-. -,- '« 11-:.";"•:-;;:.,:-,";:_"i:.f .. rc_-:•1~;--~":.:,-.. -;:-~~-;·;--,~!--'•---•:.:;·. ·,·:; ::·, .,: .. ' 
• • 
_._ .... ft ~ \~_; . • . • •. •., . _• • ' .. , " . - . ;_ft. • .-._,,, ,. 
'._ .· -. , ." ,-
, . , . -
. '_ -- _! mus:t, not, -anyho11, -- so, .. 1n~tead g,f ·t·btirning ·uar~yle:~·-·· .-·:···,,.; .. 
·• 
.· .. and scattering his ashes to the winds, 
1 
. ·-- . . 
---· -··---··
 .. · -----·-----
-··-------·- .. -- ... ~--
... ·-· ... 
.. .
 .. ··-· ---
I am on the committee',·· 
• > 
. ,.: . 
for erecting a monument to I True Thomas' -- whose arm llas laid 
on my shoulder a very fe,v weeks ago •.• ·•• He wrote Sartor --
ari·a. such letters to me in those ;old O days! No,.· I am his .,. -'-
I devotedly-. •• ·tl120 In ~e ~ight of these comments, however, 








\ ~, - . ,,,.-. ' 




points out, he "refused to believe that Carlyle was other than . '-., 
the most tender-hearted of men" •
121 , He frequently related 
an incident in ~rhich a butcher-boy drove past them savagely 
' 
• from head 
ci_rculating that he· had broken. o_.ff his relationship with 
, 
, 
Carlyle, Browning wrote to F.J.Fur.nivall that he was 
tlastotmded at the notion, as to how it could possibly arise, 
that there was ever the slightest 'falling out' betw~en 
· _ Carlyle and myself. Nothing of the kind ever ha.PPened during 
our tong ac:qua:1l'rtancee 111?3. __ -An-a:--!n- l885, -m--answep-to .. ---~·~ 
' 
O.E.Norton's request for copies of the philosopher's letters 
~ . 
to him, he writes: 11 The first of the let~ers vras written, 
as you see, forty:-fou_r years agq,; and the goodness and 
t 
~ sympathy l'thich be_gan so long ago continued wia .. bated to the· 





. . . . . . . . . . " ... -·. 
























-- an a:f'fec·tionate gra.-ti tude. It was not I who ventured to make 
' . 
the acquaintance nor ask the correspondence of Carlyle: his 
<-
'love was al together a ~fr~e gift,-, and· how~ niq.ch, it has enriched 
(~ ~ •"'.. . '• .. . . " .\' 
my life, I s~all hardly attempt to say -- certainly not at 
the moment, wl1en I write in all the haste of approaching 
departure from home. -- 'I thought the most satisfactory course 
- .-: . '. . 
would be to furnish you with the original letters; not mere 
I ' 
•' 
. copies: -- there 1~, virtue 1n _ ev~ry dot. and s~roke_~ 11 Thi·s 
, ... ,-~-~---•.-,--.. -··:--,,_-.-,-..,~,-·~.--~·····-····· .. , . ,.,--.·-,,.-, . ...._._ .•, .zr, ·--~~- . . ,,, .... - __ ,,_ -~_ ... .,.· ... 
_... -···. "~"' .• ~-. ~-
. (J -
letter ~,as 1r1ritten in August, and four months later, when 
p·~~~-'1".~~ 
Norton requested Browning to 'Write an account of ~hi-('rrJend.:. · 
, . . f 
'>f 
"I cannot~derta.ke . ship with 08.rlyle, the poet replied: 
to write any account of our beloved friend at present: I 
( 
-
feel just as you do respecting his misunderstanders, but am 
hardly able to say my whole mind aright just now, from 
. ··~·. 
'· -Ao~-.,:-: .......... 
~···.cCI-i,t~~=-"'.i-~,=ra.~1,:c,;:=s~e;c=~,~-·-···.··d········,·,· ....... th"'·.········t·h·· ··1·· ·k····, ........ ·t····~·-· ... nl24 "O .p ,, , , n ·V . l 





-has used this letter in support of his theory that the poet 
·was ••unable to tell just what -his opinion was;· ther.e. were 
too many things that had·to be fitted into his old conception 
of Ca.rlyle. 11125 A careful reading of this letter, however, 
together with the other statements of Browning during this 
period, leads one to believe just the opposite, for in 
- .! . 
; 
' 
. . .. . . ..,...~ .. ~- .... ,-,,~.----- -·- -----
----, ------ .... 
.. 
. - '.-,-,-.. -- ,.. ,- ·····- . ; ,. - ·- ., -.-- ..... 
addi tio:p. to openly placing -himself 1t1-ith those who __.re--.:f'l ......... 1_t_e_· --------+--l 
Froude and his followers, he states that his main difficulty 
1n writing a.bout the philosopher stems from an "a.bun.dance o:f' 
m~tterH. "-These are certairt1y···nc>t··-···thef-observations or·- --o·ne·-----·-------- ... 
who. is doubtful about his feelings. The Farleyi!!S§ 1i1ere 
published- in 1887, and if, as Devane believes, 00 The Parleying 
with Bernard .. de ].Wl').deville" was a personal ~tt~ck upon the 































---- -·ph11-o-sopher, 1 t seems odd that B:r'Owrilng told Alli~gham, · on 
•..•. '. -- ••• ,_., ·-·· ·- ,_ . :.'e"'~ ., ·:···""'' .............. ,. 
June, 10. 1888, that II I feel to,1ards him as John Forster did 
tp Landor: -,Landor used sometimes to write most unreasonal;>le 
and exasperating 1etters to F(?rster, and one day that I was 
with Forster and he had been talking of Landor af{most vri th 
. . 
indignation, he suddenly exclaimed I If he were standing here 
before me -- I 1 d hug ihe old man1 • "126 There is no sugge'stion 
.. _.~·here that t}?.e. po.et,. o~~ --~ y~~r_ .P~f'or~ had .. m.~~~ a. per.sQnal 
attack on Carlyle in a poem. 
On June 29, 1846\ Brown.1nJ had written to E11Zabeth 
Barrett that 11Car1yle is wanting to visit only one foreign 
country -- Iceland. The true cradle of the Northmen and 
their virtues • • all that is worth e: No:rthman 1 s caring .to 
i' 
see is there, he thinks, and nowise in Italy. Perhaps~ 





-; ·; •• · ·:;····. :,:' ·.,.~·~.; ·: , -~·. ~--~,-·;: .. ·::··:·; ~.-;.:_,._;.· . ..:-:·~-:.;:;--_.;_,;:.:··:.:·•L>i"::.-.-:~::~;;:;-.;_-;-~----.~··--:·-:;1~:;;;.:·,:;::,;·~.-:~.:;;,:;..;.:;;,:--~.•·.-~~,;-,,_-~t• 
.. ·_-.-·~~. :~.-~'.;,,. _·_· •. ,:;...;.·::.:r . .:-·:.-.... -- .. _;·•·;,;..··· --:.··-·.:·--,;;· .• .. :;.:..;.··:-:_.,.;,.-~·-·r·.·: ···.~-,: '".;-:-.;.,.;;;_·~-·: ·:.. .• ··,; 
·="' .. ~., ... ,.~-··'"·'"'':~:~·,,,b,:,,;;~-·,:.,, -"··'·'!ndeE!d,"·so'··r· ·re·a.~ion· aiid.,,,.say -- Did .I not once turn on myself 
and, Speak against the Southern spirit,,. ~d e,;ven Dante, just 
.'. 
-... I because·'of that conviction? -- (or inr.eerfec~ conviction, 
I 
whence the uneasy exaggeration). Carl.yle thinks modern 
Italy's abasement a direct judgment from God. 'Here. is a 
nation in whose breast arise men who could doubt, examine 
-the new problems of the reformation &c -- trim the ·balance 
. ~ 
---------- -----·--------·---··•.e·-·------------ - ------ . 
-- --· ··---------------·-----,-·----hO Od t -- all other nations around, less favoured, a.re doing 
it laboriously for themselves~~ now is the time for the 
- - -----· - . - - -- . -·· ----- ·-- - - - - -- -- - -- - - - . - ... --··· ····-------------·----···-----~----------~------acumen or the·-Bembos, --the--Beritivoglios and so forth • ~- and 
~ 




· trouble, say · "these things may be true·, o~r they may not, 
- . 
., - .. ~ .... ... . ... ·,~- 60 
--~ 
meantime let us go on verse-making~ painting, IIn.1sic-1:1·coring" 
-- to which aJ.l ·the nation accedes as i·f relieved of' 13- .. 
1, 
i' trouble -- upon which God bi~s · the Germans go in: .ana-Po·s,eess ··- __ 1~:~-------------·· 
' them; pluc~ their fruits and feel their sun after their-omi 
. 
~--
• , ...... ~-····' ,, -------~~· ·'·"·"'-'··"'"""''·-·- .. .,..,., .. .; .. - -- .. 
P.ar.d. 'ti'Ork • . , _ C.arlyle s.~id the sense ef's ·this, bet,reen t\'10 huge 
.ii f pipe-whiff.a, the other aftern.oon." Browning then goe_s on to 
make his . worn comn1ent on all of this: 11 ' Pluck their fruits' 
' 
:·· some :f·our years ago I planted ~ ~ 9r· h,eld · straight w1111e my·. - ·- ------- --- ---
mother planted, a fig-tree,. -- for love of Italy~ · This year 
I' 
--"' 
' . it bears its first fruit •• a si1"1gle one~ what does that / 127- ) 
bode?" Al though the letter does suggest that Browning was 
. 
. 
not pleased with his friend's vie\'1s, it does not provide any 
~ 
~ 
~vidence that a quarrel actu8,'11y took place, as Devane would 
have us bel1eve~l28 Browning did, however, exp.ress a great 
____ ;._ .... · ... , •... _. ... - - • ·- - •· ... e-~-'- -~, ... ~- '· .,-=. · ... •·::· ,. r=-. .. . ·• ,,, ,. . ·-'. . . '" . . .. , ... - •.. '··. --,:-:-:-;:·•·,·:ic;,-,,;···-.:··;,°·,,·+···:, ... ,c;,-,·~•,·-:•·,:-.•,--;;--~.-:-~;,-,~.,..,."'7:'-,-.,·ec,~'?'=:-:.=-:;,,=-,;:.~"·"l"~,"-'.·:<::;-,,"~:-C"'."'>,-,-,:,";-,-,.....,~• ·. . .. · ... ' displeasure ~ri th Carlyle 8 views on the Amer7'i-~can~<,,:,.~· .  ,, .r~.-c~·v.1ni·s:-,:-W,a;p, ... ,.,~ ... ~~ .. "J:i .• ;~ ...... ,, .•.. ,.,.,,L.,'.l=";"...: .. ) 
. 
- ' : ; 
, "_)aD.d espec·ially with ~is attack ·on t}le Union cause, Shooting 
Niagara, which I have already discussed. DeVane· expresses , I ~ 
4~belief that these quarrels and disagreements show·clearly 
that things·were not always agreeable betwee~ the two men. 
This belief, I think, seems entirely logical although I do 







- . ~. ···-~- . -··-··~~- .,_..~, .~..... .. . -- -- ------.----
the quarrels led to a complete break 1n the friendship, as 
DeVane would suggest. 




evidence to s~ppQrt. a theo_:cy that Bro~m.ing. wa-s- 1n -any -t1ay--------~------.. -------· ----~---·--:-~ 
displeased or annoyed with the arrangements or the trip to n 
, 
'· Paris in 1851~ In connection with this trip is the letter 
·-
which !·TS. Browning wrote to Iviiss Ii.iitf'ord and 1n which, 
. .. 
_ . ...,....., 
c((,,·~~-
,~~ 
l .. · ,, .. ' .. · .. , .. ···,,· .. '>':-'' - . '<.:_'·:···, 
• ,- ·..J::·.'!',• 
61 
r 
r· .. , . - .. - - . 
-
. . .. . .. i, DeVane,,.-suggtists, ·she ·eX];)re-sses a 11fear" that she would-not~.·---------.-.~-
.. ,. ..... 
' I}. 
' like Carlyle. She writes that ttcarlyle, for: instance, I 
if! \\ <' 
.. ·-;, .. ":·:.··-":·'·· -.... - ~ --.· , liked infini tely,/3more 1?1 _ ll~s pe!sonali ty than I expect~_<i __ to .. 
' 




that she would not like him, as Devane believes. In an 
earlier letter to Miss Mitford, in ,April, 1842, she expresses 
];~ 
a deep regard for the philosopher's work when she writes: 
. 
. 
"He does not write pure _English-- no, nor quite pure.German 
..,_ ' \ ' 
. . - .. 
• "'W.·--~---~·--,.-·,n----.·..--··· • ' -
- - nor pure Greek ' ·by ariy me alls • But ' he' -wr"i t1e s th~u-_AA ts • -~:.. ---,-- -- -- '.. " . . ' ' 
'" ,...., . . ... •:., ........ . 
. He reminds ·me of Leibnitz1 s plan for an ·a1gebr~tic language,· 
~ I 
-- al tho I his plan is not algebraic -- but he wri tee thoue;P;ts • 
. ,.r h 
--,.., r-;_ 
There is something wonderful in this struggling forth into 
- ---
--- --- ---------- - ---
. sol.llld--of a contemplation bred high above dictionaries and 
talkers ... -- in some silent Heavenly plitce for the mystic" and · 
and true. The sounds do come -- strangely indeed and in 





. ' I 
; ' , 
'' 
alld violent eloqt1ence, whic.!1., prove 1the _power- of tllott.p;Jl:t! over -
· sound. Carlyle seems to me a great prose poet~ At eny rate 
he is a man for the love and reverence of all poets, seeing 
that he, almost sole among the present world's critics, 
recognises the greatness· and the hopef11lne~s of -~heir art. 11 
admiration 
further that she- would'not ••presume to·· of:fer my 
to JJ!..r. Carlyle •••• ttl30 This admiration was 
-~~/ 
. 
offered to the philosopher, however, when she wrote to him two 
~-
' ; 
.. .,.. -~..r.. ..J ' ~ 
' 






. ·- -· -·-··-- . . . - years 1·ate r: tt As a s·tranger to V1r ·--~-~Q_~pJ...~ l_ e _, ___ I ___ qa~ __ no_t ______ Q"!!er~--~~-~-~~--~~=~=~ .. ---=--f 
. ---· ·-·····- . -·-· ···--·-·; • -··: --~:-· .. ···,·-··-·-···. ___ ,..... • .. ,J----···· _.,. ,. ..... ··- "--··- •.... ~- ... '' ------··· ·----·---~----,---~-~--~-~-~ .......... -----~---~-----------,.------·-··- . . ~ 
him the accompanying little volumes without a few words of 
· e,cplanation. I do-:· .. ·not offer them becuase they a,ppear to me 
' ' .· 
<:. , •' "',', "'. t ,, ' '. ·,.;:, ... -.:, .• '. ;.: ._' ~--.... ' ' :- f~ •• -. '. ,,; • '~·:.. :.. ' : 
-· .. · ., 
...... 
,~ . ! i 
·- - .., - - - . - - ·. -- .... ... - ~ - . - - .... - - - - . .. - - - .. - - - - . :--. - -· - . . .. \-. . -· . 
• • <O 
.. worthy Of satisfying his delll8.nds for pOetry;~ nor because I 
desire to win from hfm, as a woman, any empty compliment for 
verses he \nay co:tisider quite unworthy.· But holding his aenius ' 
1 ~ ' • P. 
,. . . , . I 




• • • I ! 
need of te;Lltng him so much comes,of honest admiration -- :~i, 
. " and having, besides, written these poems, which are .true, 1n __ _ 
- ?------------------;;;;;.. 
as far as I can see and :feel, to my own power of perception 
and sensibility --~I do incline to hope that he may think 
'·.:,. '"' - . 
y· - -... ."· - __...,-· . . . ,., -...... · -- . . ,, , - ·-·. . . . ; ,• ·- ,· . 
-·'- · -····,· ::.,.,.,. ·········· them truer etlougli riot to·a1sgrace tp:e truth Wltli WhiCh I· roif;'··-· -·-·~·---· ·-
.,, ........ , .. . 
c> 
I,.. -- ., .·• '• l "p.r . t . 
One of the most grateful of his readers~ .- •• -11 '"Carlyle, as' I 
have pointed out earlier, advised her to write rprose instead 
of verse, but later retracted this advice out of pity for 
her condition. ~t was probably ·this retraction that 
Elizabeth was answering when she wrote again to the philoso-
. l 
- - ···---, .. ·--· 
. I 
pher: "I wrote to Jou because I could not help it; and you:r . . . . .... 
-·' . , .. '., . .- .• =,-:;,-r:-:c:, ... ,,,.,- ,G, •.• .-<~c'3..:_~-:-:--~-.-,-.'f.• c,,,~~,.,l·'.-'-•'··"·-;-,:r-;'--;cr..-,.:-::·~c"~"'-•c-cc-"'1~C,:C,>,C:;·,-,,~_-.;7";1T::·_.~,--,,.--::''OCC-CT'"=~c~,.c.~~-•'·'-J.I ~~•.s., .... ,,?Csl,.•~..1-.,.'il. ••. U .. ~."'> 
... ·~",;' .,., ~··'°""'····· ~ .. , ... 1ett~r f'oUJ;}.d me repenting a· temerity which migh_t prove, as 
·-
, I began to fear, offensive to you and ~unbecom1.-ng 1n me. ' Allow 
me to say now, by one last word, that your kindness.has 
touched me deeply -- more deeply than I shall venture to 
express here. ~ome things, I think, I discern where you throw 
" the light -- but some things I am sure I :te.el •'. It is much to 
-- .-". --~ -~--~· .. --~ 
____ .. ----- ..,.-,---· ,. -· ,. ' , .. 
-.--
be able to plant among the recollections of the sunny side 
of my life, this remembran_ge of Mr. Carlyle' s. ttl3l On 
September 1, 1844, she once more wrote to Miss Mitford: "I 
. . ....... , ...... , .... ·-·-·····-.. -·-·-····--·~- ... ---·-··--······~··~---~-~-··- ' .. 
of my 'insight and veracity' ought to use 'speech' rather 























----- - ..:. •• .,· •. ~ • ... : •. ·-~·-· ••• .. - •••••· -- ~- ·- • -- -- - - -·- •••••• - • ~- _.__,_ ·- - - - ·- • - -- • . - ---
~ IJ • 
Pope• s advice to Wyeherly to turn'Vbis poems into prose- to 
be exceedingly gratifying, if' he had not followed· 11:, b_y 
~- l 
· some cordial kindness·. He had not read all the poems ·irrhen ~ 
! 





-··-··-- - -- - -
-
. "\ r 
and ·singled our I Geraldine I s Cou-rtship ~ ·as his~~f avori te so 
. ' 
f . II . ar. Her deep regard for the man "She had not yet met is 
exPressed again 1n another, letter to Ivtiss iritford on 
September 28th: "Do you know that in general I have rather_ 
T '1 
., . ·... -_. -- -
, f 
r - a dislike· to. sending about my· books ,as a gif.t to_··_-persons . ~ _" ' ,, -· __  
.~,+-.-••-•,· •~---- .. ·-~--..··r.•~-••t-·•.-,•""'3:--:,...•..;..,. • .;,~~ .. ,..,.... •• ....,... .. -, •• ,._ ...... .....,.. . .,..,....,...,, . .., . .,.~,.....-· -.,,,•,~ .-... , .••. _ .••. ,.,- ...•.. ,. 
. 
.. • ,.. ,·- ··, - .. ,,. ·~··oot-·•·- •• ,·--,.-,-.-,..~'ti,---:·,--·-,.,-··--~~-i'-lif-.. ,~,-,--·-·c ·• 
( ' • • ' ••. ,. , -,. • ., ··-·~ - --···-· ·-··----......... ,., ...........
. ,, • .- •. ,._,,.,, ... - ... -.,.- ···:···"'" ----·-··-•·A"\• - •. --·- • . ---- ., , .. 
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__ f_:,_;_'' . y; 
~~ 
··-·· 
-- •·• ··« -·~···- - ' .-. - -
- .. .. ·- ' 
acceptance, --- and ask~g for praise in return. Except to 
Carlyle, I~ave sent to nobody, without a specific reason I 
for 1t·.~ •• "132 Her letters t6 BI'Ownirig· in 18lt5 an.a 1846 ··· ----·--- - i 
reveal even more strongly her regard for the man. On 
February 17, 1845, she called herself 11 a devout sitter at 
·his feettt and called him ''Dear and· noble". Ten days l.ater 
' 1· ~ .. · 
she writes: 11 I am_ delie:-llted to hear all you say ·to me of 
yourself, and 'Luria, 1 and tl1.e spider·, and- · to .do him no 
dishonour 1n the association, of the greaat teacher of the 
age, Carlyle, who is also yours and mine. He fills the 
office of a poet -- does he not? -- by analysing humanity 
. - . '. 
back into its elements, to the destruction of the conventions 
of the hour. That~is -- strictly speak~ng -- the office of. 
the poet, is 1 t not? -- and he discharges 1 t fully, and with 
. . 
\,. . 
a wider·--1:n-te-1-1-ig-i-bilit-y--perha.ps as far~ the _contemporary - - ~~-~.,--
~----·-----
period is concerned, than if he did forthwith 1burst into 
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e' 
admiring these letters of VJ?'. Carlyle, and receiving ·the 
. 
... 
· ~-greatest )?leasure from them ,~ every way. He 1s greaUy 
~ 
.. , •i himself always-~ w~ich is the hardest thing for a man to 
be, per~aps. And what his.appreciation of you is, it is 
easy to see -- and. what he expects from you -- not1-1ithstartd~ -· 
1ng that prodi.gious advice of his, to write your next wo.rk in 
, .. _ prose~ 11 On February 2, 1846, she "trites: 11Here I have· -been 
reading Ca.rlyle upon Cromwell arid he is very fine, very much 
~ 




- • -~·'lt, ' • ~ • • • t ' 
.. ~ ..,, ' "'~ '• • • • - ~ 1 • ' - ., , ~ I • ,...: ' 
..I '·.-< •..; 
' . 
. 'h:tmseif, . it . seems to me, every,,1here ·• .... 
you under~tand that I had said .there was, nothing. in him. but 
manner •• I thought he said so -- and I am confident that 
; he never heard. such an op1nJon from me, for good or for 
evil, ever at all. I may b_ave observed upon those vulgar 
attacks on account of the so-called mannerism, the obvious 
---·- ~·.---s·-·----~··------- ------ ·-···-.. ·-:-
fact, that an individuality,.carried into th. .. =- ...... ·. _ .--.,., ...... , ... _.__,.,,c,.v-··· ., ·-.' -.. ,,~._ .. : .,,_1 .~ _..,,, ·-•~, -·.:,· •"· i..~;~::, . .- a:_J.,.,;., ,-7""..~. ;'\;"_; ~~·~•-~_- .;,:");_~.-~ ... :-;._\- · ... ·_ .~ ·· ·.-•. ~ 1 '.-. ;:_ .. -.· - ·,> ,:., • : · -.'-.,,..-.: 1f! .• ; • ~ ·~,I': .. , •. .C. :,f'-· ~ .,. : ., ).: ., ,,. ~ _ .•. :." :.: , . ~·-. , ,. .. -..... ·--., ., 1 .... \ .. , ..... ~-!. ,1: ·.~ - . - , , ,·- f,, .:., 1 •. . - _ ( . .- -,.- ...-,- 1,,, /. , .":'"::"" '"\ '. r: -•, 1. •.', .!. .'t;.~·, · ·-~·.rt~.-~ .... ! -, l ..... ,. "-· , .• ~ , . ., ...;.. . .__. A. ,,.r...>.··~ 1·•, """"'•·\ ... --'~·-' •. "· "' • ~ 1.-.• J.. ..._"'- ·, "• -• t·.J,:.J,.•:· ~-··.1 ·t • ..t .. ....... •:.~i . .,..,. , . .,,, ,1.. • H-.. ~·'-'·-' ,.J.. :r ,•-. -~ ........ ., .,;.,. ..... ,.- .... 
. expression, is a feature in all men of genius, as Buffon 
'is teaches •• 'Le style, .2,'est 1_ 1homme·.•" ·But if the whole m@ 
". 
{ 
were style, if all Carlyleism were manner -- why. there would 
be n:o man, no Ca1 ... lyle lrorth talking of~ I wonder that 
r~-. Kenyon should misrepresent me so. Euphuisms there may 
be to the end of th1'.! .. world -- affected parl-ances -- just as '':,-,.-·. 
a fop at heart may go ~ri thout shoestrings to mimic the 
distractions of some great wendering soul -- aJ.thoug4 that 
1s a bad comparison·, seeing that what is c~led Carlyle's 
than that even. 11 She does, however, in this letter, express 
' 
' her displeasure at the philosopher• s views on poetry. T.b.e ,. i;. / 
•"'""· 
_,;.. ................ _ • ......:..,·,,.·• .... · .~ ........... :·,_.;,,; 
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. . - ' . ~ - - - - ·- -
'· 
. 
, intensity of fe.eling 111th ,rh1ch both she and- Browning treat 
Carlyle and.his opinions is expressed in her letter of APril 
··;·---·- :.: .. ~:-::-:·. ;· :. ' .-, ~,· .·. ' . , .. ,,~- ' -,· .· .. · ' '. ---------·-. - - . ----··:--,--.····- . . ·_·:~;.::_ - ·;;··-·cc·· .. :·· .. : ·' .-. · .. -.,· :::c··:.--- ... -···:.<:·::::·:··'.·:·.:/r,,,,,---·:- .: .. _·.: ..... ··.: ··-.·---,. •.. . ........... . :~---: ::··,-:c::~--·.--~::=,-,~~:::--,.::::: 
1
~~:,:,:c·=-·-,c~·.:2·2, >1846 :' -... n And now, pray, why am~ I not_ to hettr what Carlyle 
,. 
- --- ------· ---------
----------------- \J --~ ----------------.sa-id?-· ,-rill yeu tell- me? -won-'·t you. tell me? how· eha.i.1- I 
.... , .. , persuade you? If I can o·r --not, I w111· say_ God bless him 
'too~~ since he spoke the right word, to.do you good. For 
:;-, •• , 1 ..... 
. ,:.:.•.:· :.~·-,. • ...... the mariife·s·t advance fu cle.arness and directness of 
\ 
' 
"' eXt)ression •••• nl33, · Certa:1:rtl.y this does not suggest the fear 
.. ,, ., .•••. t -....... , ...... ---.,.-,--~---~--~-------~-·· .,,,,,., .... ,. 
. ~.. . ~ .. 
~,~,· ,.,.~,---'I .. _.,·--< -'-'I-.-'>-~ -- , ... ...._ .,'J ·- .. ~ .-~,-4-'.•,1..,;:.~,.,J.i·.~~ >--,t-·'-' • • ': · · 
f 
existed on the part of Brovm1ng1 s ~uture wife~· The letters 
between Elizabeth Barrett and Browning reveaJ., I believe, 
more fully than a;ny others the strong regard_ that poth of _ 
them held for Carlyle, and therefore, seem useless in support 
of a theory of a break. 1n the friendship. 
. . ' 
, ~' H/·,,• I•·. . , ... , l ._J.1,'1 ·- .. · ... .;· •' 'r- · 
ance with Browning, express an incNasing aversion for both ~ 
" 
.... 
the-·poet and his wife, -,as, .. Devan~ poin.ts out. This aversion,- -' 
. 
• ~ (# ' < ' - ~ .• --:-
. 
which !'have treated earlier, did not seem, however, to have 
changed her husband's 11 favour11 for Browning·. 
DeVane 1 s argument, that Mrs. Orr supplies us with 
' 
a Hhint11 of the chan~e, in Browning's attitude tov1ard Carlyle, 
also seems weak when we examine the passage carefully. In 
I speaking of the deaths of several of the poet's friends, 
Mrs. Orr states: 
·: 
_ _ ___ mciriL..oOn..s:t.an~-oP--more--d±sinterelrte"d than -tnat- ~.rlifCli-bound him ·----~-·-i f'E ---·--·-~·---··· ..... - ~ . . • 
... . 
to Carlyle. He vis.i ted him at Chelsea the la ..st wea:ry ,g.ays o~ 
;, 
·~ 




- - - -- . --. - ·- --- -- -.- - - - --- -· . - - -· - "I- .... -·--
his own engagements allowed~ Even the man' s posthumous 
• ,I{ • . 
self-disclosures- scarcely availed to destroy tµe- affectionate 
-reverence which h~ had a1~1ays felt for- him. 1 He never ceased-
. V",,_j --~ . .. 
: .,,.. ~-·.--· ,.,_-· . - . :"" 
~ to d r d -:n-1----------- - - -1n -~t . the·· -c-h-~g--a·-·-o:r·1.Ifik 4· .... --~~-e--~----·-+o ·111·t!·· wife ·-·- ------------------ --------
- --- --------------- -- -- ----------~- - ·· ··· a en _ m aga. _ s _ ____ _ __ ft_ ~ _ - ____ "1,YJ..! s s .., --~ _ _ , _ . 
-or -to believe that, 1n the matter of their domestic unha,ppiness --
she was the more responsible of the two·. Yet Carlyle had · 
,; 
never rendered him that service, easy as it appears, whi;,9 I •• • ., 
f • • 
one man of, letter·s most justly v_alues - from anot~er; _that 9.f 
' 
-·•' ~ 
-·-··--··· .. - ----- .. -....... _ ...... " .. ·.'cc··------·-·, .. ~---·-.. -- .. ., .. _ ... -...... _-.... _____ i;.;_i .. s .. _ .. ___ .. w .... -... o··---.. r .. l~s·---·.····---·---- .. ---Th--·-·e----······;,p·a ...... c .. _____ t __ ... ·-··-w·------a·----·s·---------·--~..;.;..;c·--'"·o-------m·--.. ·p··---·"r·------e-·-··-·h---·e·· .. n·----.... s ....... 1-·b·--1·r.s.···t··o·-·-·-M-1'"--.-·---- .. -B.--ro".ft'l-1n·g---.--·-·--· J..L 'A .I. ..L.l,,L O J.i, vt..1-..1. .-,.-,,,·.· . .,.,.wH,T,&-,_,~·,,~,,. ·.-,.,.·,,,·,,·.;. ·1 .•. ·.•••u•.u._.,.,,·." 
> 
-•. it was so foreign to his own nature; and he commented on it 
.. 
wi~h a t~uch, though merely a touch, of bitterness, when 
. -- ------------------ .--- - re:peating~o a· friend- some- almost extravaga-nt eulogium '\tlhich 
... ---. :"i in earlier days he,. h,ad .received f~om 11.im tete-~-tete·. t I If ~ 
only, 1 he said, . 1 those 1r1ords had been ever repeated in public, 
j 
r 
. . . . i; 
~•··-... _. ,, :r.--F--:-1111~-.i~..,.-!'f~:;:-:-::;,-.~-::-z.,.-::-;;:~~'P''.~::--~-~-::::y::--JC..·:-c·-·;-:--::·1~c-.:·.r·:··-;,-~r.--:::·--;7·-~--:---:-.-~-;-,-··;:;:-y:·: !:·.-.c-:-;_i:;c-:;··:-: .--:~-. ··---::::-J-::··--:·::-·:--:·.r-_--;--;-,·. ,-1· -T- :.;..· ·;.._···:· .:t '.""'.'~ -~-;~·-,_7 .. ;;;:._-,".-··.-:\7---:-1::-;-;-1~:::.·:·.;;·-;:."".·-.;;·~:;·)'.:··---.-:~--.:.·.-.-1>,:·:-,:_ -;.··-·-:.··.;:.-... \-1.· ·:-.t·,--- ;-:,- .;,- ~-.r,.::· .;·.-_-;,.., .; .. ;_,·_. · 1· - -__ ,-_-:,-:·;, ~····:"re·:·-;.,.··· · ,,. - .---~-•. ,:··: ~-1~- · -•-~.: -:: . :; ·.-: :. :;__ --, ·: -,~ .;.:•- ;:-.:.;,., : :,.;.._:-,·~, ,;,.;.·· .. _,-_.:;,---,-;~ ·:;;.;.·r_·,·;~;~-.. -.,:,:=.:s . .;·,.:.1,-;;._<;;;,,::;-J.,~·-.~-:.-;--~:.:~-.-:-:.·,:-;-;'. 
what good they might have done me~' ttl34 · The passage seems · .· · 
,'-, 
;i. 
to lend itself to an interpretation ~hat would oppose that 
suggested by DeVane. Mrs. Orr be·gins by calling Browning• s 
-
feeling for Carlyle "more constant11 than for any of his other 
friends. She feels that the revelations of Froude did, not 
"destroy the· af:fectionate reverence" that he had always felt 
for his friend. It is of primary importance to note that she 
places emphasis upon the fact that Browning's tone wh-en 
speaking of Carlyle's failure to make public his praise of 
seems to be very little "hint11 here of a change in Browning's 
I\ . 
attitude toward the philosopher. 
~ .. ; 
:~ .- ... 
.,·.··-·.::\:J.,,:·::· .. :i;,·_; ' ., ,:.~:, C ,' <•' . , , ,'".' .; .. ·'· ~ . ;,.: ,.. . . .. '.,; -'"" ' :· ·. '., ',.'.,: ... ~ ' .. ',1 . " 




From the time of ~s·. Orr's biography of Bro,ming, 
~ · .. j most biographers ha-ve pointed out the ;,riendly relationship .. 
.• 
..... / ~ ·' .. - .. ; ,,.: 
occurred and gives h1s reader the impression that the men 
,) 
I 
we1'e the best of friends. In a study of the poet's early 
-
:friendships, M·.B.Cramer refers to Carlyle as-'"the most 
"1. 
~ ~ t .. 
- --------------------··'-----L · - vehemently ··,·ar:rectiona te Of· a.11 ·· Bro~W11.ifig s o1der friends ·, •"• •" •·= - m::· • ~ • ·• • • •' 
. 1 
. .. . _;::-
pointing out the poet's statements that the :friendship __ _ 
-
. • .... ••., ..• ,..,..~_"-•-• ".'~'"''·"'""'~·-L_q,. -- ... -~,> .·~~,·~""l"'": ~. ~# ~, :-'\-~~---~ .... ,.~~~·:--···-··" 
with Carlyle w~s "enough to have lived forH a.rid his 
acknowledgement of how Imlch the philosopher's love had 
enriched his life~136 Roma K¥!g speaks of a breach between 
the two men in later years, but feels that 1 t was II intellec,• 
. t 
I • 
tual 11 , not 11personal 11 ~1 37 The fullest comment on the 
.- .. relationship in re __ cen_t y~ars is thflt of ·Betty, Miller, in her· 
biography of Brovrning. She acknowledges the deep friendship 
that ·existed between the men, and suggests possible reasons 
for it: "On 1i'ha t, then, vras the admiration based? Conscious 
I 
a-s Bro,ming always was of his ovm secession, d-id he admire the 
older man for rejecting co-mpromise ·· and pronouncing, fearlessly, 
the darker side of the human predicament? It was, perhaps, 
because he saw 1n Carlyle's attitude the mirror-image of his 
j own that he felt so closely, so peculiarly bound to him~ (Both 
was in ,, the jaws Of 1 S~on I s l 1on 1 ; of su?h stuff, he too ~ ~ . . . . 
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' As for Carlyle, who had begun by d.isliking Browning for his 
smart gre·en riding-coat and the I element of Charles Lambism, 
______ .. ~--=~..-:___ _____ . ___________ British-M.l.seum c·lassicality ·and other Cockney 
• 
. -.-... , __ .. -··--·-•" .. - --~--·-----· -·- ·-··-. 
- ...... -
. . - . 
-.:, ....... . 
- ": ...... .. ·-·-






• . ' ' , C poet mangu! · ---·discovere''d in th& ·friendship of the poet w}?.o 
was, no less; certainly a philosopher mangue", allev~ation 
' f:rom some of the sterner rigdUrs of his o,m company·. Broi,ming 
/ 
-was one of those men, who 'COW.d suc:eessfu11y I unwrap the ba1e~ 
'-- -- ··-- --· - ~-- - ........ ----- - -------. 
ful Nessus shirt of perpetual pain and isolation I in ,t1hich all 
) 
.------ ., . ., .• · .... ·······-· .• _ ........ ,.-::,"-·r-··-··--"'··-·"' ··-'"" ., ., ..... ,, 
-
-his life, 'lamed, embated, and swathed as 1n enchantment', 
Carlyle had struggled-. nl38 
Y\, 1 
11 The Parleying w1 th Bernard de Mandevil_le" presell:_!s 
us .with a view of one of the basic ideational differences 
that existed between the two~~riends. The findings of the 




-. . - - • .. - ' . ·- ·.::.':" .;· ~ ·.". ·.~'. 
. f. ··-- ~- .- ~ 








exi;,re s s ed his reaction to this in sartor Resa.rtus, when he 
·' describes his conversion to ttThe Everlasting Yea": 11 Most 
true is it, as a wise man teaches us, that 'Doubt of any sort 
cannot be removed except by Action~' On which ground, too, 
,. 
-~--- _ .... ----. ---, "<-- _____ .::i...~t ht.n:.i -vrno gropes. pa1nfully. iri. darkness -or--uncertain -1-ight-, - -----------·--·---- .. --- -
and prays vehemently that the dawn may ripen into day, lay 
this other percept well to heart, vthich to me 1J1as of 
.,J • 




~---...-~---=-.-invalttabi-e·=s er v i tren="·~=t--r,o~,,:tttEr~,=~~y~=~--~~crrr=~t·te~s··~rre·are's~'-'tl:ree;=1 . · _ · ---·-·=.,~-, .. ~ .. ~II 
~: 
.. -----·::-·-·--·-·-··---·---·· - - -· - ·--···--------··,·----... ·--··---·---·.············ ... -.-·---· -·-- ---·---- .............. ·--------· ·----.-----·······-·-----···------ .. ·--·--····-- . . . - -- ~--·············•-·······-----·--······"'·-----· .. ---·------,---··- .... , c-.-•·······-.··----·-····- _,_,._ .. -~L~_ -·r-~--,.--~---~·-··--~-~....,..--- - - .;_:_' ' ____ .__"_.l....--,-- . . --




7: already have become clearer~. • • I t~o {ould now say to myse1f': 
-·· ·•·---•••~•-·-••••~~...-,-,u,o•_.-·•~~---=-:'-'!".:.::.:.'•'-•-:..: • -- _.. __ .... -
Ir,, 1 . ~ .... ~ .. 









Be no ;I.on.gar a _Cha~s, _ but. .a World, or even Worlakin· •. -Produeet 
Produce! ·"t,lere it·~·-but the p1t1i'ullest··1n:r1nitesimal fraction 
' 
II_, 
·-.-..- ; •.. · -.. •:-..- ' ~ --- ~-
---·--·:;. 
~,.,,.,. '! • 
·' 





of a Product, produce ·1 t, · in God's name! 1 Tis the utmost 
···••"' 
Whatsoever 
I , . 
-th.Thand findeth· to do, ·ao it with thy whole might~ ,1ork 
While it· is called Today; for the Nigllt cometh, ,-,herein no 
man can W'Ork~ 11139 . He developed t~e belief that since God ,n ~. , 
. .; 
• • t,.!_ .• .-.~,.·, ••. •)·,~ .:.:·~:-...,,,. ... , .• .:...··,~.-•,..;"..-.. ;:,.:; _ .. .;:..: 
..... i., 
'--:,.,, • ',,,' , • .,_, > •• • -'' < L >j< 
• laid· the burq~n of Duty )on man, but offered no aid, sign, or . ,., 
. -"<"- -~ -·- ....•. _.. ~ comfort, man• s duty Was simply to Worl,t against., eVii with no·: ····"~-·--··-, · 
•. . .. ,.¢1.. :. ,:' ~:. • .. -
--- .,a.,. •· • --·· real hope of conquering ·1t. In his essay on ttBoswell 1 s Lif'e 
... I 
of Johnsorl" he "lrrote: ••under dimmer or clearer manifestations, .. 
a Truth had been revealed to him: I also a.m a Man; even 1n 
--
this tm.utterable element of Author~hip, I may live as beseems 
a Man~ That llrong is not only different ~m Right, but that 
it is 1n strict scientific terms infinitely different; even 
"•· .... ;·~.JO>";.,''-•.,',\ .. as. ~~~~ . ''"~~!~.,., , '~,o.;.~:t:,h~.,,v·K~'•.•• ,,+.Mo>• r•-,l.:.'.,._ ~•. ,..•.,•, ,·., ••••,•,,.._....--~, ,. "-'''")'"-'·~-Ju:-•-....-~-o~ '°'......._,J,; ,,, <·«•• I 
. . 
. 
_·,,c; ·one" s '<nm soul, or ( as Johns.on had 1 t) a Heav,en '-Set against · 
, -"a Hell·; that in all situations out of the Pit of iophet, -vrhere- · 
in a living Man has stood or can stand, there is actually a 
Prize of quite infinite value placed within his reach, namely 
a Duty for him to do: this hi@est _Gospel, which forms the 
... ··- ·--·-··- .---
-····-·--·-···---· ----- - . - . ... --
--15a,si s an(l worth of all other Gospels whatsoever, had been 
revealed to Samuel Johnson; and the man had believed it, and 
-
~-'· 
laid 1 t f ai tb.fyll.y to heart. Such kno,vledg~ __ ~!., \ ~~~\ ~.\.-,,, . , .. \ .~ ·<-, ,~, ., ., ., " ./·, 
. r 
.... 
~--~-----"'"-..---"" ........... ~ ..... ----....................... ~ .. --... ~ ........ .,..,,._.....-.,.....,....~----~ 
• • 
.c r.t. -..... . ..--- ·----· a • ...:. •• --~-~-... --.~~ailsceRdent·a:l· .. ,----·imme·asur·ab·ler--·cnara-cte°J:~· ·or····Dti"ty·.,·we·····ciall·---c·the----------··-·_, .,- . -···· 1·· 
. .)'\' 
b~sis of all Gospels, the essence of all Religion: he who . 
w1 th his v1hole soul lmo"t-1s not th; s, as yet ~ov1s nothing, as (.\ 
yet ,±! properly nothing~ ttl40 Browning, however, refused to 






.. - ·-- . . . . - . . . -·- -.. ---··. -_ ,, ··-· - - ,- ···~ .. ·" . . ....... --.· ... ·--~',._ . .;, . " . - . . ... , . . . .. 
accept the. findings of the . intellect. He therefore re-pudiates-
' ~- ~ 
the mind and turns to the emotions s..nd instincts· of man ;to · 
' build back his faith. He·4admd.tted the .. t the evils did exis·t,_ 
;... / 
I!' but believed that within them was to be found the germ o~ ~, ... .-.. ,,. · ' .. ~1 ..... ,,,.. . ...... , .. ,., "...... t 




~ key to God.· God, he believed, revealed himself to man through 
- ' 
I 




• )- • 
--l - -· .,.,_ .... --.·· , using and 'ehanging the-P.Pomet,heu.e sto~ t(h:make his-po-int: I 











. \. •. 
'·· - j 
-( .. "-' 
' ' 
,. 
.. Thus moaned :-
. 
~Ian till Prometheus helped him, -- as \ve learn,--
Offered an artifice whereby he drew ~ 
Sun's rays into a focus, -- plain and true, 
The -:.very Sun in little: made fire burn 
· ·And henceforth do r-'Ian service =--; glass-conglobed 
Though to a pin-point circle=~ all the same 
Comprising the Sun's se,:J_f, but Snn disrobed 
Of that else~u..nconceived essential flame 
Borne by no naked sight~ Shall mind's eye strive 
Achingly to compai~ion as it may 
The supersubtle effluer1ce si and contrive .. ·. 















· - 11 ~ . - . . .. · _ . .. ;. - . -· -, . , . · ·, · · ..... · · .. , ... -. '.'. _:· ... --. ·,· ... -,, . _·' --~·- "·,-~ ~.:::1'!_~ . . ' . ,': ' ,. ·~ ~,Li:!dlli_;"', .. ..,.. __ .~\ '--.-. ... ~ .... ....- ..... we,: " 
- , .. ·• • '·'··.:·,• ,, ~·-.:~,:.;., ..... :./.i>-~c'.· :_·· :.· .... ,'. •. (.< ~ ·-"·i·-11-anci~'bre::tllth" by ''handd>breadth, till sense faint -- confessed· 
. ; --.-,,. 
· · Frus.trate, eluded by unkno'Wl1 unguessed · 
,~ Il1finitude o:f actio11? Idle quest~ 
..... 
Rather ask aid from optics. Sense, descry 
The spectrum -- rnind, infer i1m:nensi ty~ 141 
In the same way that t.he sun was here reveal.ea 1n a small image, - ·- ··-·------------------
so our hearts, believes Browning, are a small image of the 
t1great, good, and 1rrise God ou·t -beyond -our senses __ and_ our ___ ------------------_--_·--_· -------:--c___,.....,...--1!\, 
·-------- --·~ -~--------·----------
. ---------------~---------····- -- ·- ------. -
. - . ' 
. . . 
intellectual comprehension, ruling this world •••• Carlyle had · 
wanted a_. sign of God's preference for good; he fiad seen no 
way by which man could kno1r1 anything of the rmiverse; __ he __ had . ___ ·___ _ ______ ·. 
____ ._ __ __,_ __ =------~-·--... -.-.. ,---~ .............. -..... --.. -----·----·r---·------·-·"'----------·------·-·-···-···- --- . . ----.. --------· ..... ·-··· ···----·-------···•·--·--·----·-- -------- -.-
-----..-- . . 
f- . . ... - . . - - ·~---·-·· --.--~.~------·compiain·e·,r·--o·r·-- 'the- ti se ·"''"· o·r--·-~s·ymool"s·;··h··--·an·a:·"ne··-··~tante·a. ···- tlte·- ·~trr1umprr·--·-··-·--·-··--·--··-··~~ ... ~---
(( 
of evil explained~ By means of his myth Brovming depicts his 








_ ........ ,., . ~- ......... ,. , .. ---.. -. 
..... 
7l 
own -:optimistic· philosophy: he f·ind·s hopefulne.ss -in man 
himself. As man is agains·t evi;r.. ,. so is God, for man is the· 
image of God, in little; ,uid thus God can be comprehended 
somewhat, in human terms.11142, --~- _ '"' ,, ___ l <Y/1 
l.../ 
,_ 
There is·, as DeVane suggest1:1, a tone of sarcasm 1n 
" .,,- . ' 
the poem in the various reference~ to Car:J_yle~, the 11parlous 
., 
: ·:, '·:,· -
. friend ,rho cap·tured or set -rrea/ Thunderbolts at his pleasure, 
·yet would draw/ Back, pan1c-stricl{en by some puny straw/ Thy 
' 
gOid-ri;µied ambe;.head~d c~e h~d w?isked/ OU:t,: of ·his ·p0:thway· 
· •.
,,.,-, ' , ______ - ' -- ~' 
1r· the object rislfed/ Encotmter, 'soaped thy kiek from 
. . 
,l · buckled shoe! ul43 The sarcasm, however, seems to be directed 
s.t Carlyle I s stubbornness and not at · the -man. himself. The 
''groan and guffaw", 11 bil1ou,s mood", and .. 9ther characteri.stics 




. . I 
r, 
" -- I 
II 
, ' 
- - . . t 
. for the expl 1 c 1 t PU:P ?-~~ _? __ ~---~~ ~,~?~~-;J!~-~!:~ .. ,:~!:~~I!-~~~-.;-~~!l~c; Y.!,.,~»~:=·=~"~~~".· ,_,. ; 
~:.;..-•.•._,.--:-,--:--,;--;_.~--·_·~~.-~---:---;-:,,·....-.;;v ;..,: !-,-~,('···\· -::---·,.- --~--,.--------,·;·;·-,--·c-·----.----------------:·---·:·-·--:--·--,c·--c;·-c:c,,-·---,-";"-c-~-,-,--':;'"":':~·---::-;,:c:c·-·'-; ... •-,, .,_.,_ -,-·.-·,, ,.-.... ,-~ .. --- -·-· r .. _ -. - . .. - - "\ ·i 







., ;; (60 .,; ,; 
2 
~- , 
/ - throughout the poerri and actually ··ends ·on· 'thi·s friendly note: ! 
_, 
,, 
so, good l!!l friend, keep still 1.h Trustful with -- me? with thee, sage !J.andeville! 16t61" 
,: 
I 
On the basis of all the evidence examined fu this 
study, it seems possible to assume that the real differences 
-- ------ ·---------------------- -- ------ ! 
did not affect their personal relationship at a11 ·• Actuilly, 
. L such sti.mulatinP: a.rrmment a.s '\'Te have ,-ti tnessed on this 
___::._:_~____:_:__:__:::_· __ --- ___ ..:_ ___ ,_ __ _ _ __ _ _ - - ...... ~•-•m,~-. ...,._,..,n"h-··••••.,-·,cc_,,,-.---.-. -~-•. - .. ,-.~-·--·•--·-···-·•·· -·--· -··- ····-·-
-, 
• u 
. . I 
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